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A B S T R A C T

Machine learning (ML) greatly benefits from the availability of large
amounts of training data, both in terms of the number of samples, and
the number of features per sample. However, aggregating more data
under centralized control is not always possible, nor desirable, due
to security and privacy concerns, regulation, or competition. Secure
multi-party computation (MPC) protocols promise a solution to this
dilemma, allowing multiple parties to train ML models on their joint
datasets while provably preserving the confidentiality of the inputs.
However, generic approaches to MPC result in large computation and
communication overheads, which limits the applicability in practice.

The goal of this thesis is to make privacy-preserving machine learn-
ing with secure computation practical. First, we focus on two high-level
applications, linear regression and document classification. We show
that communication and computation overhead can be greatly reduced
by identifying the costliest parts of the computation, and replacing
them with sub-protocols that are tailored to the number and arrange-
ment of parties, the data distribution, and the number representation
used. One of our main findings is that exploiting sparsity in the data
representation enables considerable efficiency improvements. We go
on to generalize this observation, and implement a low-level data
structure for sparse data, with corresponding secure access protocols.
On top of this data structure, we develop several linear algebra al-
gorithms that can be used in a wide range of applications. Finally,
we turn to improving a cryptographic primitive named vector-OLE,
for which we propose a novel protocol that helps speed up a wide
range of secure computation tasks, within private machine learning
and beyond.

Overall, our work shows that MPC indeed offers a promising av-
enue towards practical privacy-preserving machine learning, and the
protocols we developed constitute a substantial step in that direction.
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Z U S A M M E N FA S S U N G

Machine Learning (ML) profitiert erheblich von der Verfügbarkeit
großer Mengen an Trainingsdaten, sowohl im Bezug auf die Anzahl
an Datenpunkten, als auch auf die Anzahl an Features pro Datenpunkt.
Es ist allerdings oft weder möglich, noch gewollt, mehr Daten unter
zentraler Kontrolle zu aggregieren. Gründe dafür können Bedenken
bezüglich Sicherheit, Datenschutz, Privatsphäre, oder Konkurrenz sein,
sowie gesetzliche Einschränkungen. Multi-Party-Computation (MPC)-
Protokolle stellen eine Lösung dieses Dilemmas in Aussicht, indem sie
es mehreren Parteien erlauben, ML-Modelle auf der Gesamtheit ihrer
Daten zu trainieren, ohne die Eingabedaten preiszugeben. Generische
MPC-Ansätze bringen allerdings erheblichen Mehraufwand in der
Kommunikations- und Laufzeitkomplexität mit sich, wodurch sie sich
nur beschränkt für den Einsatz in der Praxis eignen.

Das Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es, Privatsphäreerhaltendes Machine Lear-
ning mittels MPC praxistauglich zu machen. Zuerst fokussieren wir
uns auf zwei Anwendungen, lineare Regression und Klassifikation
von Dokumenten. Hier zeigen wir, dass sich der Kommunikations-
und Rechenaufwand erheblich reduzieren lässt, indem die aufwän-
digsten Teile der Berechnung durch Sub-Protokolle ersetzt werden,
welche auf die Zusammensetzung der Parteien, die Verteilung der Da-
ten, und die Zahlendarstellung zugeschnitten sind. Insbesondere das
Ausnutzen dünnbesetzter Datenrepräsentationen kann die Effizienz
der Protokolle deutlich verbessern. Diese Beobachtung verallgemei-
nern wir anschließend durch die Entwicklung einer Datenstruktur für
solch dünnbesetzte Daten, sowie dazugehöriger Zugriffsprotokolle.
Aufbauend auf dieser Datenstruktur implementieren wir verschie-
dene Operationen der Linearen Algebra, welche in einer Vielzahl
von Anwendungen genutzt werden. Zuletzt wenden wir uns einem
kryptographischen Primitiven namens Vector-OLE zu. Hierfür ent-
wickeln wir ein neues Protokoll, welches es ermöglicht, viele andere
MPC-Protokolle für sicheres Machine Learning und darüber hinaus
zu beschleunigen.

Insgesamt zeigt die vorliegende Arbeit, dass MPC ein vielverspre-
chendes Werkzeug auf dem Weg zu Privatsphäre-erhaltendem Machi-
ne Learning ist, und die von uns entwickelten Protokolle stellen einen
wesentlichen Schritt in diese Richtung dar.
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1 I N T R O D U C T I O N

The availability of vast amounts of data has been a major factor to the
success of machine learning (ML) in the past two decades, and has
enabled several advances in fields such as artificial intelligence, natural
language processing, and computer vision. A common observation
is that the quality of machine learning models largely depends on
the amount of training data available—both in terms of the number
of samples and the number of features present in the dataset. At the
same time, traditional machine learning algorithms rely on centralized
access to the training data; computation can be distributed to several
machines in practice, but these are still controlled by a single entity.
As a result, both private companies and public sector organizations
have been focusing on collecting large amounts of user data, in the
hope that it might be useful in the future.

Collecting more data to improve machine learning is not always
possible, or desirable, though. Around the world, several laws have
been put in place to limit or regulate how organizations can collect
and store user data. Examples include the EU’s General Data Pro-
tection Regulation (GDPR), or the California Consumer Privacy Act
(CCPA). Furthermore, privacy and data protection concerns aside,
organizations can be hesitant to share data with each other, out of
fear of disclosing trade secrets or giving up on a competitive advan-
tage. These observations lead to the following dilemma: On one hand,
machine learners would like to train their models on more data to
improve accuracy. On the other hand, aggregating more data under
centralized control is often undesirable or outright infeasible.

A possible solution to this dilemma is provided by the cryptographic
field of multi-party computation (MPC). Originally introduced in the
1980s by Yao [Yao86] and Goldreich, Micali, and Wigderson [GMW87],
MPC allows two or more parties to jointly compute a function on
private inputs, revealing only the result, but nothing beyond that.
General-purpose MPC compilers [MNPS04; DPSZ12; DSZ15; ZE15;
Büs+18] allow developers to describe functionalities as source code
in a centralized fashion, which then automatically get compiled to
provably secure MPC protocols.

Like machine learning, MPC has made significant progress since
its inception, bringing it closer to practicality. For example, the amor-
tized computation time of the fundamental cryptographic primitive
oblivious transfer (OT) was considerably reduced by the introduc-
tion of OT extension [IKNP03], which replaces expensive public-key
operations with cheap, hardware-assisted private-key operations. Im-
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2 introduction

provements of other cryptographic primitives such as homomorphic
encryption (HE) [Gen09; FV12; BGV14] likewise translated into im-
provements of MPC protocols relying on these. Generic MPC protocols
similarly have seen several improvements. Notable example include
the free XOR [KS08] and half-gates [ZRE15] optimizations to Yao’s two-
party garbled circuit protocol, new efficient instantiations [BLO16]
of its multi-party variant [BMR90], as well as the multi-party SPDZ
protocol [DPSZ12] and its enhancements [KOS16; KPR18]. Finally,
optimizing MPC compilers have been proposed [Dem+15; Büs+18],
which aim to minimize the communication and computation costs
when compiling high-level functionality descriptions to generated
MPC protocols.

Even with all these improvements in place, however, it seems un-
likely that general-purpose MPC alone leads to practical protocols for
private machine learning. A major obstacle is the communication over-
head introduced by generic MPC protocols. For example, computing
a single 32-bit integer multiplication of secret-shared numbers using
the ABY framework [DSZ15] requires over 1 KiB of communication.
Clearly, this does not scale to the billions of multiplications needed in
many machine learning settings.

An alternative approach to generic MPC protocols are application-
specific, hand-written protocols. For some concrete MPC applications,
such as private set intersection (PSI), such custom protocols have con-
sistently outperformed generic approaches [KKRT16; PSZ18; Ion+20;
PRTY20; CM20]. However, unlike PSI, machine learning consists of
many different functionalities with a variety of settings and data dis-
tributions. Developing, optimizing, and proving security of separate
MPC protocols for each of these is a tedious task that requires expert
knowledge. Therefore, smaller organizations might not be able to
afford developing custom protocols for their private machine learning
needs.

In this thesis, we propose a hybrid approach that conceptually lies
between the two extremes outlined above. Concretely, we observe that
many ML algorithms can be split up into multiple distinct phases.
If we can ensure that intermediate results do not reveal any addi-
tional information, we can split up secure computation protocols in
a similar way. Secret sharing and other cryptographic tools can be
used to achieve such secure protocol compositions, which allows us
to develop custom MPC protocols for the most expensive parts of the
computation, while using generic MPC for the rest. This way, we can
tailor our protocols to the setting (e. g., number and arrangement of
parties) and the data (e. g., its distribution and encoding). Finally, this
modular approach allows us to reuse protocols for common function-
alities, such as inner products and other linear algebra operations,
across different ML tasks.
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We start in Chapters 3 and 4 by taking a look at two prominent
ML use cases, namely regression and classification. One of our main
observations here is that significant speedups can be obtained by ex-
ploiting sparsity inherent in the data representation. In Chapter 5,
we generalize this observation, developing data structures and corre-
sponding secure access protocols for sparse data. On top of these, we
then develop multiple sparse linear algebra protocols, and show that
these can speed up various ML applications on sparse data. Finally, in
Chapter 6, we design and implement a protocol for vector oblivious
linear evaluation (vector OLE or VOLE), a low-level cryptographic
primitive that is equivalent to a secure scalar–vector multiplication
and that can be used as a building block in several MPC applications.
The implementations of all of the protocols developed in this thesis
have been published under open-source licenses.

1.1 contributions

1.1.1 Linear Regression

In Chapter 3, we look at the problem of securely computing a linear
regression model on vertically partitioned data. Linear regression tries
to approximate the relationship between a set of independent vari-
ables and a dependent variable by a linear function. More formally,
if we express our training dataset as a matrix X ∈ Rn×d, where rows
correspond to n data points (i. e., samples), and columns correspond to
d independent variables (i. e., features), then linear regression aims to
find a vector θ such that Xθ approximates the vector for the dependent
variable y. One advantage of linear regression is the fact that it can
be reduced to solving a system of linear equations Aθ = b, where
A = 1

n XᵀX + λI and b = 1
n Xᵀy. This approach is also called ridge

regression with regularization parameter λ. In prior work, Nikolaenko
et al. [Nik+13b] observed that the computation of the solution θ in
MPC can be split up into two phases, by first computing secret-shares
of A and b, and then solving the secret-shared linear system in a
second phase.

In the horizontally-partitioned setting of Nikolaenko et al. [Nik+13b],
additive shares of of XᵀX can be computed locally, since XᵀX =

∑n
i=0 xᵀi xi, and each row xi is owned by a single party. For vertically

partitioned input data, i.e., when the columns of X are owned by dif-
ferent parties, this does not work any more. However, we observe that
each element of XᵀX can be computed as the inner product of two
columns of X. Thus, we can reduce the multi-party computation of A
to multiple parallel two-party computations.

In the second phase, Nikolaenko et al. [Nik+13b] solve the linear
system using Cholesky decomposition in a two-party computation be-
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tween two additional, non-colluding servers1. While this approach1 This is commonly
referred to as the

two-server model.
theoretically returns the exact solution in time O(d3), the accuracy is
limited in practice by the errors introduced by the fixed-point encod-
ing used for real numbers. Our approach instead relies on the iterative
conjugate gradient descent (CGD). While this algorithm also needs time
O(d3) to converge in theory, we observe that the precision limit due to
fixed-point encoding is reached far earlier. Thus, we can save running
time by stopping CGD after fewer iterations.

Overall, our work in Chapter 3 shows that exploiting the partition-
ing scheme of the data, as well as its fixed-point encoding, leads to
substantial speedups in practice, while maintaining the accuracy of
previous work.

1.1.2 Document Similarity and Classification

Parametric models such as linear regression require the training data
to be structured as a fixed set of independent variables, or features.
However, real-world data (such as text documents) is often unstruc-
tured and doesn’t come with an immediate feature representation.
Furthermore, parametric models need to be re-trained whenever the
dataset changes, limiting their flexibility in some settings.

In Chapter 4, we develop solutions to these issues in a secure com-
putation setting. Concretely, we design and implement MPC protocols
for securely extracting numerical features from text documents, and
for computing the similarities between document vectors. We then
apply these to the k-nearest neighbors (k-NN) classification algorithm.
As a similarity-based, non-parametric algorithm, k-NN doesn’t involve
a training phase, but instead treats the entire dataset as the model,
which allows it to handle cases where the database often changes.

For feature extraction, we use term frequency–inverse document fre-
quency (TF–IDF) features, one of the most common representations
used for text data. Here, a first challenge is the fact that the inverse
document frequency (IDF) depends on the entire dataset. Our solu-
tion involves pre-computing differentially private IDF values using an
MPC protocol, and releasing these private IDF values to all parties.
Intuitively, differential privacy (DP) [DMNS16; DR14] guarantees that
these values don’t contain much information about any individual
document in the dataset. Revealing private IDF values has two advan-
tages: First, it allows parties to compute their document vectors locally,
thus allowing them to extend the database with new documents. Sec-
ond, TF–IDF vectors are very sparse, so they only have few non-zero
values.

We exploit this sparsity in our similarity computation, where our
goal is to compute additive shares of the cosine similarity of two
TF–IDF vectors. By first securely removing zero values from the input
vectors, we considerably reduce the time needed for a secure similarity
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computation. Furthermore, our protocol allows batching multiple
similarity computations, which works particularly well on natural
language texts due to the distribution of words encountered there.

Composing our feature extraction and scoring protocols with a
generic MPC for top-k selection yields an end-to-end k-NN classifi-
cation protocol that provides a notion of security that is a hybrid of
differential privacy and MPC: Our protocol first reveals differentially
private IDF values, which are subsequently used together with the
raw data as inputs to an MPC protocol that reveals the classification
result. We formalize this notion of security with differentially private
leakage, and prove security of our protocol in this model.

1.1.3 Sparse Linear Algebra

In Chapter 5, we generalize the ideas from our sparse inner product
protocol introduced in chapter 4, taking a more principled approach
to secure linear algebra on sparse data. Our motivation is the fact
that sparsity patterns can vary a lot across different applications. For
example, only one of the vectors might be sparse, while the other
is dense, and different protocols might be optimal in each case. In
the more general case of matrix–vector multiplication, different spar-
sity patterns of the matrix can result in even more possible protocol
variants.

To address these different flavors of sparsity, we first define a
read-only oblivious map (ROOM) data structure and corresponding
secure computation protocols for storing and accessing sparse data.
We present multiple instantiations of this primitive with different
trade-offs. Then, using ROOM as a building block, we propose pro-
tocols for basic linear algebra operations such as Gather, Scatter, and
multiple variants of sparse matrix multiplication. Finally, we use these
to build secure protocols for logistic regression, naive Bayes, and k-NN
classification.

The resulting framework is flexible enough to allow users to freely
combine ROOM instantiations and linear algebra protocols into high-
level applications. The architecture is inspired by the sparse BLAS
standard [DHP02], which similarly allows users to manipulate sparse
matrices and vectors in the centralized setting, independent of the
underlying storage format. As a result, future improvements or new
constructions of our ROOM primitive will directly benefit the higher-
level linear algebra and application protocols.

1.1.4 Distributed Vector OLE

As our fourth and final contribution, we take a look at a low-level
cryptographic primitive, namely oblivious linear evaluation (OLE) over
vectors, or vector OLE (VOLE). The vector OLE functionality allows
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two parties to compute additive shares of a vector–scalar product
over some ring R. More formally, given two vectors u, v ∈ Rn from
Party 1, and a scalar x ∈ R from Party 2, it returns the vector w =

ux + v to Party 2. Apart from secure linear algebra with long vectors,
VOLE has numerous applications in cryptography, including oblivious
polynomial evaluation, private set intersection, and oblivious RAM.

Boyle et al. [BCGI18] observe that a VOLE protocol can be con-
structed from its random variant, where u, v, and x are pseudorandom.
They further present a theoretical construction for such a pseudoran-
dom VOLE generation protocol that has sub-linear communication in
the size n of the output vectors. On a high level, their protocol works
as follows: Given a short random correlation c = ax + b ∈ Rk and a
public random matrix C ∈ Rk×n, they compute u = aC + µ. Here, µ

is a sparse error vector with a small number of non-zero elements at
random indexes. Under the learning parity with noise (LPN) assumption,
u computed this way is pseudorandom as long as a and µ stay secret.
Now v and w can be computed as v = bC − ν1 and w = cC + ν2,
where ν1, ν2 are secret-shares of µ. The remaining question is how
to secret-share µ with communication sub-linear in n. Here, Boyle
et al. propose to use a multi-point function secret sharing (MPFSS)
scheme that combines distributed point functions [GI14; DS17] and
combinatorial batch codes [PSW09].

In Chapter 6, we improve their construction in several ways. First,
we observe that a weaker variant of MPFSS is sufficient to compute
shares of µ, since one of the parties knows the non-zero positions of µ

in the clear. We call this variant known-index MPFSS, and present an
efficient construction for it. The fact that one party knows the non-zero
indices of µ also allows us to use cheaper probabilistic batching based
on cuckoo hashing [PR04], which has been used in a similar fashion
in the context of private information retrieval [ACLS18]. Overall, our
improvements enable the first implementation of a distributed VOLE
generator over general fields with sub-linear communication, and we
show that it outperforms the state-of-the-art approach for n > 213.
Our known-index MPFSS construction can further be used to reduce
the communication overhead of certain types of sparse matrix-vector
multiplication presented in Chapter 5.



2 B A C KG R O U N D

In this chapter we begin by specifying our setting and privacy goals.
We then go on to introduce notation and terminology common to
all of our contributions, the most important being the definition of
security used in multi-party computation protocols. We also review
established MPC techniques such as secret sharing, oblivious transfer,
and garbled circuits, which we will use in our protocols.

2.1 privacy-preserving machine learning

Given the popularity of machine learning as the method of choice
for solving various challenges, it is unsurprising that a lot of work
has been done towards understanding and improving the privacy
guarantees of machine learning algorithms. However, as there are
several possible settings1, threat models, and formalizations of privacy, 1 For an overview of

possible settings in
distributed ML, see
Craddock et al.
[Cra+19] and
Kairouz et al.
[Kai+19].

not all of these approaches are comparable.
In this thesis, we focus on the setting where multiple mutually

distrustful parties want to train or evaluate a machine learning model
on their joint datasets via a distributed protocol. This setting assumes
that all parties know how to connect to each other, what computa-
tion should be performed, and general facts about the input data
(e. g., its partitioning across the parties). Unlike cross-device federated
learning [Kai+19], we do not assume a central server coordinating
communication between the computing parties, and we don’t handle
dropouts. While important for any practical deployment of privacy-
preserving ML, we also don’t cover preprocessing steps such as secure
record linkage [Laz+18; Sta+20].

In terms of privacy, one can distinguish between what can be learned
about the inputs by each subset of parties through the distributed
computation itself (input privacy), and what can be inferred from
the computation result (output privacy) [Cra+19]. We focus on the
former, and we therefore see attacks such as model inversion or re-
identification as beyond the scope of this thesis. However, we note that
input and output privacy are not mutually exclusive2. For example, 2 One example of a

protocol that
provides both input
privacy (via MPC)
and output privacy
(via DP) is given in
Section 4.5.2.

differential privacy (DP) [DMNS16; DR14], a standard approach to
output privacy, can be generalized to distributed settings [Dwo+06;
BNO08; Che+19; BBGN19], and combining these results with ours
can yield protocols that provide both privacy goals simultaneously. In
the next section, we formalize our notion of privacy via multi-party
computation.

7
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2.2 secure multi-party computation

The goal of multi-party computation (MPC) is to enable two or more
data holders to compute a function on the union of their data sets,
without giving any party access to the joint dataset. All the parties
should learn is their respective part of the output of the computed
function, but nothing beyond that. While this goal may be easy to
understand intuitively, its formalization is a bit more involved, since
it is not immediately clear how to measure the amount of information
that can be learned beyond a certain function output, in particular if
we assume a computationally-bounded adversary. This is what the
simulation paradigm [Gol04; Lin17] aims to solve.

The idea is as follows: Assume there is an ideal functionality that
takes the inputs from all parties and returns to them their respective
outputs, without revealing anything else. Clearly, if such an ideal
functionality existed, it would be secure by definition. In the real
protocol execution, however, the parties receive more than only their
outputs, since they have to exchange messages with each other, and
these messages might contain more information than the final output.
So in order to prove that a certain protocol is secure, we need to
prove that this view of each party on the protocol execution does not
reveal anything that cannot already be learned from the output of
the ideal functionality. This can be done by constructing a simulator
that computes a simulated view for each party from the inputs and
outputs of the ideal functionality alone. If this simulated view in the
ideal, secure-by-definition setting can’t be distinguished from the real
view of the protocol execution, then anything that an adversary could
learn by analyzing its view on the real protocol execution, could also
be learned in the ideal world by using the simulator. It follows that the
real protocol doesn’t reveal any information beyond what is learned
from the ideal functionality. The following definition formalizes this
notion of simulation-based security. It was adapted from Goldreich
[Gol04, Definition 7.5.1], and has previously appeared in the same
form in [SVGB20].

Definition 2.1 (Security against semi-honest adversaries). For any
number of parties n ≥ 2, a probabilistic n-party functionality is a func-
tion F : ({0, 1}∗)n → ({0, 1}∗)n. Let Fi(x1, . . . , xn) denote the i-th ele-
ment of F (x1, . . . , xn). For each party i ∈ [n], Fi takes all parties’ inputs
x̄ := (x1, . . . , xn) and returns the output Fi(x̄) to Party i. Let Π be a
protocol for computing F . Let outputΠ(x̄) denote the combined output of
Π. Additionally, each party has a view on the protocol execution that is
denoted by viewΠ

i (x̄) and contains Party i’s inputs, internal random state,
and all received messages. For any subset of parties I = {i1, . . . , it} ⊆ [n],
let xI = (xi1 , . . . , xit), FI(x̄) :=

(
Fi1(x̄), . . . ,Fit(x̄)

)
, and viewΠ

I (x̄) :=(
I, viewΠ

i1 (x̄), . . . , viewΠ
it
(x̄)
)
.
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Now, a simulator S is a probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm that takes
as arguments the set I, the inputs xi1 , . . . , xit of all parties in I, and their
outputs from the functionality, i. e. FI(x̄). Using these, S simulates a view
for the parties in I. If such a simulator exists, and for each I satisfies{(

S
(

I, xI ,FI(x̄)
)
,F (x̄)

)}
x̄∈({0,1}∗)n

c≡{(
viewΠ

I (x̄), outputΠ(x̄)
)}

x̄∈({0,1}∗)n
(2.1)

then we say that Π privately computes F , or Π computes F with
security against semi-honest adversaries.

Here,
c≡ denotes computational indistinguishability as defined by Gol-

dreich [Gol04] and Lindell [Lin17]. In the two-party case, we write
Si
(

xi,F (x1, x2)
)

instead of S
(
{i}, (xi),F (x1, x2)

)
to denote the simu-

lator for the view of Party i ∈ {1, 2}.
Most of the protocols we present throughout this thesis provide

security according to the above simulation-based definition3, and we 3 A notable exception
is our k-NN protocol
in Section 4.6, where
we allow the ideal
functionality to have
an additional, but
quantifiable, privacy
leakage.

provide the ideal functionalities in addition to formal protocol de-
scriptions. We will focus on semi-honest or passive adversaries, meaning
that all parties are assumed to follow the protocol faithfully, but at
the same time they try to learn as much as possible from the protocol
execution. A stronger adversary model, featuring malicious or active
adversaries, also allows the parties to deviate from the protocol de-
scription in arbitrary ways. While there exist generic approaches to
transform passively secure protocols to actively secure ones [IPS08;
LOP11], as well as general-purpose MPC frameworks with active se-
curity [DPSZ12; WMK16; Kel20], these still come with a considerable
performance penalty. Still, in some cases we extend our protocols to
offer some additional protection against malicious adversaries.

2.3 composition and secret sharing

A desirable property of secure computation protocols is that they can
be composed into higher-level protocols, while maintaining their secu-
rity properties. In particular, we would like the higher-level protocol
to be secure independently of how the sub-protocol is implemented,
as long as it securely computes the required functionality. This can be
achieved using composition theorems, as for example given by Canetti
[Can00]. To that end, a hybrid model is introduced that lies between
the ideal model and the real world that we described in the previous
section. This hybrid model is the same as the real world execution
of the composed protocol, except that each call to a sub-protocol is
replaced by an evaluation of its ideal functionality instead. Modular
composition now ensures that if we can prove security of the com-
posed protocol in this hybrid model, and if each of the sub-protocols
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securely implements its functionality, then the composed protocol is
secure in the real world as well.

We formally state this composition property in the following the-
orem. It was adapted4 from Canetti [Can00, Theorem 5 and Corrol-4 The main difference

between Theorem 2.2
and Canetti’s

Corollary 7 is that
we only care about

the full-threshold
case, i. e., we require
protocols to be secure

even when only a
single party is

honest.

lary 7], where we refer the reader for a full description of the model
and the proof.

Theorem 2.2 (Modular composition). Let m, n ∈N, and let F1, . . . ,Fm

and G be n-party functionalities. Let Π be an n-party protocol that privately
computes G in the (F1, . . . ,Fm)-hybrid model where no more than one ideal
evaluation call is made at each round. Let ρ1, . . . , ρm be n-party protocols such
that ρi privately computes Fi, and let Πρ1,...,ρm denote protocol Π with each
call to Fi replaced by an execution of ρi. Then Πρ1,...,ρm privately computes G.

Composition simplifies the development of secure computation
protocols by allowing the protocol and proofs to take place in the
hybrid model. However, to prove security in the hybrid model, we
still have to make sure that the outputs of the ideal functionalities of
sub-protocols don’t reveal too much information. Secret sharing solves
this issue by making sure that outputs of sub-protocols appear random
to each proper subset of parties. Only by aggregating all shares, the
secret value can be recovered. Thus, a common approach to MPC
is to divide the computation into multiple parts, and design secure
protocols with secret-shared inputs and outputs for each of these parts.
Our protocols will also follow this approach, using additive secret
sharing. For a value x and any number of shares n ∈ N, we write
[[x]] to indicate that a value x is additively secret-shared, and [[x]]i to
denote the i-th share, i. e., ∑n

i=1[[x]]i = x. In some cases, when there is
exactly one share given to each party, we alternatively write [[x]]P to
denote the share given to party P.

2.4 oblivious transfer

As with many secure computation protocols, oblivious transfer (OT)
is a fundamental building block underlying most of the constructions
presented in this thesis. Introduced by Rabin [Rab81], it has been
shown to be sufficient to instantiate general-purpose MPC [GMW87],
and many general-purpose MPC protocols [Yao86; IPS08; KOS16] rely
on it. Figure 2.1 depicts the ideal functionality for OT. The sender
inputs two messages, m0 and m1. The receiver learns exactly one of
those messages, depending on a choice bit b, while the sender learns
nothing.

While there exist instantiations of OT with both passive and active
security [NP01; CO15], they require expensive public-key operations,
limiting their direct applicability in practice. Fortunately, the computa-
tional overhead can be reduced with OT extension protocols [IKNP03;
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FOT

Sender Receiver

m0, m1
b

mb

Figure 2.1: The ideal functionality for oblivious transfer (OT). The sender
inputs two messages m0, m1, while the receiver inputs a bit b ∈
{0, 1} and receives the message that corresponds to b, mb.

KOS15; ALSZ17], which allow extending a small number of base
OTs using cheap private-key operations. Other optimizations such
as correlated and random OT extension [ALSZ17; Yan+20] provide fur-
ther speedups when the messages are correlated, or when inputs are
randomly generated by the functionality instead of chosen by the
parties. These improvements have made OT widespread throughout
MPC implementations. Our protocols in Chapters 3–6 make use of OT
extension both directly, and indirectly through general-purpose MPC
such as garbled circuits.

2.5 garbled circuits

As a general-purpose MPC protocol, garbled circuits provide a way to
transform any polynomial-time functionality—described by a boolean
circuit—into a secure two-party computation protocol. Introduced
in the 1980s by Yao [Yao86], they have seen several improvements
over the years, including free XOR [KS08], half-gates [ZRE15], and, very
recently, stacked garbling [HK20]. Compared to MPC protocols based on
secret-sharing, such as GMW [GMW87] and SPDZ [DPSZ12], garbled
circuits have the advantage that the number of communication rounds
is constant, i. e., it does not scale with the circuit depth. This has
made garbled circuits a popular basis for various MPC frameworks
over the years [MNPS04; ZE15; DSZ15; WMK16]. In the following,
we will describe the high-level view of the basic protocol, without
any optimizations. For a full formal treatment and a security proof,
see Lindell and Pinkas [LP09].

The garbled circuit protocol is executed between two parties, a
Garbler and an Evaluator. The Garbler encrypts (garbles) the input
circuit gate by gate, before sending it over to the Evaluator. The
Evaluator then evaluates the garbled circuit using a set of input wire
keys obtained from the Garbler via oblivious transfer. Garbling ensures
that the circuit cannot be evaluated on any other inputs, and at the
same time hides the Garbler’s input values from the Evaluator.
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w1 w2 w3 Garbled truth table

0 0 0 Ek0
1

(
Ek0

2

(
k0

3
))

0 1 1 Ek0
1

(
Ek1

2

(
k1

3
))

1 0 1 Ek1
1

(
Ek0

2

(
k1

3
))

1 1 1 Ek1
1

(
Ek1

2

(
k1

3
))

Table 2.2: Garbled truth table of an OR gate. Each row corresponds to a
valid combination of input and output values. The fourth column
is computed by the Garbler and sent to the Evaluator in randomly
shuffled order.

circuit garbling. Recall that the public functionality is described
by a boolean circuit, i. e., a collection of boolean gates and wires con-
necting them. For each wire wi of a gate, the Garbler generates two
random wire keys k0

i , k1
i , where one represents 0, and the other repre-

sents 1. Now the goal is for the Evaluator to learn exactly one key
at each gate, which is the key representing the gate’s output bit. For
example, given input wire keys k1

1 and k0
2 of an OR gate, the Evaluator

should learn k1
3, which corresponds to a 1-bit on the output wire w3.

This is achieved by means of a garbled truth table, where each valid
combination of input-output keys forms a row of the table.

Let (G, E, D) be a private-key encryption scheme with key genera-
tion k← G(1λ), encryption ct← Ek(pt), and decryption pt← Dk(ct).
We require that Dk(ct) only returns a valid plaintext if ct was in fact
encrypted using k. See Lindell and Pinkas [LP09, Section 3.1] for for-
mal security requirements and constructions of suitable encryption
schemes. The Garbler now encrypts the output wire keys of each
wire with a combination of input wire keys that is valid under the
gate’s truth table. In the example above, output wire key k1

3 would
be encrypted with input wire keys k1

1 and k0
2. The full garbled truth

table together with the corresponding wire values is given in Table 2.2.
For each gate in the input circuit, a garbled truth table is computed
in the above fashion, and then shuffled randomly to ensure that no
information can be learned from the order of the rows. The resulting
tables are then sent to the Evaluator.

circuit evaluation. Evaluation of the garbled circuit is again
performed gate-by-gate. Given the wire keys of the input wires of a
gate, the Evaluator can decrypt exactly one row of the gate’s garbled
truth table. The decryption will yield the gate’s output wire key, which
serves as input to the next gate.

Before evaluation, the Evaluator needs to obtain the keys corre-
sponding to the circuit’s input wires. There are two cases. If the value
on an input wire is known to the Garbler (i. e., it is part of the Garbler’s
input, or public), then the corresponding wire key can be just sent to
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the Evaluator along with the garbled circuit. The more challenging
case is when the input value is only known to the Evaluator. In this
case, only one of the two possible keys should be obtained by the
Evaluator, but the Garbler shouldn’t know which one. This is solved
using oblivious transfer, where the Garbler acts as the sender and
inputs the two wire keys, and the Evaluator acts as the receiver and
inputs the wire value.

Revealing the outputs is again straight-forward. For values that
should be learned by the Evaluator, the Garbler reveals the mapping
of output wire keys to values. For values that should be learned by
the Garbler, the Evaluator sends over the output keys.

Our protocols in Chapters 3–5 all have generic MPC phases that are
implemented using garbled circuits. The frameworks we use [ZE15;
WMK16] abstract away from raw circuit inputs, and provide higher-
level interfaces such as integer and floating point computation, and
oblivious data structures such as ORAM [Zah+16; DS17]. We refer the
reader to these publications for details on the implementations and
the optimizations used.





3 S E C U R E L I N E A R R E G R E S S I O N
O N H I G H - D I M E N S I O N A L DATA

The contents of this
chapter have
previously appeared
in Proceedings on
Privacy Enhancing
Technologies
2017.4 [Gas+17].

3.1 overview

Linear regression is a fundamental machine learning task that fits a
linear curve over a set of high-dimensional data points. It is most com-
monly used to predict a dependent variable y given a set of independent
variables (or features) x1, . . . , xd, using a training dataset

(
x(i), y(i)

)
i∈[n].

An obstacle arises when the training data is vertically partitioned, i. e.,
when different features of the training dataset are owned by different
parties. As an example, consider a study to predict medical conditions
given data related to socioeconomic background. While databases
holding medical, judicial, and tax records linkable by common unique
identifiers (e. g., social security numbers) exist, they are often held by
different institutions. Aggregating these to build a higher-dimensional
dataset might be useful from a medical perspective, but is undesirable
for regulatory and privacy reasons. Our goal is to enable such analy-
ses of vertically partitioned data without the need for a trusted third
party or any exposure of sensitive data, using special-purpose MPC
protocols.

An important property of linear regression is that it can be cast as an
optimization problem whose solution admits a closed-form expression.
Formally, linear regression can be reduced to solving a system of linear
equations of the form Aθ = b. Interestingly, solving systems of linear
equations is a basic building block of many other machine learning
algorithms [Mur12]. Thus, secure MPC solutions for solving linear
systems can also be used to develop other privacy-preserving data
analysis algorithms.

3.1.1 Chapter Contributions

In this chapter, we propose a solution for securely computing a lin-
ear regression model from a vertically-partitioned dataset distributed
among an arbitrary number of parties. Our protocols are the result
of securely composing a protocol for privately computing the coeffi-
cients of the system of equations Aθ = b from distributed datasets
(aggregation phase), and a protocol for securely solving linear systems
(solving phase). Our main contributions are as follows:

• Scalable MPC protocols for linear regression on vertically parti-
tioned datasets (Section 3.4). We design, analyze, and evaluate
two hybrid MPC protocols allowing for different trade-offs be-

15
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tween running time and the availability of external parties that
facilitate the computation.

• A fast solver for high-dimensional linear systems suitable for
MPC (Section 3.6). Our solver relies on a new Conjugate Gradient
Descent (CGD) algorithm that scales better, both in terms of
running time and accuracy, than the best previous MPC-based
alternative.

• We conduct an extensive evaluation of our system on real data
from the UCI repository [DG17] (Section 3.7.4). The results show
that our system can produce solutions with accuracy comparable
to those obtained by standard tools without privacy constraints.

Our work is also the first to undertake a formal analysis of the effect
different number representations have on the accuracy of privacy-
preserving regression protocols. We further propose a thorough data
pre-processing pipeline to mitigate accuracy loss (Section 3.5).

As previous work we build upon [Nik+13b], we work in the two-
server model that assumes the existence of two non-colluding parties
to facilitate the computation. While the basic versions of our protocols
are secure against semi-honest adversaries in this model, in Section 3.8
we discuss extensions beyond semi-honest security. More precisely,
we extend our solving phase with a verification phase that provides
stronger security guarantees even if one of the additional parties is
actively corrupted, and observe that it introduces minimal overhead
over the semi-honest solution.

3.2 related work

Questions of privacy-preserving data mining and private computa-
tion of machine learning algorithms have been considered in several
works [LP02; DA01a; KLSR04; YVJ06], providing theoretical protocols
without implementations or practical evaluations of their efficiency.
Early implementations of privacy-preserving linear regression proto-
cols [DHC04; SKLR04] either don’t use formal threat models, or leak
additional information beyond the result of the computation.

Hall et al. [HFN11] were the first to propose a protocol for linear
regression with formally defined security guarantees. However, due to
the dependence on expensive homomorphic encryption, the resulting
system does not scale well to large datasets.

Another implementation of linear regression is given by Bogdanov
et al. [BKLS18]. They compare multiple methods for solving regression
problems, including standard Conjugate Gradient Descent. However,
they work in a threat model with three computing parties and a hon-
est majority among those. Although they allow for more than three
input parties, this means that they cannot handle the two-party case.
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Furthermore, their evaluation is limited to problems with at most 10
features.

Nikolaenko et al.’s work [Nik+13b] on secure computation for linear
regression is the one most similar to ours. In particular, their approach
also considers a protocol split into aggregation and solving phases
implemented using multiple MPC primitives. However, Nikolaenko
et al. only consider the horizontally-partitioned setting while we focus
on the more challenging case of vertically-partitioned datasets. Our
implementation of the solving phase using CGD improves the results
obtained using Nikolaenko et al.’s secure Cholesky decomposition in
terms of both speed and accuracy for datasets with more than 100
features (experiments in [Nik+13b] were limited to datasets with at
most 20 features). Furthermore, our CGD algorithm can also be used
directly to improve other MPC protocols requiring a secure linear
system solver [HFN11; GLN12].

Vertically-partitioned databases have been also studied from the per-
spective of privacy-preserving querying of statistical databases [DN04].
This work falls under the paradigm of differential privacy [DR14;
DMNS16], where the goal is to mitigate the privacy risks incurred by
revealing to an attacker the model computed by a machine learning
algorithm. Our work in this chapter addresses an orthogonal concern,
namely that of preserving privacy during the computation the model.
Combining MPC and differential privacy is an interesting problem,
however, and we will present one possible approach in Chapter 4.

3.3 background on linear regression

Linear regression is a fundamental building block of many machine
learning algorithms. It produces a model given a training set of sample
data points by fitting a linear curve through them. Formally, a linear
model is a real-valued function on d-dimensional vectors of the form
x 7→ 〈θ, x〉, where x ∈ Rd is the input vector, θ ∈ Rd is the vector of
parameters specifying the model, and 〈θ, x〉 = ∑d

j=1 θjxj is the inner
product between θ and x. The term linear comes from the fact that the
output predicted by the function 〈θ, x〉 is a linear combination of the
features represented in x.

The learning algorithm has access to a training set of samples rep-
resenting the input-output relation the model should try to replicate.
These are denoted as

(
x(1), y(1)

)
, . . . ,

(
x(n), y(n)

)
with x(i) =

(
x(i)1 , . . . ,

x(i)d

)
∈ Rd and y(i) ∈ R for i ∈ [n].

A standard approach to learn the parameters of a linear model is to
solve the ridge regression optimization:

argmin
θ

1
n

n

∑
i=1

(y(i) − 〈θ, x(i)〉)2 + λ‖θ‖2 (3.1)
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Here, λ‖θ‖2 is known as a ridge (or Tikhonov) regularization term
weighted by the regularization parameter λ > 0. When λ = 0, this
optimization finds the parameter vector θ minimizing the mean squared
error between the predictions made by the model on the training
examples x(i) and the desired outputs y(i). The ridge penalty is used
to prevent the model from overfitting when the amount of training
data is too small.

The optimization problem (3.1) is convex and its solution admits a
closed-form expression. A way to derive this solution is to reformulate
the optimization problem by writing X ∈ Rn×d for the matrix with n
rows corresponding to the different d-dimensional row vectors x(i)

ᵀ

so that X(i, j) = x(i)j , and y ∈ Rn for a column vector with n entries

corresponding to the training labels y(i). With this notation, (3.1) is
equivalent to

argmin
θ

1
n
‖y− Xθ‖2 + λ‖θ‖2 .

Now, by taking the gradient of this objective function and equating it
to zero one can see that the optimization (3.1) reduces to solving this
system of linear equations:(

1
n

XᵀX + λI
)

θ =
1
n

Xᵀy (3.2)

where I represents the d× d identity matrix.
Therefore, ridge regression reduces to solving a system of linear

equations of the form Aθ = b, where the coefficients A = 1
n XᵀX +

λI and b = 1
n Xᵀy only depend on the training data (X, y). Since

the coefficient matrix A is positive definite by construction ridge
regression can be solved using one of the many known algorithms for
solving positive definite linear systems.

3.4 protocol description

We consider the problem of solving a ridge regression problem when
the training data (X ∈ Rn×d, y ∈ Rn) is distributed vertically (by
columns) among several parties. As in previous work on privacy-
preserving ridge regression [HFN11; Nik+13b], we assume that the
regularization parameter λ is public to all the parties, and hence the
implementation of a secure data analysis pipeline including hyper-
parameter tuning (e.g., cross-validation) is beyond the scope of this
chapter. Furthermore, we also make the assumption in the vertically
partitioned case that the correspondence between the rows in the
datasets owned by different parties is known a priori. This assumption
is easy to enforce in databases with unique identifiers for each record,
given that efficient private set intersection protocols exist. The more
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complex task of privacy-preserving entity resolution is beyond the
scope of this chapter.

As discussed in Section 3.3, solving a ridge regression problem
reduces to the solution of a positive definite linear system. A super-
ficial inspection of Equation (3.2) shows that this can be seen as two
sequential tasks: (i) compute the matrix A = 1

n XᵀX + λI and the
vector b = 1

n Xᵀy, and (ii) solve the system Aθ = b. In the distributed
privacy-preserving setting, task (i) above corresponds to an aggrega-
tion phase where data held by different parties has to be combined.
In contrast, we refer to (ii) as the solving phase, where the system of
linear equations resulting from the aggregation is solved and all the
parties obtain the solution in some form. It is important to note that in
practice, ridge regression is used on problems with n� d, and that,
while the input of the aggregation phase is of the order of n× d, the
solving phase has input size independent of n, i.e., of the order of d2.
This demonstrates the importance of having an efficient aggregation
phase.

As mentioned in the introduction, the scenario where (X, y) is par-
titioned horizontally among the parties was studied by Nikolaenko
et al. [Nik+13b]. With this partitioning, the computation of A and b
can be cast as an addition of matrices computed locally by the parties.
More concretely, in that case one can write A = ∑n

i=1 Ai + λI with
Ai = x(i)x(i)

ᵀ
/n, and similarly b = ∑n

i=1 = bi with bi = x(i)y(i)/n.
The absence of the need for secure multiplication is crucial from a
secure computation perspective, and guided the design of the protocol
of Nikolaenko et al. [Nik+13b], as non-linear operations are expen-
sive in secure computation. In contrast, the setting where the data is
vertically partitioned requires secure computation of inner products
on vectors owned by different parties. In the following section, we
analyze the exact requirements for this setting, and propose secure
computation protocols to overcome this challenge.

3.4.1 Aggregation Phase

For clarity of presentation, we first describe the two-party case, where
X is vertically partitioned among two parties P1 and P2 as X1 and X2,
and y is held by one of the parties, say P2. As described above, the
goal of this phase is to have the parties hold additive shares of (A, b).
With this notation, the functionality f of the aggregation phase can be
described as follows:

f (X1, X2, y) =
(
(A− A2, b− b2), (A2, b2)

)
,

where (A− A2, b− b2) and (A2, b2) are the outputs received by the
first and the second party respectively.

Our protocol implements f in a secure way. Let us now have a
closer look at what needs to be computed. For simplicity, assume that
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each party holds a block of contiguous features. Then, the following
equations show how the content of the output matrix depends on the
inputs of the two parties.

Xᵀ =

[
Xᵀ1
Xᵀ2

]
X = [X1 X2]

XᵀX =

[
Xᵀ1 X1 Xᵀ1 X2

Xᵀ2 X1 Xᵀ2 X2

]

Observe that the upper left part of the matrix M = XᵀX depends only
on the input of party P1 and the lower right part depends only on
the input of party P2. Hence, the corresponding entries of M can be
computed locally by P1, while P2 simply has to set her shares of those
entries to 0. On the other hand, for entries mij of M such that features
i and j are held by distinct parties, the parties need to compute an
inner product between a column vector from X1 and a column vector
from X2. To do so, we rely on a secure inner product protocol which
we present next (Section 3.4.1.1). We note also that because the two
off-diagonal blocks of M are transpositions of each other, computing
only one of these blocks is enough to get an additive share of M.

In the multi-party case, similarly to the two-party case, the vertical
partitioning of the database implies that each party holds a subset of
the columns of X and a corresponding subset of the rows of Xᵀ. Since
each value in A is an inner product between a row vector of Xᵀ and a
column vector of X, this means that each value in A depends on the
inputs of at most two parties. Thus, also in the multi-party case, the
aggregation phase for vertically-partitioned datasets can be reduced
to secure two-party computation of inner products. At the end of the
aggregation phase, the parties will obtain A in a form where each
entry is either known to one party or is shared between some pair of
input parties.

3.4.1.1 Secure Inner Product

In this section, we present protocols for two parties P1 and P2, holding
vectors x and y, respectively, to securely compute the inner product of
their vectors and obtain additive shares of the result. As mentioned
before, we use a fixed-point encoding for real numbers (see Section
3.5 for details). Thus, our numbers can be represented as elements of
a finite field Zq, and hence the functionality we need can be described
as

f (x, y) = (r, 〈x, y〉 − r) (3.3)

where x, y ∈ Zn
q , r is a random element of Zq, and each party gets

one of the components of the output. There are several techniques
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Protocol 1: Secure inner products from OT.
Parties: P1, P2.
Inputs: P1 : x ∈ Zn

q ; P2 : y ∈ Zn
q , where q = 2b.

Outputs: P1 : s1 ∈ Zq; P2 : s2 ∈ Zq such that s1 + s2 = 〈x, y〉.
(1) foreach i ∈ [n] do

Let yi,j be the j-th bit of the binary decomposition of yi.
foreach j ∈ [b] do

The parties run a 1-out-of-2-correlated OT protocol,
where the P1 acts as the sender and obtains
m0

i,j, m1
i,j = m0

i,j + xi · 2j, and P2 acts as the receiver and

obtains m
yi,j
i,j .

(2) P1 computes its share as s1 = ∑
i∈[n],j∈[b]

−m0
i,j.

(3) P2 computes its share as s2 = ∑
i∈[n],j∈[b]

m
yi,j
i,j .

that can be used for this task as, essentially, it corresponds to secure
multiplication.

Generally, MPC techniques represent the implemented functionality
either as arithmetic circuits (e.g., SPDZ [DPSZ12], TinyOT [NNOB12])
or as Boolean circuits (e.g., Yao’s protocol [Yao86], GMW [GMW87]).
While the former makes it possible to represent arithmetic operations
very efficiently, the latter is better for performing bit-level operations.
A second important property of MPC protocols is round complexity.
Most notably, some techniques such as Yao’s garbled circuits have
a constant number of rounds, while for others (e.g., SPDZ, TinyOT,
GMW), the number of rounds increases with the multiplicative depth
of the circuit being evaluated (for Boolean circuits, this is the AND-
depth). Note that the functionality in Equation (3.3) only consists of
additions and multiplications. Furthermore, all multiplications can be
done in parallel. Thus, a representation as an arithmetic circuit with
constant multiplicative depth is the natural choice.

We propose two protocols for the functionality in Equation (3.3).
The first (Protocol 1) is based on oblivious transer (OT, see Section 2.4).
It was originally proposed by Gilboa [Gil99], and is used in different
MPC contexts [KOS16; DSZ15]. The protocol uses OT to compute
additive shares of the product of two numbers in a binary field, which
can be trivially extended to securely compute the inner product of two
vectors. Correctness of Protocol 1 can be verified by observing that
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s1 + s2 = ∑
i∈[n],j∈[b]

−m0
i,j + ∑

i∈[n],j∈[b]
m

yi,j
i,j

= ∑
i∈[n],j∈[b]

−m0
i,j + m0

i,j + (xi · 2j) · yi,j

= ∑
i∈[n]

xi · ∑
j∈[b]

2j · yi,j

= ∑
i∈[n]

xi · yi = 〈x, y〉.

Security follows from the fact that all received messages are gen-
erated randomly by the OT functionality, and so the shares as sums
of pseudorandom values are also pseudorandom. From an efficiency
perspective, observe that all OTs in Step (1) of Protocol 1 can be done
in parallel, using a single correlated OT extension [ALSZ17].

Our second secure inner product protocol (Protocol 2) uses only
symmetric key operations and is much more efficient than the pre-
vious one. It builds upon techniques based on precomputation of
multiplicative triples [Bea91], as the secret sharing techniques men-
tioned above, and relies on an initializer that aids in the computation.
Our protocol can also be seen as a modification of the construction
presented by Du and Attalah [DA01b] where the trusted initializer
does not keep a share of the result.

In both our protocols, we exploit the facts that, in our case, (i) the
input vectors are each completely owned by one of the parties, and
not shared among them, (ii) only two-party computations are needed,
(ii) we are concerned about semi-honest security at this point. These
observations lead to simpler protocols than general MPC protocols
based on secret sharing.

In Section 3.7.3 we present an evaluation of our two protocols for
secure inner product, in the context of our implementation of the
aggregation phase for secure linear regression.

3.4.2 Solving Phase

After the aggregation phase, the parties hold additive shares of a
square, symmetric, positive definite matrix A and a vector b, and the
task is to securely solve Aθ = b.

In line with previous work [Nik+13b; HFN11], and in order to
achieve constant round-complexity, we choose Yao’s garbled circuits
for our solving phase, and introduce two additional non-colluding
parties. These aid in the computation without learning neither the
result, nor anything about the parties’ input. In fact, our architecture
relying on two external parties can be seen as a way of reducing
a multi-party problem to a two-party problem, and had been used
before by Nikolaenko et al. [Nik+13b] and Naor, Pinkas, and Sumner
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Protocol 2: Secure inner product with a trusted initializer.
Parties: P1, P2, and trusted initializer TI.
Inputs: P1 : x ∈ Zn

q ; P2 : y ∈ Zn
q .

Outputs: P1 : s1 ∈ Zq; P2 : s2 ∈ Zq such that s1 + s2 = 〈x, y〉.
(1) TI generates random vectors a, b ∈ Zn

q and a random number
r ∈ Zq, and sets z = 〈a, b〉 − r. It sends (a, r) to P1, and (b, z)
to P2.

(2) P1 sends x + a to P2.

(3) P2 sends y− b to P1.

(4) P1 computes its output share as s1 = 〈x, y− b〉 − r.

(5) P2 computes its output share as s2 = 〈x + a, b〉 − z.

[NPS99]. Analogously to the presentation in [Nik+13b], we call our
additional roles Crypto Service Provider (CSP) and evaluator. For
clarity, from now on, we will call our parties data providers. The CSP
is in charge of generating a garbled circuit for solving Aθ = b, while
the evaluator will do the evaluation. In contrast to Nikolaenko et al.
[Nik+13b], the evaluator does not necessarily learn the solution of the
system in our protocol. The solving phase is described in Protocol 3.

Note that the CSP and the evaluator are only required to be non-
colluding and hence, for Protocol 3, their roles could be taken by
some of the data providers. In particular, for the case with two data
providers, no additional parties are needed. We discuss security con-
siderations of the solving phase protocol in the next section, where we
present our complete protocol for secure linear regression.

Finally, let us note that we have not specified the details of the
circuit C yet. It is important to remark that, after having designed
a fast aggregation phase, the bottleneck of our protocol in terms of
running time will now be in the solving phase. Hence, the concrete
algorithm for solving Aθ = b is a crucial element for the scalability of
our protocol for secure linear regression. In Sections 3.5 and 3.6 we
discuss desirable properties of a good algorithm for solving systems of
linear equations tailored for MPC, and propose a Conjugate Gradient
Descent algorithm. Finally, let us mention that, as we will see in
Section 3.6, the circuit C has high degree. As mentioned in the previous
section this motivates the choice of GCs as underlying MPC technique.
An extensive evaluation of MPC techniques for the task of linear
system solving is left for further work.

3.4.3 Secure Linear Regression

Our main protocol is depicted in Figure 3.1. In this case, the composi-
tion between the aggregation and solving phases is implemented in
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Protocol 3: Solving phase of our linear regression protocol.
Parties: Data providers P1 . . . , Pn, CSP, and evaluator.
Inputs: Pi : share (Ai, bi) of an equation Aθ = b.
Output: The data providers learn a solution of Aθ = b.

(1) The CSP generates a garbled circuit C for a functionality
f ((A1, b1), . . . , (An, bn)) that reconstructs and solves Aθ = b
and sends it to the evaluator.

(2) Each data provider Pi runs oblivious transfers with the CSP to
obtain garbled values (Âi, b̂i) for (Ai, bi) in C and forwards
them to the evaluator.

(3) The evaluator evaluates C and shares θ̂ with the data providers.

(4) The CSP sends the decryption mappings for the data providers
to obtain θ from θ̂.

steps (d) and (e) by means of oblivious transfers between the CSP and
the data providers. Here, the roles of trusted initializer and CSP in
the aggregation and solving phases are taken by a single additional
non-colluding party, while the role of the evaluator could be taken by
one of the data providers.

In the two-party case, the roles of the CSP and the evaluator can be
taken by the data providers, and the composition of the two phases is
straightforward, while the role of trusted initializer in the aggregation
phase is taken by an additional non-colluding party that aids in the
computation.

A variant of our protocol described above implements the aggre-
gation phase using the protocol based on OT (Section 3.4.1.1). In this
way, we remove the need for an external non-colluding party. We will
consider the performance of this variant in the experimental evalu-
ation, and revisit it when we consider extensions of our protocol to
withstand malicious adversaries.

Up to this point we have focused on design and correctness aspects
of our protocols, without discussing their security guarantees. We
undertake that task in the following section.

3.4.3.1 Security Against Semi-Honest Adversaries

Our work is in the semi-honest – also known as honest-but-curious –
threat model. Security in this model does not provide privacy, correct-
ness, or even fairness guarantees if a party deviates from the protocol.
However, the semi-honest setting is appropriate for distributed ma-
chine learning applications where parties are generally trusted, but
should be prevented from sharing their data in the clear for legal
reasons, or the computation is run in a controlled environment. These
conditions are reasonably easy to meet in scenarions where the parties
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(b)

Aggregation phase
Solving phase

Figure 3.1: The multi-party protocol: (a, b) The data providers compute
additive shares of Aθ = b, by doing local precomputations and
executing several instances of Protocol 2. (c) The CSP generates a
garbled circuit C for a functionality that reconstructs and solves
Aθ = b and sends it to the evaluator. (d) Each data provider Pi
obtains garbled values for their shares using OT and forwards
them to the evaluator. (e) The evaluator evaluates C and shares
the garbling of the result θ̂ with the data providers. Finally, The
CSP sends the decryption mappings for the data providers to
obtain θ from θ̂.

are corporations or government agencies. In this section we formally
argue the correctness of our protocol in the semi-honest threat model,
and in Section 3.8 we discuss an extension to guarantee correctness of
the result.

Similarly to how we presented our protocols, we argue security of
our linear regression protocol with a modular approach, by proving
the security of the protocol based on the security of its subprotocols.

Let us therefore first argue security of our protocols for the inner
product functionality. For the OT-based protocol (Protocol 1) we refer
the reader to Gilboa [Gil99] and Demmler, Schneider, and Zohner
[DSZ15]. We state the correctness and security of the protocol based
on a trusted initializer in the following lemma.

Lemma 3.1. Assuming the trusted initializer (TI) does not collude with ei-
ther P1 or P2, Protocol 2 computes the functionality f (x, y) = (r, 〈x, y〉 − r)
with security against semi-honest adversaries, where (x, y) and (r, 〈x, y〉− r)
are the inputs and outputs of the parties.

Proof. Correctness can be easily verified from the definition of the
resulting shares. To prove security, we construct simulators S1 and S2,
which simulate the views of the two parties.
S1 generates a view for P1 given x and P1’s output in the ideal
functionality, denoted s∗1 . The message from the TI is simulated as
(a′, 〈x, b′〉 − s∗1), while the message from P2 is simulated as b′, where
a′, b′ ∈ U(Zn

q ). The resulting view has the same distribution as P1’s
view in the real protocol execution.
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Similarly, S2 generates a view for P2 given y and s∗2 as follows: the
message from the TI is simulated as (b′, 〈a′, b′〉 − s∗2), while the mes-
sage from P1 is simulated as a′, where a′, b′ ∈ U(Zn

q ). These messages
have the same distribution as P2’s view in the real execution, which
completes the proof.

The security of our main protocol depicted in Figure 3.1 is stated
in the following theorem. Informally, the theorem states that, as long
as the participants do not deviate from the protocol, and the external
parties CSP/TI and evaluator) are non-colluding, none of the parties
learn anything from the inputs of the data providers that cannot be
deduced from the result of the computation, namely the regression
parameter θ. Moreover, recall that the external parties do not obtain θ.

Theorem 3.2 (Security). Let Π1 be a secure two-party computation protocol
for the inner product functionality defined in Section 3.4.1.1 with security
against semi-honest adversaries, and Π2 be a two-party computation protocol
based on garbled circuits with semi-honest security. The construction in
Figure 3.1 is a secure computation protocol that provides security against
semi-honest adversaries, in the setting where the CSP/TI and the evaluator
collude with neither the data providers nor each other.

Proof. We need to show simulation security against a semi-honest
non-colluding adversary that controls the CSP, a semi-honest non-
colluding adversary that controls the evaluator, and a semi-honest
adversary that controls a subset of the input parties.

The security of the inner product protocol Π1 implies that there
exist simulators SP1 and SP2 which can simulate the view of each of
the two parties in the execution of the protocol. The security of the
two party computation protocol based on garbled circuits Π2 implies
the existence of simulators Simgarb and Simeval which work as follows.
Simgarb simulates the view of the garbling party, which consists of the
execution of the OT protocols as a sender. Simeval simulated the view
of the evaluator which consists of the garbled circuit itself as well at
the view in the execution of the OT protocols as a receiver. We will
use these simulators in our proof.

Semi-honest CSP. The view of the CSP in the secure computation
protocol consists only of the messages exchanged in the garbled circuit
computation where it has no input, and the messages exchanged in
the OT executions with the data providers. Both can be simulated
using Simgarb.

Semi-honest evaluator. Similarly to the case of the CSP, the view of
the evaluator in the execution of the protocol consists of the messages
exchanged in the execution of the garbled circuit evaluation where
it has no inputs. Therefore, we can use the simulator Simeval that can
simulate its view.
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Semi-honest Input Parties. The view of an adversary who controls
a subset of the input parties in Protocol 3 consists of the messages
exchanged in the executions of the inner product protocol in the
aggregation phase with other input parties not controlled by the
adversary, the messages in the OT executions with the CSP in the
solving phase together with mappings for the output garbled labels as
well as the garbled output the parties receive from the Evaluator. We
can use the simulators SP1 and SP2 to obtain the view of the adversary
in the aggregation phase. Additionally, we can use Simgarb for Π2

to simulate the view of the adversary in the OT executions. Given
the value θ of the output solution, which the parties will receive, the
simulator Simgarb can also generate mappings for the output garbled
labels to real values and a set of garbled labels for the output that
open to θ. This completes the proof.

The above security argument can be easily adapted to the case
where the evaluator is one of the data providers, as long as CSP/TI
does not collude with any other party.

We can further extend the security guarantees of our protocol, to
the setting where the roles of the CSP and the evaluator are executed
by two of the parties, as long as these two parties are semi-honest
and non-colluding with each other. In this scenario, we use the OT-
based protocol for the aggregation phase, as it does not require a
trusted initializer (which was instantiated by the CSP). The security
guarantees for this variant in which no external parties are required, are
stated in the next theorem.

Theorem 3.3 (Security without external parties). Let Π be an instantia-
tion of the protocol described in Figure 3.1 where the roles of CSP and the
evaluator are implemented by two distinct input providers, and the aggrega-
tion phase is instantiated with the OT-based inner product protocol. Then,
Π provides security against semi-honest adversaries in the setting where the
CSP and the evaluator do not collude.

In Section 3.7 we provide an experimental evaluation of the protocols
of the two theorems above where we quantify the speed-up obtained
by relying on an offline phase performed by a non-colluding external
party acting as trusted initializer.

3.5 number representation

Implementing secure MPC protocols to work with numerical data The accuracy
analysis in this
section was
performed by
co-author Borja
Balle.

poses a number of challenges. In our case, the most significant of
those challenges is choosing an encoding for numerical data provid-
ing a good trade-off between efficiency and accuracy. The IEEE 754
floating-point representation is the standard choice used by virtually
every numerical computation software because of its high accuracy
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and numerical stability when working with numbers across a wide
range of orders of magnitude. However, efficient implementations of
IEEE 754-compliant secure MPC protocols are a subject of on-going
research [Dem+15; PS15], with the current state-of-the-art yielding 32
bit floating-point multiplication circuits running in time comparable
to computers from the 1960’s [Wei61]. Unfortunately, these implemen-
tations do not yet scale to the throughput required for data analysis
tasks involving large datasets, and forces us to rely on fixed-point en-
codings like previous work in this area [HFN11; Nik+13b; CDNN15].
The rest of this section presents the details of the particular fixed-point
encoding used by our system, with a particular emphasis on its effect
on the accuracy of the protocol. We further introduce data normaliza-
tion and scaling steps that play an important role in the context of
linear regression.

3.5.1 Fixed-Point Arithmetic

Our use of fixed-point encodings follows closely previous works
on secure linear regression [HFN11; Nik+13b; CDNN15]. However,
unlike these, we provide a formal analysis of the errors such encodings
introduce when used to simulate operations on real numbers.

In a fixed-point signed binary encoding scheme each number is
represented using a fixed number of bits b. These bits are subse-
quently split into three parts: one sign bit, b f bits for the fractional
part, and bi bits for the integral part, with the obvious constraint
b = bi + b f + 1. For each possible value of b f and bi one gets an
encoding capable of representing all the numbers in the interval
[−2bi + 2−b f−1, 2bi+1 − 2−b f−1] with accuracy 2−b f . In general, arith-
metic operations with fixed-point numbers can be implemented using
signed integer arithmetic, though special care is required to deal with
operations that might result in overflow. We point the reader to [EL04]
for an in-depth discussion of fixed-point arithmetic.

In order to implement Protocol 2 we need to simulate fixed-point
arithmetic over a finite ring Zq whose elements can be represented
using b bits. Thus, the encoding used by our protocols involves two
steps: mapping reals into integers, and mapping integers to integers
modulo q with q = 2b. We introduce encoding and decoding maps for
each of these two steps, as summarized in the following diagram:

R
φδ

�
φ̃δ

Z
ϕq

�
ϕ̃q

Zq .

The map encoding reals into integers is given by φδ(r) = [r/δ],
where the parameter δ = 2−b f controls the encoding precision and [·]
returns the rounding of a real number to the closest integer (with ties
favouring the largest integer). In particular, δ is the smallest number
that can be represented by our encoding φδ. The integer decoding
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mapping is given by φ̃δ(z) = zδ. Next we recall several well-known
facts [EL04] about the error introduced by operating under a fixed-
point encoding with finite precision δ. For any reals r, r′ ∈ R we have
the following:

1. |r− φ̃δ(φδ(r))| ≤ δ,

2. |(r + r′)− φ̃δ(φδ(r) + φδ(r′))| ≤ 2δ,

3. |(rr′)− φ̃δ2(φδ(r)φδ(r′))| ≤ (|r|+ |r′|)δ + δ2.

Note the last fact involves a decoding with precision δ2 to account for
the increase in the number of fractional bits required to represent the
product of two fixed-point numbers.

Encoding reals in a bounded interval [−M, M] with φδ yields in-
tegers in the range [−M/δ] ≤ φδ(r) ≤ [M/δ]. This interval contains
K = 2M/δ + 1 integers. Thus, it is possible to map this interval injec-
tively into any ring Zq of integers modulo q with q ≥ K. We obtain
such injection by defining the encoding map ϕq(z) = z mod q, which
for integers in the range −q/2 ≤ z ≤ q/2 yields ϕq(z) = z if z ≥ 0
and ϕq(z) = q+ z for z < 0. The corresponding decoding map is given
by ϕ̃q(u) = u if 0 ≤ u ≤ q/2 and ϕ̃q(u) = u− q for q/2 < u ≤ q− 1.
Although ϕq is a ring homomorphism mapping operations in Z into
operations in Zq, decoding from Zq to Z after operating on encoded
integers might not yield the desired result due to overflows. To avoid
such overflows one must check that the result falls in the interval
where the coding ϕq is the inverse of ϕ̃q. In particular, the following
properties only hold for integers z, z′ such that |z|, |z′| ≤ q/2:

1. ϕ̃q(ϕq(z)) = z,

2. |z + z′| ≤ q/2 implies z + z′ = ϕ̃q(ϕq(z) + ϕq(z′)),

3. |z · z′| ≤ q/2 implies z · z′ = ϕ̃q(ϕq(z) · ϕq(z′)).

3.5.2 Accuracy of Inner Product

The properties of the encodings described in the previous section can
be used to provide a bound on the accuracy of the result of Protocol 2.
At the end of the protocol, both parties have an additive share of
of 〈x, y〉 for some integer vectors x, y ∈ Zn

q . Therefore, we want to
show that when the input vectors x, y provided by the parties are
fixed-point encodings of some real vectors u, v ∈ Rn, then the result
of the inner product over Zq can be decoded into a real number
approximating 〈u, v〉. We note that the comparison here is against real
arithmetic, while in the experimental section we will be comparing
against floating-point arithmetic, which can represent real arithmetic
to high degrees of accuracy across a much larger range of numbers
[Knu97].
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According to the previous section, there are two sources of error
when working with fixed-point encoded real numbers: the systematic
error induced by working with finite precision (which can be miti-
gated by increasing b f ), and the occasional error that occurs when the
numbers in Zq overflow (which can be mitigated by increasing bi). To
control the overflow error we assume that u and v are n-dimensional
real vectors with entries bounded by R, |ui|, |vi| ≤ R for i ∈ [n], and
x = ϕq(φδ(u)) and y = ϕq(φδ(v)) are encodings of those vectors with
precision δ.

Theorem 3.4 ([Wil88, Ch. 3]). If q > 2nR2/δ2, then:

|〈u, v〉 − φ̃δ2(ϕ̃q(〈x, y〉))| ≤ 2nRδ + nδ2 .

Proof. In the first place we observe that any number occurring in
the computation of the inner product 〈φδ(u), φδ(v)〉 of the integer
encodings of u and v is bounded by nR2/δ2. Therefore, the condition
on q ensures there are no overflows in the computation in Zq and
we have 〈φδ(u), φδ(v)〉 = ϕ̃q(〈x, y〉). Now we use the formulas for the
error of sum and product of integer encodings from previous section
to show that

|〈u, v〉 − φ̃δ2 (〈φδ(u), φδ(v)〉)|

=

∣∣∣∣∣ n

∑
i=1

uivi − φ̃δ2

(
n

∑
i=1

φδ(ui)φδ(vi)

)∣∣∣∣∣
≤

n

∑
i=1
|uivi − φ̃δ2(φδ(ui)φδ(vi))|

≤ n(2Rδ + δ2) ,

where the first inequality follows by the triangle inequality and linear-
ity of the decoding map φ̃δ2 .

We note that the assumption of a bound R on the entries of the
vectors u and v is not very stringent: if both parties agree on a common
bound R, or there is a publicly known R, then the vectors can be
normalized locally by each party before the execution of the protocol.
Thus, in practice it is convenient to normalize the real vectors u and
v such that their entries are bounded by C/

√
n for some constant

C > 0. In this case, the bounds above can be used to show that if
one requires the final inner product to have error at most ε, this can
be achieved by taking δ = ε/2C

√
n and q = 8C2n/ε2. Using these

expressions we see that an encoding with b = O(log(n/ε)) bits is
enough to achieve accuracy ε when performing n-dimensional inner
products with fixed-point encoded reals.

3.5.3 Data Standardization and Scaling

The statistical theory behind ridge regression generally assumes that
the covariates in the columns of X are normally distributed with zero
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mean and unit variance. In practical applications this is not always
satisfied. However, it is a common practice to standardize each column
of the training data to have zero mean and unit variance. This column-
wise procedure is implemented as part of the local pre-processing
done by each party in our linear regression protocol. We use X̄ to
denote the data matrix obtained after standardization.

The importance of proper data scaling to prevent overflows in the
aggregation phase is the key message from Theorem 3.4 (Section 3.5.2).
Additionally, a critical phenomenon occurring in the solving phase
is the degradation in the quality of the solution when the encoding
is fixed and the dimension of the linear system grows. To alleviate
the effect of the dimension on the accuracy of the solving phase, our
pre-processing re-scales every entry in X̄ and y by 1√

d
. We note that

these scalings can be performed locally by the parties holding each
respective column.

The standardization and scaling steps described above imply that
our protocols effectively solve the linear system(

1
nd

X̄ᵀX̄ + λI
)

θ =
1

nd
X̄ᵀy .

This scaling has no effect on the linear regression problem being solved
beyond changing the scale of the regularization parameter. On the
other hand, the standardization step needs to be reversed if one wants
to make predictions on test data following the same distribution as
the original training data. This task corresponds to a simple linear
computation that can be efficiently implemented in MPC, both in the
case where the model θ is disclosed to the parties and the case where
it is kept shared among the parties and the prediction task using θ is
itself implemented in a secure way using MPC.

3.6 solving linear systems

As discussed in Section 3.4.2, the solving phase of our protocol in-
volves solving positive definite linear systems of the form Aθ = b in a
garbled circuits protocol. A wide variety of solutions to this problem
can be found in the numerical analysis literature, though not all of
them are suitable for MPC. For example, any variant of Gaussian
elimination involving data-dependent pivoting can be immediately
ruled out because implementing non-data-oblivious algorithms in-
side garbled circuits produces unnecessary blow-ups in the circuit
size. This limitation has already been recognized by previous works
on private linear regression using garbled circuits and other MPC
techniques [HFN11; Nik+13b]. In particular, these works consider
two main alternatives: computing the full inverse of A, or solving
the linear system directly using the Cholesky decomposition of A
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Functionality 4: Our variant of the Conjugate Gradient Descent
algorithm, optimized for fixed-point encoded numbers.
Inputs: positive definite system (A, b), number of iterations T.
Output: approximate solution θT with AθT ≈ b.

(1) θ0 ← 0, g0 ← Aθ0 − b, g̃0 ← g0
‖g0‖∞

, p0 ← g̃0

(2) For t = 0 . . . T − 1 repeat:

(a) θt+1 ← θt −
(

pᵀ
t gt

pᵀ
t Apt

)
pt.

(b) gt+1 ← gt −
(

pᵀ
t gt

pᵀ
t Apt

)
Apt.

(c) g̃t+1 ← gt+1
‖gt+1‖∞

.

(d) pt+1 ← g̃t+1 −
(

pᵀ
t g̃t+1

pᵀ
t Apt

)
pt.

as an intermediate step. Although both of these methods have an
asymptotic computational cost of O(d3), in practice Cholesky is faster
and numerically more stable. This justifies the choice of Cholesky
as a procedure for solving linear systems in garbled circuits made
in [Nik+13b]. However, as we show in Section 3.7.2, Cholesky’s cubic
cost in the dimension can become prohibitive when working with
high-dimensional data, in which case one must resort to iterative
approximate algorithms like Conjugate Gradient Descent (CGD).

In the following Section we present a novel CGD algorithm tailored
for working with fixed-point arithmetic and compare it to the classical
CGD algorithm.

3.6.1 Conjugate Gradient Descent

Factorizing the coefficient matrix A in order to make the solution
easier to compute, as in Cholesky’s algorithm, is not the only effi-
cient way to solve a system of linear equations. An entirely different
approach relies on iterative algorithms which construct a monotoni-
cally improving sequence of approximate solutions θt converging to
the desired solution. The main virtue of iterative algorithms is the
possibility to reduce the cost of solving the system below the cubic
complexity required by exact algorithms at the expense of providing
only an approximate solution. In particular, for linear systems arising
from ridge regression the practical importance of iterative algorithms
is twofold: since intensive computations inside an MPC framework
can be expensive, iterative methods provide a natural way to spend
a fixed computational budget on finding an approximation to the
desired solution by stopping after a fixed number of iterations; and,
since the coefficients of the linear system occurring in ridge regression
are inherently noisy because they are computed from a finite amount
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Figure 3.2: Fixed-point CGD Implementations (with 64 bits on a system
of dimension 50). (Left) Textbook CGD [NW99]. (Right) Our
Fixed-point CGD.

of data, finding an approximate solution whose accuracy is on the
same order of magnitude as the noise in the coefficients is generally
sufficient for optimizing the predictive performance of the model.

When the coefficient matrix of the linear system Aθ = b is positive
definite, a popular iterative method is the conjugate gradient descent
(CGD) algorithm. The CGD algorithm can be interpreted as solving the
system by iteratively minimizing the objective ‖Aθ− b‖2 with respect
to the parameter vector θ using the method of conjugate gradients
[NW99]. However, the numerical stability of CGD is in general worse
than that of Cholesky’s algorithm, making it very sensitive to the
choice of fixed-point encoding. This can be observed in Figure 3.2 (left),
where we plot the behavior of the residual ‖Aθt − b‖ as a function of
t for several settings of the number of number of integer bits bi when
solving a system with d = 50 using 64-bit fixed-point encodings. This
plot shows that CGD is very sensitive to the choice of bi, and even in
the optimal setting (bi = 10) the convergence rate is much slower than
the one achieved by the corresponding floating-point implementation
(dashed black curve).

After a thorough investigation of the behavior of a fixed-point im-
plementation of CGD we concluded that the main problem occurs
when the norm of the conjugate gradients decreases too fast and conse-
quently the step sizes grow at each iteration. This motivates a variant
of CGD, which we call fixed-point CGD (FP-CGD), and whose pseudo-
code is given in Functionality 4. The only difference between standard
CGD and FP-CGD is the use of normalized gradients g̃t = gt/‖gt‖∞

in the computation of the conjugate search directions pt; in particu-
lar, by taking g̃t = gt one recovers the classical textbook algorithm.
While CGD has been used in the context of secure computation in
previous work [BKLS18], to the best of our knowledge, we are the first
to describe this modification of CGD.
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It is easy to show that CGD and FP-CGD produce exactly the same
sequence of approximate solutions θt when working in exact arith-
metic. However, normalizing the search directions in FP-CGD makes
the method much more stable with respect to the errors introduced by
fixed-point arithmetic. This is illustrated by Figure 3.2 (right), where
we show the evolution of the residuals for the same system and fixed-
point encodings that we used to test standard CGD. Here, we observe
that we recover the same converge rate as CGD with floating-point
arithmetic while only suffering a loss between 2 and 3 digits of accu-
racy. We will see later in our experiments with real data (Section 3.7.4)
that this loss in accuracy is negligible in real applications, and it is
comparable (or better) than the accuracy provided by a fixed-point
implementation of Cholesky’s method. In terms of computation, we
note that each iteration of FP-CGD is slightly more expensive than
an iteration of standard CGD due to the normalization step, but the
asymptotic cost per iteration is in Θ(d2) in both cases.

Further justification for the use of FP-CGD instead of other iterative
methods is provided by its favorable theoretical properties. In exact
arithmetic, FP-CGD inherits two important properties from CGD: (i) it
converges to the exact solution of Aθ = b in exactly d iterations; and (ii)
it achieves the optimal convergence rate among all first-order methods,
yielding a solution with error at most ε after O

(√
κ(A) log(1/ε)

)
iter-

ations. Property (i) is important because not all iterative algorithms
for solving linear systems are guaranteed to produce an exact solu-
tion after a finite number of iterations, including standard gradient
descent methods like the ones implemented in [GLN12] using leveled
homomorphic encryption. Furthermore, property (ii) says essentially
that it is not possible to find a first-order method producing more
accurate approximate solutions than CGD, and that only a few iter-
ations of CGD are required to accurately solve linear systems with
small condition number κ(A). In principle, these properties might
not be preserved by the fixed-point implementations of CGD and
FP-CGD due to the numerical errors introduced by the finite-precision
arithmetic. In the case of CGD, [Meu06] shows that when working
with a finite number of bits for the fractional part and an infinite
number of bits for the integer part, several important properties of
the exact version, including the convergence rate, are preserved up to
small order modifications. However, the assumption of infinite bits
for the integer part is not realistic in practice, and the experiments in
Figure 3.2 show that when a fixed number of bits needs to be split
between the integer and fractional part of the representation a crucial
tension arises. FP-CGD is designed to alleviate such tension by making
sure that a minimal number of bits in the integer part suffice to solve
a properly scaled system accurately. We demonstrate this through our
experimental evaluations in Section 3.7, where we also compare the
accuracy and running time of FP-CGD against the method based in
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Cholesky decomposition used in [Nik+13b], and study the effect of
the condition number κ(A) on both methods.

3.7 experimental results

This section presents an extensive empirical evaluation of our pro-
tocols. We start by describing the details about the concrete imple-
mentation of our system and the experimental setup. Then we present
experiments for different implementations of the solving phase using
FP-CGD and Cholesky, comparing them in terms of accuracy and
running time across a wide range of settings. The second set of experi-
ments evaluates two implementations for the aggregation phase: one
based on the inner product protocol relying on a trusted initializer,
and the one based on OT. Finally, we present an evaluation of the
complete system on nine real datasets from the UCI repository with
different algorithms in the solving phase and compare the resulting
predictive performance of the learned model against the performance
obtained in the non-private setting. Overall, our experiments highlight
the importance of using FP-CGD for high-dimensional data, and pro-
vide a guide on how to choose a good fixed-point encoding depending
on the characteristics of the problem.

3.7.1 Implementation and Setup

We implemented our MPC protocols using Obliv-C [ZE15], an exten- Our source code is
available at
https://github.

com/schoppmp/

linreg-mpc.

sion of the C programming language for secure computation. Obliv-C
includes an implementation of Yao’s garbled circuit protocol that in-
corporates recent optimizations including free XOR [KS08], fixed key
block ciphers [BHKR13], and half gates [ZRE15]. Further, it features
efficient implementations of OT extension, including variants such as
correlated OT [ALSZ17].

To support arbitrary precision arithmetic, we rely on a big integer The big integer
library was
developed by
co-author Jack
Doerner.

library [Doe] for multi-party computation as an extension of Obliv-C.
This library composes an arbitrary number of garbled integers to
represent larger integer values in two’s complement binary. It features
standard operations such as comparisons, bit manipulation and shifts,
and arithmetic functions including addition, multiplication, integer
division and modulo computation. All the arithmetic operations are
implemented using common, efficient algorithms for extended pre-
cision arithmetic, such as the Karatsuba-Comba [KO62] method for
multiplication, and Knuth’s algorithm D [Knu97] for division.

For fixed-point arithmetic, we implement two variants of our proto-
cols. One uses Obliv-C’s native integer types to represent fixed-point
numbers. Since for fixed-point multiplication, the bit width of inter-
mediate values can be large as the sum of the arguments’ bit widths,

https://github.com/schoppmp/linreg-mpc
https://github.com/schoppmp/linreg-mpc
https://github.com/schoppmp/linreg-mpc
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this version is limited to 32-bit numbers. Our second fixed-point im-
plementation uses the big integer library described above, allowing to
represent numbers with arbitrary precision. This arrangement incurs
some overhead relative to using Obliv-C’s native types. However, this
overhead is justified in cases where 32-bit arithmetic introduces large
errors. Although in principle, our second implementation allows for
an arbitrary number of bits, we only evaluate it with 64 bit numbers.
As the results in Section 3.7.4 show, this is enough to get accurate
results on real datasets.

For the solving phase, we implemented the Cholesky and FP-CGD
methods described by Nikolaenko et al. [Nik+13b] and Section 3.6,
respectively. Cholesky descomposition requires square root computa-
tion. Nikolaenko et al. use an iterative algorithm for computing square
roots in garbled circuits based on Newton’s method. Our implementa-
tion of Cholesky’s method follows closely their approach and is based
on the pseudo-code given in [Nik+13b].

For the experiments in Sections 3.7.2 and 3.7.3, where each phase
of the protocol is evaluated separately, we use synthetically gener-
ated data. For each setting of d and n, we sample n data points
x(i) from a standard d-dimensional Gaussian distribution and a d-
dimensional vector of parameters θ∗ with independent coordinates
sampled uniformly in the interval [0, 1]. The training labels are ob-
tained as y(i) = 〈θ∗, x(i)〉+ ε(i), where ε(i) is a noise term sampled from
a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance σ2 = 0.1. The reg-
ularization parameter in the solving phase is set to λ = σ2d/n‖θ∗‖2,
which is the optimal choice suggested by the statistical theory of ridge
regression [SL03].

For the experiments with synthetic data using 64 and 32 bit fixed-
point encodings we used 60 and 28 bits for the fractional part, respec-
tively. In the experiments with real data, the split between the frac-
tional and integer part of the fixed-point encoding was optimized in-
dividually for each problem to obtain the best predictive performance.
All experiments were executed using Amazon EC2 C4 instances, each
having 4 CPU cores, 7.5 GiB of RAM and 1 Gbps bandwidth.

3.7.2 Solving Phase

Figure 3.3 (left) compares the running times of the solving phase using
Cholesky and FP-CGD for dimensions ranging from 10 to 500. For
FP-CGD, we give the running time for 5, 10, 15, and 20 iterations.
The top plot corresponds to the 64-bit implementation and the bot-
tom plot to the 32-bit implementation. While Cholesky is faster than
CGD for lower values of d, its cubic dependence on the dimension
makes running a fixed number of iterations of FP-CGD faster as d in-
creases. Thus, for high-dimensional data the iterative FP-CGD method
is preferable in terms of computation time. The time spent running
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oblivious transfers is also shown, and accounts for a small fraction of
the running time. For example, for the 64-bit implementations with
d = 200, FP-CGD with 15 iterations runs in less than 45 minutes, while
Cholesky takes more than an hour and a half. For d = 500, Cholesky
takes more than 24 hours while FP-CGD with 15 iterations takes less
than 4.5 hours. Similar results reporting circuit size instead of running
time are presented Figure 3.7 in Appendix 3.A.

Next, we compare both algorithms in terms of accuracy of the results.
Here, the error is measured using the Euclidean distance to the optimal
solution, obtained via floating-point computation. Figure 3.3 (middle)
shows how the accuracy of the result is affected by the condition
number of the input matrix A, comparing Cholesky with FP-CGD for
varying numbers of iterations on problems with d = 20. We observed
that FP-CGD achieves the same accuracy as Cholesky in the 64-bit
version, and has even lower error when using only 32 bits. Moreover,
the influence of the input condition number decreases with the number
of iterations. After convergence, the error remains the same for all
tested condition numbers. This advantage over Cholesky increases
with higher d, as is shown in Figure 3.3 (right). For both the 32-bit and
64-bit versions, FP-CGD is more accurate than Cholesky as soon as
d > 50.

3.7.3 Aggregation Phase

Table 3.4 shows a comparison between the running times of the 64-
bit versions of our two aggregation protocols: OT is the protocol
using the OT-based inner product protocol, and TI is the protocol
that leverages a trusted initializer for the inner product protocol. We
vary the number of records, n, from 50,000 up to one million, and the
number of features, d, from 20 to 200. As expected, the protocol that
takes advantage of the Trusted Initializer performs significantly better
in all cases. However, since the TI’s resources are the bottleneck in this
setting, the protocol does not scale well to multiple data providers, as
the fraction of the coefficient matrix A that can be computed locally
shrinks as the number of parties increases. The OT-based version, on
the other hand, handles many parties very well, due to the fact that
OTs between different pairs of parties can be performed in parallel.
Timing results our protocols for the aggregation phase for a more
extensive set of configurations can be found in Tables 3.8 and 3.9 of
Appendix 3.A.

As a baseline, we implemented a garbled circuit protocol for per-
forming a single inner product in Obliv-C. The running time for
n = 106 was over 90 minutes. This implies that our protocol out-
performs this naive approach by several orders of magnitude.
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Figure 3.3: Comparison between different methods for solving linear systems. (Top) Running time
(seconds) of Cholesky and FP-CGD (with 5, 10, 15, and 20 iterations) as a function of
input dimension. (Middle) Accuracy of Cholesky and CGD depending on the condition
number of the input matrix A with d = 20. (Bottom) Accuracy of Cholesky and CGD,
as a function of the input dimensionality d. (Left) Fixed-point numbers with b = 64
bits, with b f = 60 in the fractional part. (Right) b = 32, b f = 28.
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n d

Number of parties

2 3 5

OT TI OT TI OT TI

50000 20 1m 50s 1s 1m 32s 2s 1m 07s 2s

50000 100 42m 12s 25s 34m 39s 32s 24m 58s 37s

500000 20 18m 18s 15s 14m 29s 18s 12m 10s 21s

500000 100 7h 03m 56s 4m 47s 5h 20m 52s 6m 01s 4h 17m 08s 6m 58s

1000000 100 - 10m 01s - 12m 42s - 14m 48s

1000000 200 - 39m 16s - 49m 56s - 59m 22s

Table 3.4: Comparison of running times between OT-based (left) and TI-
based (right) aggregation protocols using 64 bit numbers. The
running time of the trusted initializer, which is an offline prepro-
cessing phase, is included. The complete results with additional
parameter values can be found in Appendix 3.A.

3.7.4 Experiments on Real Datasets

Although we have discussed the accuracy of our aggregation and The results in this
section are based on
experiments
performed by
co-author Borja
Balle.

solving protocols independently, we still have to evaluate our protocol
in the task of building a ridge regression model. We evaluate our
secure multi-party ridge regression system on 9 different regression
problems selected from the UCI repository [DG17]. Each problem
comes with a set of n examples of some dimension d which are
randomly split into training (70%) and test sets (30%). Details about
the names, original references where the dataset appeared, dimensions
and number of examples in each task are given in Table 3.5. The
dimensions of the problems range from 7 to 384, and the number of
training examples ranges from over 200 to almost 3 million.

Examples in the test set are used to evaluate the predictive accuracy
of the learned models in terms of their root mean squared error
(RMSE). The predictive accuracy of the model will depend on the
particular regularization parameter λ used in the regression: larger
values prevent overfitting and should be used on small datasets, while
smaller values reduce the bias in the regression and should be used
on large datasets. Hyper-parameter tuning algorithms can use a set of
test examples to evaluate the predictive power obtained with different
regularization parameters and find a near-optimal setting. In principle,
any hyper-parameter tuning algorithm based on solving the regression
multiple times with different regularization parameters could be run
on top of our system at the cost of executing the protocol repeatedly.
This would involve many repeated computations but it is also possible
to design a variation of our protocol to avoid most of these repetitions,
in particular the computation of XᵀX. We leave this optimization
for future work and concentrate on evaluating our ridge regression
protocol with a fixed regularization λ for each problem selected a
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priori using the given train and test split. Table 3.5 gives the values
selected for each task in addition to the condition number of the
resulting linear system.

In each case, the features were split evenly between two parties. The
scalings and normalizations described in Section 3.5.3 are performed
locally by each party during the aggregation phase. We use Protocol 2
for the aggregation phase, using a bit width of either 32 or 64 bits.
We compare four implementations for the solving phase: Cholesky
and Fixed-Point CGD, both in their 32 and 64 bits versions. In the
case of CGD, we fixed the number of iterations to 20, regardless of
the dimension or any other feature of the problem. For each task, we
select the number of bits b f for the fractional part in order to make
sure we have enough bits bi in the integer part for representing the
largest coefficient appearing in the linear system (A, b). The particular
settings for each problem are also given in Table 3.5.

The results are presented in Table 3.6. We give the total running time
of the protocol and RMSE on the test set for each of the four different
implementations of the solving phase. The RMSE of each algorithm
is compared to the one obtained using an insecure ridge regression
algorithm implemented in Matlab that uses 64-bit floating-point repre-
sentations (given in the column headed Optimal). The percentages in
parentheses next to each RMSE give the relative increase – or in very
few cases, decrease – on the error incurred using the private algorithm.
Remarkably, the differences in accuracy are almost negligible for both
64 bit implementations, while in the 32 bit implementations, CGD is
better than Cholesky except in one task.

In terms of running time, we note that both bit settings observe
the same pattern: Cholesky is faster for small dimensions d ≤ 100,
and CGD is faster for large dimensions d > 100. However, even in
the cases where Cholesky is faster, CGD is not far behind (a bit over
3 minutes in the worst case). On the other hand, in the cases where
CGD is faster Cholseky has prohibitive running times, e.g., CGD takes
~4h on the largest problem (d = 384) while Cholesky takes practically
half a day.

Overall, we observe that for except for the last task, Fixed-point
CGD with 32 bits always obtains relative errors below 1% and runs
in less than 45 minutes, thus offering a very competitive solution.
For the last dataset, that has large number of training examples, 64
bits are required to achieve good accuracies, mainly due to the errors
introduced in the aggregation phase when the number of examples
is large and there are not enough bits to represent the intermediate
values of the computation of XᵀX with sufficient precision. A possible
workaround to this problem would require having a different number
of bits in the aggregation and solving phases; we will consider this
optimization in future work.
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id Name Reference d n λ κ(A) b f (b = 32) b f (b = 64)

1 Student Performance [Cor14; CS08] 30 395 1.4 · 10−2 5.5 · 100 30 62

2 Auto MPG [Qui93a; Qui93b] 7 398 2.2 · 10−3 9.0 · 101 28 61

3 Communities and Crime [Red09; RB02] 122 1994 2.0 · 10−4 1.1 · 103 24 53

4 Wine Quality [Cor+09b; Cor+09a] 11 4898 2.9 · 10−3 6.8 · 101 29 60

5 Bike Sharing Dataset [FG13; FG14] 12 17 379 8.2 · 10−7 2.2 · 102 28 60

6 Blog Feedback [Buz14; Buz12] 280 52 397 1.1 · 10−5 1.3 · 104 25 54

7 CT slices [Gra+11b; Gra+11a] 384 53 500 9.3 · 10−6 1.6 · 104 25 51

8 Year Prediction MSD [Ber11; BEWL11] 90 515 345 1.1 · 10−5 1.7 · 102 26 58

9 Gas sensor array [FH15; FSHM15] 16 4 208 261 4.1 · 10−7 1.2 · 105 26 53

Table 3.5: Specifications of UCI datasets considered in our evaluation. The number of samples n
is split randomly into training (70%) and test sets (30%). For each dataset, the regular-
ization parameter λ and the number of fractional bits b f were chosen as described in
Section 3.7.1. The condition number κ was computed after data standardization and
scaling (Section 3.5.3).

id
Optimal FP-CGD (32 bits) Cholesky (32 bits) FP-CGD (64 bits) Cholesky (64 bits)

RMSE time RMSE time RMSE time RMSE time RMSE

1 4.65 19s 4.65 (-0.0%) 5s 4.65 (-0.0%) 1m 53s 4.65 (-0.0%) 35s 4.65 (-0.0%)

2 3.45 2s 3.45 (-0.0%) 0s 3.45 (-0.0%) 13s 3.45 (0.0%) 1s 3.45 (0.0%)

3 0.14 4m 27s 0.14 (0.3%) 4m 35s 0.14 (-0.0%) 24m 24s 0.14 (0.2%) 26m 31s 0.14 (-0.0%)

4 0.76 3s 0.76 (-0.0%) 0s 0.80 (4.2%) 23s 0.76 (-0.0%) 4s 0.76 (-0.0%)

5 145.06 4s 145.07 (0.0%) 1s 145.07 (0.0%) 26s 145.06 (0.0%) 4s 145.06 (0.0%)

6 31.89 24m 05s 31.90 (0.0%) 53m 24s 32.19 (0.9%) 2h 03m 39s 31.90 (0.0%) 4h 40m 23s 31.89 (-0.0%)

7 8.31 44m 46s 8.34 (0.4%) 2h 13m 31s 8.87 (6.7%) 3h 51m 51s 8.32 (0.1%) 11h 49m 40s 8.31 (-0.0%)

8 9.56 4m 16s 9.56 (0.0%) 3m 50s 9.56 (0.0%) 16m 43s 9.56 (0.0%) 13m 28s 9.56 (0.0%)

9 90.33 48s 95.05 (5.2%) 42s 95.06 (5.2%) 1m 41s 90.35 (0.0%) 1m 9s 90.35 (0.0%)

Table 3.6: Results of the evaluation of our system on UCI datasets. For each choice of algorithm
and bit width, running time is reported, and the root mean squared error (RMSE) of the
solution obtained by our system and an insecure implementation of ridge regression
using floating point are compared.

3.8 beyond semi-honest security

The protocols that we discussed in Section 3.4 guarantee security in an
adversarial setting where all parties, including the data providers, the
CSP, and the evaluator, are semi-honest, and the CSP and the evaluator
do not collude. While security against semi-honest adversaries may
be enough in a federated learning setting as argued in Section 3.4.3.1,
some applications require stronger guarantees.

In this section, we propose an extension of our protocol that allows
the data providers to check the correctness of the result of the second
phase, which is computed by CSP and evaluator. This correctness
check works even if one of these two is malicious, or actively corrupted,
i. e., they may deviate arbitrarily from the protocol description. We
stress, however, that this correctness check is not enough to satisfy the
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definition of security against malicious adversaries as given by Goldre-
ich [Gol04]. In particular, a malicious CSP can cause the correctness
check to succeed or fail depending only on one of the parties’ private
inputs. This selective failure attack has been discussed thoroughly in
the context of garbled circuits [MF06; Hua+11].

Our correctness check comes in the form of a third phase, which
we call the verification phase. It is implemented using another small
garbled circuit, which is secure against malicious adversaries. The
general idea of using a tailored, lightweight verification procedure
with high security guarantees to ensure correctness of a protocol with
semi-honest security has been used by Hoogh, Schoenmakers, and
Veeningen [HSV16] for linear programming, Laud and Pettai [LP16]
for sorting, and Nikolaenko et al. [Nik+13b] for ridge regression.

3.8.1 The Verification Phase

First, note that for the aggregation phase, we need to use the inner
product protocol based on OT (Section 3.4.1.1), since we can no longer
assume that the CSP can act as a trusted initializer. Since neither the
CSP nor evaluator take part in this aggregation phase, it needs no
further analysis.

Nikolaenko et al. [Nik+13b] made a perceptive observation that in
the setting of linear regression, the correctness of the result can be
verified simply by checking that the solution θ of the system Aθ = b
indeed minimizes the least squares expression of equation (3.1). This
is done by verifying that θ evaluates to 0 in the derivative of the least
squares function in equation (3.2), which is much cheaper than com-
puting θ with malicious security. Concretely, this means checking that
‖2(Aθ− b)‖ = 0. As we are working with finite-precision arithmetic,
the equality check must be approximated as ‖2(Aθ− b)‖ ∈ [−u, u],
for some u chosen by the parties. We assume that the election of u
is done correctly, in the sense that, if the CSP does not deviate from
the protocol, then ‖2(Aθ− b)‖ ∈ [−u, u] holds. If we consider the
infinity norm, then the verification check of a solution θ, corresponds
to checking

∀i ∈ [d] : vi ∈ [−u, u] (3.4)

where v = Aθ− b, and A, b are additively shared among the data
providers as (A1, b1), . . . , (Ak, bk) as a result of the aggregation phase.
We call this check the verification phase, which is run after the solving
phase. Hence, as mentioned above, we use a semi-honest protocol for
the solving phase, and then run a verification protocol with malicious
security.

In our protocol for the semi-honest case of Figure 3.1, θ is revealed
to the data providers as a result of the solving phase. Consequently,
an additive share of v in (3.4) can be precomputed locally by the
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parties, and hence securely evaluating (3.4) only requires additions
and comparisons. Using this, we implemented the verification phase
as follows.

1. The data providers generate a uniformly pseudorandom vector
vi,1 ∈ Zd

q and locally compute vi,2 = Aiθ− bi − vi,1. Then, they
send vi,1 to the CSP and vi,2 to the evaluator.

2. CSP and evaluator add up their received shares and obtain
v1 = ∑k

i=1 vi,1 and v2 = ∑k
i=1 vi,2, and then run a two-party

garbled circuit protocol with malicious security. In the circuit,
v = v1 + v2 is recovered, and a single bit is returned, indicating
whether (3.4) holds.

3. CSP and evaluator send the result of the verification circuit to
all data providers.

Note that since not both CSP and evaluator cannot be malicious at the
same time, the parties only need to check if both bits they received are
equal to 1.

We implemented and evaluated the garbled circuit with malicious
security for this verification phase, as an extension for our solving
phase, using the EMP framework [WMK16]. As expected, it runs
extremely fast: in our experiments, garbling and execution took less
than 3 seconds for d ≤ 500. This is in contrast with the time needed
for the solving phase for d = 500: 30 minutes, for 10 iterations of CGD
and a bit width of 32 bits (see Figure 3.3, left).

3.9 discussion

In this chapter, we provided a first example of a secure machine
learning model trained on distributed data. We focused on linear
regression as a task that is widely used in practical applications.
Beyond the settings described in this chapter, our implementation of
secure conjugate gradient descent with fixed-point arithmetic and early
stopping can also be used to deal with non-linear regression problems
based on kernel ridge regression, given MPC protocols for evaluating
kernel functions typically used in machine learning. Moreover, as
mentioned in Section 3.4, an extensive evaluation of MPC techniques
for the task of linear system solving, including our conjugate gradient
descent algorithm, is an interesting continuation of the work presented
here. From a more theoretical perspective, the problem of providing
security guarantees against malicious adversaries for approximate
MPC functionalities poses interesting open challenges both in general
and from the perspective of concrete machine learning tasks.

One assumption implicitly made in this chapter is that the training
dataset is given as a matrix of real numbers. However, in practice,
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many datasets will not have this clear structure, but instead come
as unstructured documents such as text or images. In this case, the
inputs first need to be converted into a numerical representation by an
appropriate feature extraction phase. In the next chapter, we will shift
our focus to this problem in the context of similarity computations on
text documents.
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Figure 3.7: Circuit sizes for 64 bits (left), 32 bits (right) as a function of the input dimensionality d.
One can see a clear correlation between the circuit size and the execution time shown
in Figure 3.3 (left).
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n d

Number of parties (data providers)

2 3 5

b = 64 b = 32 b = 64 b = 32 b = 64 b = 32

10000
20 24s 13s 20s 11s 14s 8s

50 2m 20s 1m 16s 1m 55s 1m 02s 1m 22s 43s

100 9m 06s 4m 58s 7m 18s 3m 55s 5m 13s 2m 47s

20000
20 45s 24s 38s 20s 29s 15s

50 4m 26s 2m 18s 3m 39s 1m 56s 2m 39s 1m 21s

100 17m 25s 9m 58s 14m 09s 7m 24s 10m 10s 5m 14s

50000
20 1m 50s 56s 0m 32s 47s 1m 07s 35s

50 10m 47s 5m 27s 8m 58s 4m 37s 6m 31s 3m 12s

100 42m 12s 21m 25s 34m 39s 17m 41s 24m 58s 12m 32s

100000
20 3m 40s 1m 50s 3m 01s 1m 33s 2m 18s 1m 07s

50 21m 40s 10m 47s 17m 25s 9m 06s 13m 05s 6m 40s

100 1h 25m 14s 42m 18s 1h 07m 30s 35m 03s 50m 16s 24m 12s

200000
20 7m 25s 3m 40s 5m 57s 3m 04s 4m 46s 2m 18s

50 43m 47s 21m 43s 34m 14s 18m 26s 26m 47s 12m 40s

100 2h 52m 08s 1h 25m 06s 2h 11m 35s 1h 10m 39s 1h 43m 12s 49m 23s

500000
20 18m 18s 9m 10s 14m 29s 7m 27s 12m 10s 5m 52s

50 1h 47m 59s 54m 13s 1h 23m 49s 45m 00s 1h 08m 08s 32m 14s

100 7h 03m 56s 3h 32m 37s 5h 20m 52s 2h 53m 54s 4h 17m 08s 2h 04m 53s

Table 3.8: Computation time of the aggregation phase using using the OT-based inner product
protocol, for 2, 3, and 5 data providers and different values of n (number of records)
and d (number of features). Note that unlike the TI-based protocol in Table 3.9, this
algorithm scales well with the number of parties.
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n d

Number of parties (data providers)

2 3 5

CSP DP Total CSP DP Total CSP DP Total

100000

20 1s 2s 3s 2s 2s 3s 2s 1s 4s

50 7s 9s 14s 9s 8s 17s 11s 6s 20s

100 27s 31s 50s 36s 28s 1m 04s 43s 21s 1m 15s

200 1m 46s 1m 57s 3m 12s 2m 22s 1m 44s 4m 10s 2m 50s 1m 17s 4m 54s

500 10m 52s 11m 53s 19m 14s 14m 40s 10m 29s 25m 16s 17m 29s 7m 37s 30m 02s

200000

20 2s 4s 6s 3s 4s 7s 4s 3s 8s

50 14s 19s 30s 18s 17s 37s 22s 13s 42s

100 55s 1m 06s 1m 47s 1m 11s 59s 2m 16s 1m 26s 44s 2m 39s

200 3m 37s 4m 13s 7m 00s 4m 44s 3m 43s 9m 00s 5m 38s 2m 43s 10m 32s

500 21m 46s 25m 33s 41m 47s 29m 11s 22m 23s 54m 21s 34m 56s 16m 06s 1h 04m 00s

500000

20 6s 10s 15s 8s 9s 18s 10s 8s 21s

50 36s 48s 1m 17s 47s 42s 1m 35s 57s 32s 1m 51s

100 2m 17s 2m 51s 4m 47s 3m 04s 2m 29s 6m 01s 3m 42s 1m 51s 6m 58s

200 9m 00s 10m 55s 18m 52s 12m 15s 9m 33s 24m 08s 14m 47s 6m 52s 27m 43s

500 56m 22s 1h 06m 41s 1h 53m 52s 1h 14m 37s 57m 31s 2h 25m 55s 1h 30m 41s 40m 56s 2h 50m 53s

1000000

20 12s 20s 31s 16s 18s 37s 20s 15s 44s

50 1m 12s 1m 34s 2m 40s 1m 37s 1m 24s 3m 21s 1m 58s 1m04s 3m 53s

100 4m 45s 5m 40s 10m 01s 6m 16s 4m 58s 12m 42s 7m 31s 3m 41s 14m 48s

200 18m 49s 21m 44s 39m 16s 25m 07s 18m 48s 49m 56s 30m 28s 13m 48s 59m 22s

Table 3.9: Computation time of the aggregation phase using the TI-based inner product protocol
with 64 bits, for 2, 3, and 5 data providers and different values of n (number of records)
and d (number of features). For each number of data providers, computation time of the
CSP (left) and the data providers (middle, averaged) is reported, as well as total running
time (right).
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4.1 overview

In this chapter, we focus on secure similarity computations on text
documents. This is a challenging task for two reasons. First, unlike in
Chapter 3, we cannot assume any more that our data comes in a “nice”
structured form. Instead, we have to perform feature extraction on the
data, in order to turn unstructured text documents into feature vectors
over the real numbers. The second challenge comes from the fact
that common feature representations result in very high-dimensional
vectors. If we performed feature extraction using standard MPC secu-
rity with secret-shared outputs, this would result in extremely poor
scalability for any subsequent computation on the computed features.

Instead we’re going to use a relaxed security notion for MPC, where
the parties are allowed to obtain some information beyond the final
computation result, while provably quantifying and limiting the incurred
privacy leakage. For this, differential privacy (DP) [DR14; DMNS16]
is a natural candidate, and multiple recent works explore variants of
MPC with differentially private leakage [MG18; GRR19; HMFS17]. Proto-
cols under such relaxed definitions may reveal additional information,
as long as that information leakage adheres to DP.

We follow a similar approach, applying MPC with DP leakage to
secure classification of text documents with the k-nearest neighbors
(k-NN) algorithm on a standard term frequency–inverse document fre-
quency (TF-IDF) feature representation. In k-NN, a query document is
assigned a class by taking a majority vote among the k most similar
documents in the training database. Despite its simplicity, k-NN enjoys
remarkable theoretical properties [CD14] and provides competitive
accuracies in a wide range of applications [Efr17]. This power comes at
the price of scalability: due to its non-parametric nature k-NN requires
similarity computations against the whole dataset at prediction time.
It is therefore crucial to reduce the time for each similarity compu-
tation as much as possible. Our main observation is that if we allow
a one-time precomputation of differentially private statistics about
the distributed dataset, we can significantly speed up classification
time by using a novel sparse inner product protocol. We review our
contributions and how they compose to a full k-NN protocol in the
following subsection.

49
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4.1.1 Chapter Contributions

The core of this chapter consists of two contributions: (i) a secure
two-party protocol for sparse inner products, and (ii) a mechanism
for extracting differentially private IDF coefficients from text docu-
ments, and a corresponding two-party implementation. Both protocols
are tailored to exploit inherent sparsity and word frequency prop-
erties commonly found in text data. These are composed to obtain
a three-party protocol for distributed k-NN classification capable of
withstanding arbitrary collusions. All the protocols presented in this
chapter are formally secure in the semi-honest model (Definition 2.1).

secure document similarity from sparse inner products
(section 4.4). Our first contribution is a novel protocol for se-
cure sparse inner product. It allows two parties holding private sparse
vectors to compute additive shares of their inner product, while re-
vealing nothing except an upper bound on the number of non-zero
entries. As described in Section 4.4, this can be used to compute sim-
ilarities between sparse representations of text documents. We also
propose a batched version of our protocol to improve the scalability
of computing many inner products in parallel. In Section 4.7.1.1, we
experimentally evaluate the running time of our protocol for a wide
range of parameters, and show that it outperforms its state-of-the-art
dense counterparts by at least one order of magnitude.

differentially private idf coefficients (section 4.5). Sec-
ondly, we develop a mechanism for extracting inverse document fre-
quency (IDF) coefficients from a distributed database of text docu-
ments, while guaranteeing differential privacy (DP). We show why a
standard approach based on adding Laplace noise to each coefficient
fails at this task, and formally prove privacy and accuracy guarantees
for our custom mechanism. While our proposal is already of interest
in the centralized setting, we further show how to instantiate it for
generic circuit-based MPC, thus achieving multi-Party computational
differential privacy (MPC-DP) [BNO08]. To that end, we rely on a
method for oblivious sampling without replacement that has, to the
best of our knowledge, not been reported in the academic literature
before. Our experiments (Section 4.7.2.4) showcase the advantage of
having access to privatized data-dependent IDFs over a vanilla data-
independent term frequency (TF) representation, and demonstrate
that the noise introduced by our DP protocol incurs only a small
accuracy loss. Finally, we implement our protocol for the special case
of two parties holding a databases of secret documents and show that
it scales to real-world vocabulary sizes (Section 4.7.1.2).

application to secure k-nn (section 4.6). While both of the
above are of independent interest, we show how in combination
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they allow us to implement an efficient k-Nearest Neighbors proto-
col in a three-party setting with two servers and one client. Here,
the two servers each hold a collection of labeled documents, and
the client would like to classify a document against the union of
the servers’ datasets. Our protocol achieves this by combining the
two sub-protocols for IDF precomputation and secure inner products
with a generic MPC phase for top-k selection. Apart from the final
classification, our full protocol releases differentially private statistics
about the dataset (i. e., IDF coefficients) as a one-time precomputation.
We formalize this as differentially private leakage similar to previous
work [GRR19; MG18] and prove security of our protocol in that model.
We emphasize that these differentially private IDF coefficients need
to be computed only once, and can then be reused in any subsequent
classifications.

We implement our k-NN protocol and show that it scales to real-
world dataset sizes. For example, the time needed for a classification
of a query document against a database of 28K documents is less than
40 minutes.

4.2 related work

Several recent works have proposed MPC protocols for machine learn-
ing tasks such as linear and logistic regression training [Nik+13b;
MZ17], neural network training [MZ17; ASKG19] and evaluation
[BNO08; LJLA17; JVC18], matrix factorization [Nik+13a], principal
component analysis [AWCK17], as well as evaluation of decision trees
and naive Bayes classifiers [BPTG15]. However, none of them exploit
the input distribution for efficiency. This is in contrast with compu-
tation in the clear, where dedicated algorithms and data structures
have been developed for different kinds of sparsity patterns. Moreover,
all of these protocols assume that feature extraction has been already
performed. This is reasonable for settings where that step can be com-
puted locally by each party. However, as in the case of TF-IDF, several
powerful feature extraction techniques and normalization steps may
require data held by different parties.

Regarding our more concrete contributions, several secure 2PC
protocols for matrix multiplication have been recently proposed, in-
cluding SecureML [MZ17], GAZELLE [JVC18], and our protocols from
Section 3.4.1. These protocols operate over explicit matrix or vector
representation, and thus are not tailored to exploit sparsity. On the
other hand, combinations of MPC with DP have been proposed be-
fore in the context of limiting leakage of access patterns in secure
computation [MG18], private set intersection [GRR19], and protocols
for private record linkage (see [HMFS17] and references therein). He
et al. [HMFS17] use an indistinguishability-based definition that is
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limited to deterministic functionalities. In contrast, we define security
with DP leakage in the simulation-based paradigm that is also used
by [MG18; GRR19], but unlike these works we allow the output of
the final computation to depend on the leakage. The advantage of
a simulation-based definition is the fact that it allows for straight-
forward composition, which we use in our security proofs.

Regarding our application in private text analysis, related work can
be found in the context of similar document detection [JMCS08; Mur+10;
BCG14; BB13]. Another trend of related work is in privacy-preserving
nearest neighbors computation [Ria+16; LSP15; RWLX16; Che+20]. How-
ever, a remarkable difference between these existing works and ours
is in the threat model. In all the contributions mentioned above, either
the computation is delegated to two non-colluding parties – sometimes
referred to as the two-server model in MPC – or only involves two
parties (for example, one server and one client). In contrast, our threat
model allows the database to be distributed among multiple servers
who might collude with each other or the client. We also stress that we
are the first to even consider the feature extraction phase as part of a
distributed k-NN protocol. Previous work starts directly with feature
vectors as inputs and therefore implicitly assumes feature extraction
can be done locally by the parties, which is not the case for TF-IDF.
Thus, the fact that our protocol releases differentially private IDF
values in fact strengthens the privacy guarantees compared to the
previous works mentioned above.

4.3 background: tf-idf features

Throughout this chapter, we work on text document data. Before be-
ing able to process this data it is necessary to construct a vectorial
representation for each document. Here, we rely on the term frequency–
inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) feature representation, which is
one of the most common encodings for text data. For example, 83% of
text-based document search and recommendation systems in digital
libraries use TF-IDF [BGLB16].

The TF-IDF feature representation of a text document is defined
with respect to a fixed vocabulary and a database of documents. Let
V be a fixed vocabulary – e.g., V might be all the words in a given
dictionary – and consider a database Z of documents over the common
vocabulary V . Given an arbitrary document x with words in V , its TF-
IDF representation is a |V|-dimensional vector ψ(x) ∈ RV where each
coordinate corresponds to a word v ∈ V . The vth coordinate ψ(x)(v)
of this vector is the product of two terms: the term frequency (TF)
φtf(v, x) = |x|v of v in x (i.e., the number of times v occurs in x) and
the inverse document frequency (IDF) φidf(v, Z) = log((|Z|+ 1)/(|Z|v +
1)) + 1 of v in Z (where |Z|v counts the number of documents in the
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database that contain the word v). By taking the product ψ(x)(v) =
φtf(v, x) · φidf(v, Z), the TF-IDF representation ensures that coordinates
corresponding to frequent words in the document are larger (TF term),
while also down-weighting words that are frequent across the dataset
(IDF term) and therefore not representative of a particular document.

Two properties of TF-IDF are particularly relevant to this work. First,
since the TF component is zero for all words that do not appear in a
document, TF-IDF vectors are very sparse. In Section 4.4, we use this
fact to efficiently compute similarity scores between TF-IDF vectors
of documents. Second, observe that the IDF component depends
on the whole dataset, not only the document being encoded. It is
therefore non-trivial to encode a document without access to the
entire database. However, we will see in Section 4.5 that we can
precompute differentially private IDF coefficients, which then can be
safely released to allow parties to locally compute TF-IDF embeddings
of their documents.

4.4 sparse inner products and document
similarity

Similarity computation is a common task in the evaluation of non-
parametric models such as k-NN, but also for example in information
retrieval, clustering, and collaborative filtering. Common similarity
metrics include the Euclidean distance, Pearson’s correlation coeffi-
cient, or the cosine similarity. All three of these can be computed in
two-party settings using only secure inner products. Here, we focus
on cosine similarity, which is commonly used for text documents with
TF-IDF features [MRS08]:

simcos(a, b) =
〈a, b〉
‖a‖‖b‖ .

When each of the feature vectors a, b is held by one of the two
parties, the denominator can be computed using a single secure multi-
plication [Bea91; Gil99], while the numerator requires a secure inner
product. As described in Section 4.3, the feature vectors a and b are
sparse when encoding text documents using TF-IDF. Hence, in this
section, we present a secure two-party protocol for inner products that
is optimized for sparse inputs.

Our protocol takes as input private vectors a and b—each provided
by one party—and compute an additive secret share of their inner
product 〈a, b〉. Here, the elements of a and b are taken from Zq, where
q is usually chosen as 2σ for some bit width σ. Rational numbers can be
used by relying on an appropriate fixed-point encoding (See section 3.5
and Mohassel and Zhang [MZ17]). Since in practice, many similarity
scores need to be computed at once, we generalize our protocol and
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propose a batched version for computing multiple inner products
simultaneously; in this case the goal is to compute AB given private
matrices A and B which are respectively row and column sparse. Since
the single inner product case corresponds to the multiplication of a
one-row by a one-column matrix, for simplicity we sometimes use
matrix notation to denote properties that apply to both the single and
batched inner product case.

As we have seen in Section 3.4.1.1, a secure inner product in the
dense case can be realized in multiple ways. Further optimizations
and alternative approaches based on homomorphic encryption are pre-
sented by Mohassel and Zhang [MZ17], and Juvekar, Vaikuntanathan,
and Chandrakasan [JVC18]. For our generalization to sparse matrix
multiplication (Section 4.4.5) we use the dense protocol of Mohas-
sel and Zhang [MZ17], which is a variant of the protocol from Sec-
tion 3.4.1.1 optimized for the batched setting. While our protocol
neither reveals the non-zero indexes in each party’s inputs, nor their
values, we require an upper bound on the number of non-zeros to
be known. In the next subsection, we will see that such a bound on
the sparsity is naturally a available in many real-world scenarios,
including text classification.

4.4.1 Sparsity in Real-World Data

In the context of data analysis, sparsity is frequently induced by the
feature representation used. For example, the well-known bag-of-word
representations of documents, where a document is represented as a
vector of (possibly normalized) word counts, is sparse. The TF-IDF
representation is a special case of this. Furthermore, in datasets of
genomic variants, individuals are represented as a set of deviations
(index-value pairs) from a common reference. Compared to the 3.2
billion base pairs in the human reference genome, these deviations
only make up a small fraction (~5M sites [The+15]), and so this rep-
resentation is also very sparse. A third example can be found in
recommender systems, where users are represented by the vector of
their rated items, which again amount to a tiny percentage of the total
number of available items.

In all of the above applications, an upper bound on the sparsity is
readily available. For genomics, upper bounds can be derived from
public information about the distribution of variants [The+15]. In
recommender systems, the input comes in the form of a list of (item,
rating) pairs for each user. The length of a list directly translates
to the sparsity of the corresponding vector. We note that existing
recommendation protocols based on secure matrix factorization reveal
the sparsity as the input size [Nik+13a; Nay+15]. Finally, for text
documents, the input length does not directly give the exact sparsity
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(words can be repeated in a document), but it provides an upper
bound on it.

Our protocol can therefore be applied to all of the settings described
here. We now formally describe secret sharing and introduce some
notation, before we present our protocol for sparse inner product in
Section 4.4.3.

4.4.2 Notation

For any sparse vector v, we write Iv to denote the set of indexes where
v is non-zero, and call its cardinality lv := |Iv|. We further denote the
k-th element of this set (using canonical ordering) by (Iv)k.

For a matrix M, we write Coli(M) to denote the i-th column vector
of M, and Rowj(M) for the j-th row. In analogy to vectors, we write
ICol

M := {i | Coli(M) 6= 0} for the set of indexes corresponding to
non-zero columns of M, likewise for rows.

4.4.3 Secure Sparse Inner Products

We now present our protocol for computing a sparse inner product.
This serves as a stepping stone towards our batched variant, which we
introduce in Section 4.4.5 and which is the one that we use in practice.

Here, we consider two sparse vectors a, b, where a is owned by
Party 1 and b by Party 2. The goal of our protocol is to compute
additive shares c1, c2, such that c1 + c2 = 〈a, b〉. To develop intuition,
let us first discuss an insecure solution where the parties reveal to each
other their respective non-zero indexes Ia and Ib. Then each party
can simply compute locally the set of common non-zero indexes and
construct vectors ã, b̃ of shorter length |Ia ∩ Ib| containing only the
values of common indexes in some canonical order, such that 〈ã, b̃〉 =
〈a, b〉. Then the inner product of ã and b̃ can then be computed using
a standard non-sparse MPC protocol.

While this insecure approach would greatly increase efficiency by
exploiting the sparsity of a and b, it is also clear that it leaks too much,
as Ia and Ib are private. Instead, the solution we propose avoids
this leakage while retaining the efficiency of this insecure solution by
assuming upper bounds on |Ia| and |Ib| are public.

For clarity, we now describe our solution assuming the availability
of a trusted third party. The parties first create vectors â, b̂ containing
the values at indexes in Ia and Ib, respectively, padded with zeroes
to length la + lb. Then, the third party receives â and b̂ from the
parties, and returns permutations π1 and π2 to Party 1 and Party 2,
respectively, such that 〈π1(â), π2(b̂)〉 = 〈a, b〉. Note that padding with
zeroes is crucial so that such permutations exist, as intuitively all they
have to do is make indexes in Ia ∩ Ib end up in the same position in
both permuted vectors, while all others get matched to a zero. Now, if
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Functionality 5: Correlated permutations (FPerm)
Parties: 1, 2.
Input: Party 1: I1, Party 2: I2,

Public parameters: l1 = |I1|, l2 = |I2|.
Output: Permutations π1 and π2.

(1) Choose a permutation π of {1, . . . , l1 + l2} uniformly at
random.

(2) Compute the function

ρ : {1, . . . , l1} → {1, . . . , l1 + l2},

ρ(i) =

 π(j) if
(
I1
)

i =
(
I2
)

j,

π(l2 + i) if no such j exists.

(3) Extend ρ to a random permutation π1 of {1, . . . , l1 + l2} by
mapping all elements i > l1 to uniformly random unmapped
elements of its codomain.

(4) Output π1 to Party 1 and π2 = π to Party 2.

the permutations πi are such that they do not reveal anything about â
or b̂ to the parties, this protocol would be secure.

While we relied on a trusted third party for explanatory purposes,
such a third party is not available in practice. Instead, we will now
present a 2PC-sub-protocol that replaces such a party, i. e., it generates
correlated permutations π1, π2 with the required property. We call this
functionality FPerm and describe it formally in the next section.

4.4.4 Secure Correlated Permutations

Note that we only require the output to each party alone to be a
uniformly random permutation. Thus, FPerm can generate one of
the permutations randomly, and derive the other from it. A detailed
description of FPerm is given in Functionality 5.

By the construction of ρ in Step (2), it is clear that the condition from
Figure 4.1, that matching indexes get mapped to the same position,
holds for π1 and π2. We now prove that the outputs to both parties
are indeed random permutations.

Theorem 4.1. For any input sets I1 and I2 of size l1 and l2, and any party
i ∈ {1, 2}, πi = FPerm

i (I1, I2) is a uniformly random permutation of
{1, . . . , l1 + l2}.

Proof. If i = 1, then by the definition in Step (2) in Functionality 5,
ρ is constructed by selecting l1 different mappings from a uniformly
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random permutation. Clearly, each of the (l1 + l2)! / l2! possible func-
tions is selected with equal probability. The extension of ρ in Step (3)
reduces to selecting a uniformly random permutation of l2 elements.
Thus, our functionality produces (l1 + l2)! / l2! · l2! = (l1 + l2)! dif-
ferent permutations, each with equal probability. Together with the
observation that there are exactly (l1 + l2)! possible permutations of
[l1 + l2], the claim follows. If i = 2, the claim follows immediately
from Step (1) and π2 = π.

We use Yao’s garbled circuit protocol (see Section 2.5) to implement In Section 5.3.2, we
will present
alternative
constructions that
are more efficient in
many cases.

FPerm. Our circuit design for this functionality is inspired by the
private set intersection (PSI) protocol of Huang, Evans, and Katz
[HEK12], also known as the Sort-Compare-Shuffle approach to PSI.
Essentially, our circuit computes the set I1 ∩ I2 in O((l1 + l2) log2(l1 +
l2))—using Batcher’s sorting network [Bat68]—as a Boolean array of
length l1 + l2, and constructs ρ and π1 from it using a permutation
network [Wak68] of size O((l1 + l2) log(l1 + l2)). Thus, our protocol for
the FPerm functionality runs in O((l1 + l2) log2(l1 + l2)), and exploits
efficient implementations of sorting/permutation networks.

Since we operate in the semi-honest model, we can further employ
the following optimizations:

1. Instead of choosing π inside the Garbled Circuit, we let Party 2
choose it locally and use it as an input. Note that this is trivially
simulatable since π = π2 is Party 2’s output.

2. Similarly, we reveal ρ to Party 1 and let it perform Step (3) locally.
Again, simulating ρ it trivial by restricting π1 to {1, . . . , l1}.

Together with the security of Yao’s protocol in the semi-honest model
[LP09], security of our implementation of FPerm follows.

An important observation is that the cost of FPerm is independent of
the range of the values in the vectors u, v in the overall inner product
protocol. In the next section, we show how this, and previous observa-
tions, extend to matrix multiplications for batched inner products, and
provide formal proofs of correctness and security for our two-party
protocols.

4.4.5 From Inner Products to Sparse Matrix Multiplication

We will now consider computing additively shared matrix products
[[C]]1 + [[C]]2 = AB, where the matrices A and B are owned by Party
1 and 2 respectively. We assume these matrices exhibit the sparsity
patterns corresponding to batched sparse inner products, i. e., A has
many zero columns, and B many zero rows. This is a common sparsity
pattern in machine learning computations, as, for example, TensorFlow
has a dedicated matrix representation for this case, called IndexedSlices
[Aba+16].
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Protocol 6: Dense matrix multiplication protocol.
Parties: 1, 2.
Input: Party 1: A ∈ Zl×m

q
Party 2: B ∈ Zm×n

q

Output: Party i : [[C]]i ∈ Zl×n
q , s. t. C = AB

(1) Party 1 computes U, [[UV ]]1 ← FOff(l, m, n)
and sends E = A−U

(2) Party 2 computes V , [[UV ]]2 ← FOff(l, m, n)
and sends F = B− V

(3) Party 1 sets [[C]]1 = EF + UF + [[UV ]]1

(4) Party 2 sets [[C]]2 = EV + [[UV ]]2;

4.4.5.1 Baseline: Secure Dense Matrix Multiplication

As before, our goal is to improve on the baseline case where the
sparsity is ignored. The state of the art in terms of (dense) secure matrix
multiplication is presented in Mohassel and Zhang [MZ17]. Similar
to our TI-based inner product protocol (Protocol 2), their protocol is
split into two phases: an offline phase that provides correlated random
matrices to the parties, and an online phase that uses said randomness
to securely multiply secret-shared input matrices. For the offline phase,
Mohassel and Zhang propose three different approaches: One based
on a trusted initializer (like Protocol 2), one based on homomorphic
encryption, and one based on oblivious transfer (like Protocol 1).
In Protocol 6 we refer to this offline phase as FOff , and we use the
OT-based variant in our experiments.

4.4.5.2 Our Protocol

A naive solution to generalize our protocol from section 4.4.3 to sparse
matrices is to run it |AB| times. In the rest of this section we focus
on improving this by leveraging the sparsity patterns in the matrices
to avoid the quadratic cost of the naive solution. The advantage of
our solution is not only in asymptotic cost, but is also confirmed
experimentally in Section 4.7, using both random and real-world
sparsity patterns.

The entire sparse matrix multiplication protocol is depicted in Fig-
ure 4.1, and goes as follows. Party 1 locally computes ICol

A := {i |
Coli(A) 6= 0}, and Party 2 computes IRow

B := {j | Rowj(B) 6= 0}. These
index sets are then used as inputs to the functionality for generating
correlated permutations, FPerm, which generates two correlated per-
mutations π1, π2 that map elements of ICol

A ∩ IRow
B to the same indexes.

Note that, up to this point, the secure computation is independent of
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Party 1 MPC Party 2

ICol
A ← {i | Coli(A) 6= 0}

Send lA ←
∣∣ICol

A
∣∣ to Party 2.

Input: A ∈ Zl×m
q

IRow
B ← {j | Rowj(B) 6= 0}

Send lB ←
∣∣IRow

B
∣∣ to Party 1.

Input: B ∈ Zm×n
q

ICol
A IRow

B

Choose a random pair of correlated permu-
tations π1, π2 of {1, . . . , lA + lB} such that for
all k1 ∈ {1, . . . , lA}, k2 ∈ {1, . . . , lB}:(
ICol

A
)

k1
=
(
IRow

B
)

k2
⇔ π1(k1) = π2(k2).

FPerm

π1 π2

Â← 0l×(lA+lB)

For i = 1 to lA:
i′ ←

(
ICol

A
)

i
Coli(Â)← Coli′ (A)

Ã← permuteCols(Â, π1)

B̂← 0(lA+lB)×n

For j = 1 to lB:
j′ ←

(
IRow

B
)

j
Rowj(B̂)← Rowj′ (B)

B̃← permuteRows(B̂, π2)

Choose random shares [[C]]1, [[C]]2 ∈ Zl×n
q

such that [[C]]1 + [[C]]2 = C = Ã · B̃.

FMult
Ã B̃

[[C]]1 [[C]]2

Figure 4.1: Secure sparse matrix multiplication. For details on the imple-
mentations of FPermand FMult, see Sections 4.4.4 and 4.4.5.1,
respectively.

the inner (resp. outer) dimension of A (resp. B). This has an important
effect on efficiency, and follows from the remark above about FPerm

in the inner product protocol being independent of the domain size
of the values in the vectors. In fact, intuitively we can think of mul-
tiplying A and B as computing sparse inner product where values
are vectors, instead of scalars. Next, Ã and B̃ are computed by first
padding non-zero columns/rows with zeroes, and then applying π1

and π2, just like ã and b̃ in Section 4.4.3. The result is again obtained
by using a standard MPC protocol for secure matrix multiplication
with Ã and B̃ as inputs.

Theorem 4.2 (Correctness). For any A ∈ Zl×m
q , B ∈ Zm×n

q , let Ã, B̃ be
constructed according to the protocol described in Figure 4.1. Then AB =

ÃB̃.
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Proof. By construction of Ã, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , l} and all j ∈ {1, . . . , n},

(ÃB̃)ij =
lA+lB

∑
k=1

ãik b̃kj =
lA+lB

∑
k=1

âiπ−1
1 (k)b̂π−1

2 (k)j.

From the definition of FPerm, one of the following cases holds for
any pair (k1, k2) :=

(
π−1

1 (k), π−1
2 (k)

)
, k ∈ {1, . . . , lA + lB}:

case 1. k1 ≤ lA and k2 ≤ lB. Then there is a unique k′ ∈ {1, . . . , m}
such that

(
ICol

A
)

k1
=
(
IRow

B
)

k2
= k′ and âik1 b̂k2 j = aik′bk′ j.

case 2. k1 > lA or k2 > lB. Then âik1 or b̂k2 j are zero, and thus
âik1 b̂k2 j = 0.

On the other hand, for any k′ ∈ {1, . . . , m} with aik′bk′ j 6= 0, there
is a pair (k1, k2) with (ICol

A )k1 = (IRow
B )k2 = k′ and thus a unique

k ∈ {1, . . . , lA + lB} s.t. π1(k1) = π2(k2) = k. Therefore,

(ÃB̃)ij = ∑
k′∈ICol

A ∩IRow
B

aik′bk′ j = (AB)ij.

Theorem 4.3 (Security). Given public sparsity values lA, lB and implemen-
tations of FMult and FPerm that are secure against semi-honest adversaries,
the protocol in Figure 4.1 implements FMult with security against semi-honest
adversaries.

Proof. We only give the proof for the view of Party 1. By symmetry,
the proof for Party 2 follows analogously. For a functionality F and
a protocol Π, we denote the output to player i of an execution with
inputs x, y by Fi(x, y) and outputΠ

i (x, y), respectively.
We present our proof in the (FPerm,FMult)-hybrid model. That is,

we construct a simulator SΠ
1 for the view of party 1 assuming ideal

functionalities for FPerm and FMult. Security in the standard model
then follows immediately from the security of the corresponding
protocols and Theorem 2.2.

Our simulator SΠ
1 in the ideal model simulates the view of Party 1

on the Protocol in Figure 4.1, i.e.,

viewΠ
1 (A, B) =

(
A,FPerm

1 (ICol
A , IRow

B ),FMult
1 (Ã, B̃)

)
.

Upon receiving input A and output FMult
1 (A, B), the simulator SΠ

1 :

1. samples a permutation π′1 of {1, . . . , lA + lB} uniformly at ran-
dom,

2. outputs
(

A, π′1,FMult
1 (A, B)

)
.
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By Theorem 4.1, FPerm
1 (ICol

A , IRow
B ) outputs a uniformly random per-

muation of lA + lB. Similarly, FMult
1 (Ã, B̃) is a uniformly random ma-

trix. Finally, by Theorem 4.2, FMult
1 (Ã, B̃) is identically distributed to

FMult(A, B). Therefore(
viewΠ

1 (A, B), outputΠ(A, B)
) c≡

(
SΠ

1
(

A,FMult
1 (A, B)

)
,FMult(A)

)
.

In order to compute similarities between documents using the pro-
tocol described in this section, each data holder must know the feature
representation of their documents. This becomes a challenge when
trying to use data-dependent feature representations such as TF-IDF.
We tackle the problem of private feature extraction for this particular
case in the next section.

4.5 private feature extraction

Feature extraction is a fundamental pre-processing step in any data
processing pipeline, including those used in machine learning, data
mining, information retrieval, computer vision and natural language
processing. The goal of feature extraction is to convert raw data (e. g.,
text documents, RGB images, etc.) into a vectorial format suitable for
downstream applications. The same feature representation is often
useful for many different applications, and the most effective feature
representations are typically tailored to the dataset at hand. This poses
a challenge in scenarios where datasets containing sensitive records are
distributed among multiple parties, as obtaining an adequate feature
representation requires a privacy-preserving distributed computation,
and the resulting feature representation might leak information about
the dataset on which it was computed.

In this section we address this challenge for the well-known term
frequency–inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) feature representation
for text documents (cf. Section 4.3). Our contribution is a two-party
protocol for securely computing IDF coefficients on a distributed
document database and releasing them under differential privacy. As
in the previous section, we work in the standard simulation-based
paradigm of security (see Section 2.2) and our computation is secure
against semi-honest adversaries. At the same time, its output preserves
differential privacy with respect to changing one document in the
distributed dataset. Using the output of this protocol, multiple parties
can locally compute a TF-IDF representation of their documents. This
representations will be compatible across parties, and can then be used
in any subsequent privacy-preserving computation. In Section 4.6.1,
we formalize this as secure computation with differentially-private
leakage. Before diving into the details of our protocol, we first review
the formal privacy definition in the distributed setting we consider.
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4.5.1 Multi-Party Computational Differential Privacy

Differential privacy (DP) is a technique for privacy-preserving dis-
closure [DR14; DMNS16; Dwo+06]. It prevents a potential adversary
observing the output of a computation from recovering information
about individual input data points, i.e., individual document in our
case. This is made formal by saying that two datasets Z and Z′ are
neighbors if they only differ in one data point; this relation is denoted
by Z ' Z′. We say that a randomized algorithm A : Z → W is
(ε, δ)-DP if for any indicator function χ :W → {0, 1} we have

∀Z ' Z′ : E
[
χ(A(Z))

]
≤ eεE

[
χ(A(Z′))

]
+ δ .

When δ = 0 we also say that A is ε-DP. This definition models the
setting where a curator owns the input Z, executes the computation
A, and discloses the output A(Z).

For the purpose of providing DP in a multi-party setting one needs
to modify the above definition to account for the fact that Z is dis-
tributed among several parties. Additionally, implementing DP inside
an MPC protocol requires a further modification to account for the
information that could be obtained by a coalition of adversarial par-
ties involved in the computation who try to break the cryptography
used in the MPC protocol. This leads to the definition of multi-party
computationally differential privacy [Dwo+06; BNO08; MPRV09].

Suppose the input dataset is distributed among n parties Z =

(Z1, . . . , Zn) and write Z 'i Z′ if Zi ' Z′i and Zj = Z′j for i 6= j.
Suppose A : Zn → W is an n-party protocol and let view−i(A(Z))
denote the information observed by all parties except the ith one
during the execution of A(Z). Then we say that A is (ε, δ)-MPC-DP if
for all i and all Z 'i Z′ we have

E
[
χ
(
view−i(A(Z))

)]
≤ eεE

[
χ
(
view−i(A(Z′))

)]
+ δ

for any {0, 1}-valued polynomial time algorithm χ. In this work
we focus on MPC based on computational security, as opposed to
information-theoretic MPC, and hence resort to the variant of MPC-
DP studied in [MPRV09]. The following key result states that imple-
menting a DP algorithm inside an MPC protocol yields an MPC-DP
protocol.

Theorem 4.4 (informal). If A is (ε, δDP)-DP with respect to Z ' Z′,
then an MPC implementation of A where is Z distributed among n parties
is (ε, δDP + δMPC)-MPC-DP, where δMPC is a negligible function of |Z|
obtained from standard cryptographic assumptions.

4.5.2 Differentially Private IDF Computation

One standard approach for making the output of a computation
private is the Laplace mechanism [DMNS16]. It works by adding noise
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drawn from the Laplace distribution to the output of a deterministic
function, where the amount of noise is proportional to the l1-sensitivity
of that function and the inverse of the privacy parameter ε. This poses
a challenge when it comes to computing the vector of IDF coefficients
φidf(·, Z) ∈ RV : since we want to provide privacy to whole documents
and there is no a-priori knowledge about which words may occur
in an arbitrary document, replacing a document might result in a
change in several entries of the vector of IDF coefficients. Thus, for
a fixed ε, the amount of noise needed for each IDF value using the
Laplace mechanism would need to be proportional to the size of the
vocabulary, which can be very large.

To avoid this problem, instead of releasing every single IDF value
using the Laplace mechanism, we design our mechanism to only
release them where they matter most, and resort to outputting a
default value everywhere else. The key observation to justify this
approach is that, in a corpus of documents Z, the distribution of the
values of |Z|v for all v ∈ V typically follows a power-law distribution
[Pow98]. This means there are few very frequent words and lots of
infrequent words. The blue bars in Figure 4.2 exemplify such a typical
scenario. The red curve in Figure 4.2 shows how the IDF values quickly
converge to the maximum as the document frequency decreases. We
can therefore obtain a good approximation across IDFs over all words
by releasing differentially private IDFs for the L most frequent words,
and assume a default value c0 for all other words. In this way the
noise added to the IDFs of the most frequent words will only be
proportional to L, as opposed to V .

What remains is to make sure the selection of the L most frequent
words is also private. To achieve this, we do not release the L most
frequent words exactly, but instead release a selection of words that
with high probability has a large overlap with the top L. This sampling
is done using the exponential mechanism [MT07], which is a standard
construction for differentially private top-L selection [KOV17].

The pseudo-code of our mechanism is given as Functionality 7. It
takes as input the absolute frequencies of each word in each party’s
dataset Zi. It then proceeds to aggregate these into frequencies across
the whole dataset Z, yielding cv = |Z|v for each v ∈ V . The counts are
used in a private top-L selection step to find L words with the largest
frequencies. The mechanism then releases privatized counts c̃v for each
of the selected words using the Laplace mechanism. For unselected
words the mechanism outputs a default public value c̃v = c0 which is
independent of the true word count.

Theorem 4.5. FDP-IDF (Functionality 7) is ε-DP.

Proof. Let ε0 = ε/(2L). Note that for any pair of neighboring datasets
Z ' Z′ and any word v ∈ V we have |cv− c′v| ≤ 1. Thus, the analysis of
the exponential mechanism [DR14, Theorem 3.6] implies that releasing
each selected word v is ε0-DP. Furthermore, the analysis of the Laplace
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Functionality 7: Differentially Private IDFs (FDP-IDF).
Public Inputs: n, V , c0, L, ε

Private Inputs: Counts {|Zi|v}v∈V for i ∈ [n]
Output: Privatized values {c̃v}v∈V

foreach v ∈ V do
Compute cv = ∑n

i=1 |Zi|v.

for ` = 1, . . . , L do
Sample v ∈ V with probability ∝ exp

(
εcv
2L

)
.

Sample η from Lap
( 2L

ε

)
.

Release c̃v = cv + η.
Remove v from V .

foreach v ∈ V do
Release c̃v = c0.

mechanism [DR14, Theorem 3.10] implies that releasing c̃v for each
selected word is ε0-DP. Note also that the values released for the
words which are not selected are independent of the dataset Z. Thus,
the result follows by applying the standard composition theorem of
differential privacy 2L times [DR14, Theorem 3.14].

Note that using the advanced composition theorem [DR14, Theorem
3.20] one can also show that FDP-IDF is (O(ε

√
log(1/δ)/L), δ)-DP for

any δ > 0. However, we will stick to the ε-DP guarantee given above
for the sake of simplicity.

4.5.3 Implementing Private IDFs in MPC

By Theorem 4.4, we can obtain an MPC-DP protocol from Function-
ality 7. We propose a circuit-based implementation of FDP-IDF which
can be ran using any generic circuit-based MPC framework. While
our protocol in theory supports any number of parties, we limit our
implementation (Section 4.7) and the description in the remainder of
this section to two parties.

The main challenge lies in securely generating noise for the Laplace
mechanism, and sampling words from the exponential mechanism.
Next we describe how to implement both steps.

4.5.3.1 Laplace Mechanism

For the Laplace Mechanism, we use a standard inversion sampling
approach. Given a uniform real number x ∈ (0, 1), a Laplace sample
with mean 0 and scale b can be computed using

Lap(b) =
{

b log(2x) if x ≤ 1/2,

−b log(2− 2x) otherwise.
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( εcv
2L
)

2. Reveal c̃v = cv + Lap
( 2L

ε

)

Figure 4.2: Graphical representation of our differentially private IDF com-
putation functionality FDP-IDF. Term counts following a power
law distribution are depicted in form of a histogram, and the
corresponding IDF values are drawn as a solid line. It can be seen
that as cv decreases, the IDF values quickly converge towards
IDF0 = log(|Z|+ 1) + 1. Steps 1 and 2 are repeated L times in a
loop (see Functionality 7).

The required uniform sample can be cheaply computed by adding up
two such samples computed locally by each party inside the MPC, and
subtracting 1 if the result is larger than 1. Note that this ensures that
knowledge of one of the summands reveals nothing about the resulting
uniform sample. For all the other operations, including the logarithm,
there are circuits that give exact results up to the precision of floating-
point numbers. Note that in general, floating-point computation in
circuit-based MPC can be quite expensive. However, because we only
need to sample L times and L� |V|, this only has a minor impact on
the running time of our protocol.

4.5.3.2 Exponential Mechanism

Implementing the exponential mechanism is more challenging since
we need to sample words without replacement. However, we will see that
this can be done in the same asymptotic time as sampling with replace-
ment, using a Bernoulli tree that gets refreshed after each sample. First,
we compute the sampling probability pv = exp(ε0cv)/ ∑v exp(ε0cv)

of each word v ∈ V once and write them to the leaves of a balanced
binary tree. Next, we traverse this tree bottom-up, labeling each in-
ner node with the sum of the labels of its children. Now, to sample
a word v ∈ V , we traverse the tree starting from the root. At each
node, we perform a Bernoulli trial and descend into each sub-tree
with probability proportional to the label at the corresponding child
(i.e., the sub-tree’s root). Once we arrive at a leaf node, we return
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Figure 4.3: Example run of our MPC protocol for the exponential mechanism. (Left) The left node
gets selected on the first level (probability 0.7/1), and the right node on the second level
(probability 0.3/0.7 ≈ 0.43). The sampled word is v2. (Middle) Refresh step: pv2 = 0.3
is subtracted from all nodes on the path to the root, then pv2 is set to zero. (Right)
A second sample is drawn with updated probabilities. On the first level, the right
node is selected (probability 0.3/0.7), on the second level it is the left node (probability
0.2/0.3 ≈ 0.67). The result is v3.

the word associated with it. Since the binary tree is balanced, it has
depth O(log |V|), so one sample can be computed using O(log |V|)
coin tosses and array accesses. The advantage of this approach is that
we can refresh our Bernoulli tree using also just O(log |V|) steps: after
returning a leaf v, we subtract pv from all nodes on the path from the
root and set pv to 0. This ensures that each leaf is reached at most
once. Note that the updated labels do not need to be normalized as
we take that into account when descending the tree and compute the
probabilities accordingly. An example of our sampling method and
the refresh step is shown in Figure 4.3.

The final piece is the implementation of oblivious reads and writes
in the nodes of the Bernoulli tree as a circuit. This is needed in order
to hide the order in which nodes are accessed, which could leak
their associated probabilities and thus counts of individual words.
Here, the asymptotically best choice is a generic ORAM construction,
which has logarithmic overhead for each access [Ash+20]. However,
in terms of concrete efficiency, the optimal choice depends on the
level of the tree at which we are reading or writing. In particular for
levels with few nodes, asymptotically sub-optimal solutions such as
linear scans still outperform generic ORAMs. In practice (Section 4.7),
we switch between linear scans, square-root ORAM [Zah+16], and
FLORAM [DS17], depending on the level of the tree we are accessing.
The cutoff points between those are informed by the measurements
of Doerner and Shelat [DS17].

4.5.4 Utility Analysis

We now give a utility result about the mechanism in Functionality 7
for computing differentially private IDFs on a dataset of documents.
While we motivated our mechanism FDP-IDF using the observations
that the distributions of words in a document corpus typically follows
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a power law, we cannot assume this holds for any possible dataset. The accuracy
analysis underlying
this section was
performed by
co-author Borja
Balle. Its main result
is repeated here for
the sake of
completeness. See
[SVGB20,
Appendix F] for the
full result and the
relevant proofs.

Thus, in the following utility analysis, we make the much weaker
assumption that the documents in Z are sampled i.i.d. from some
unknown distribution. The following result bounds the relative error
between the true vectors of IDFs φidf and the privatized vector φ̃idf
computed using the counts released by Functionality 7.

Theorem 4.6. For any large enough m = |Z| there exists c0 = Θ(
√

m)

such that with high probability

‖φidf − φ̃idf‖1

‖φidf‖1
≤ Õ

(
L2

εm|V| +
(

1− L
|V|

)
log
(

m− L
ε

))
.

Note how this result highlights an important trade-off in the choice
of L since the first term grows with L while the second term becomes
smaller for larger L. Additionally, the first terms decreases quickly with
m, while the second term increases slowly with m. In our experiments
we did not observe this growth of the error with m, which suggests
that, for well-behaved datasets where the power-law assumption holds,
the O(log(m)) term could be removed. We leave this as an open
problem for future work.

4.6 secure document classification

In Section 4.4, we have introduced a protocol that can exploit sparse
feature representations to compute similarities, and that is particularly
efficient when computing many similarities at once. In Section 4.5, we
have shown that such sparse features can be computed even if they
depend on a whole database distributed among multiple parties, by
revealing differentially private IDF coefficients. While each of these
protocols is of independent interest, we will now show how they can
be securely composed to form higher-level functionalities. We focus
on k-Nearest Neighbors classification for the remainder of the chapter.
However, we stress that our protocols can also be used to implement
other functionalities, for example document rankings.

We assume a two-server setting, where each of the servers holds a
database of labeled text documents. The labels are the target classes of
the classification task. A third party, the client, holds a single unlabeled
document x she wants to classify. A k-Nearest Neighbors classification
algorithm can be used to achieve this. In general, it consists of the
following steps: (1) for each document j in the full database, compute
the similarity score sj(x) between x and j; (2) compute the labels
ŷ1, . . . , ŷk corresponding to the documents with the top k scores; and,
(3) return the majority vote ŷ = majority(ŷ1, . . . , ŷk). This process is
formally described in Functionality 8.
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Functionality 8: k-NN Classification
Public Inputs: n, V , k, {c̃v}v∈V
Server i Inputs: Document database Zi, and labels lx for each

x ∈ Zi
Client Input: Query document q

foreach x ∈ ⋃i∈[n] Zi ∪ {d} do
Compute φtf(x, v), the number of occurrences of v in x.

foreach v ∈ V do
Compute IDF coefficient

φidf(v, Z) = log((|Z|+ 1)/(c̃v + 1)) + 1.

Compute query vector ψ(q) =
(
φtf(q, v)φidf(v)

)
v∈V .

foreach x ∈ ⋃i∈[n] Zi do
Compute ψ(x) =

(
φtf(x, v)φidf(v)

)
v∈V , and similarity score

sx = simcos(ψ(x), ψ(q)).
Compute lq as the label most common among the k documents

x with the highest scores sx.
Reveal lq to the client.

4.6.1 Security with Differentially Private Leakage

We define security of our combined protocol in a similar fashion as
previous work [MG18; GRR19]. That is, in addition to the output of
the ideal functionality, we allow for a randomized leakage L that de-
pends on the input data. However, said leakage must be differentially
private with respect to individual records. Unlike [MG18; GRR19], we
additionally allow that the output of our functionality may depend
on L. This captures the fact that using the differentially private IDFs
from Section 4.5, we do not compute the exact result, but instead an
approximation that depends on the privatized IDFs. Note that this
setting is also suitable for scenarios where one wants to transfer differ-
entially private hyper-parameter tuning [CV13; FR18] to multi-party
learning settings.

Definition 4.7 (Security with Differentially Private Leakage). Let F
be an n-party functionality with inputs x̄ ∈ ({0, 1}∗)n, additional input
` ∈ {0, 1}∗, and outputs

(
F1(x̄, `), . . . ,Fn(x̄, `)

)
. Let L denote a ran-

domized leakage function with domain ({0, 1}∗)n. We write F̃ (x̄,L) =(
F (x̄,L(x̄)),L(x̄)

)
to denote the function F with leakage L, and for any

I ⊆ [n], we write F̃I(x̄,L) :=
(
FI(x̄,L(x̄)),L(x̄)

)
, where FI is defined

as in Definition 2.1. We say a protocol Π securely computes F with
(ε, δ)-differentially private leakage L if L is (ε, δ)-differentially private
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with respect to individual records in each xi, and there exists a PPT simulator
S such that for any I ⊆ [n]:{(

S
(

I, xI , F̃I(x̄,L)
)
, F̃ (x̄,L)

)}
x̄∈({0,1}∗)n

c≡{(
viewΠ

I (x̄), outputΠ(x̄)
)}

x̄∈({0,1}∗)n
(4.1)

Note that the additional argument ` to F captures the fact that
the output may depend on the leakage. If F does not depend on l,
i.e., F (x̄, `) = F (x̄,⊥) for all `, and n = 2, we get back the definition
from [MG18]. Also observe that in order to prove security with leakage
of a protocol Π, it is enough to define F̃ and L, show that Π securely
computes F̃ according to Definition 2.1, and show that L is (ε, δ)-
differentially private.

In the next section, we describe a 2-server implementation of the
k-NN functionality Fk-NN (Functionality 8) that uses the protocols
from Sections 4.4 and 4.5 and show that it satisfies this notion of secure
computation with differentially private leakage.

4.6.2 Secure k-NN Classification

Figure 4.4 shows the protocol that we use to implement Functionality 8
in our distributed setting with two servers. There are four phases, two
of which correspond to the preceding sections: In a precomputation
phase (a), the two servers perform a two-party computation that im-
plements FDP-IDF from Section 4.5.2. Then, the client and each of the
servers run the secure matrix multiplication protocol from Section 4.4
to obtain shares of the similarities of their respective documents. What
remains is to select the top k labels and perform a majority vote in a se-
cure way. While so far we were able to split up the entire protocol into
two-party components, we need a generic three-party computation
for the top-k selection. However, we can ensure its running time only
depends on k and not on the number of documents: observe that each
document in the top k overall must also be among the top k of the
server that owns this particular documents. Therefore, we can compute
shares of the top k on each server using cheap two-party computation
(c), and then only need 2k inputs to the three-party phase.

Theorem 4.8. The protocol Πk-NN described in Figure 4.4 securely com-
putes Fk-NN with ε-differentially private leakage.

Proof. Let L = FDP-IDF, and let F̃k-NN be defined as the functionality
running L and then using the output {c̃v}v∈V as input to Fk-NN. Note
that F̃k-NN has the structure required by eq. (4.1). By the definition
from Section 4.6.1, it suffices to show that (i) L is ε-differentially
private, and (ii) Πk-NN computes F̃k-NN with security against
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P1 P2

(a)

(b, c) (b, c)

(d)

Figure 4.4: Diagram of our protocol for k-Nearest Neighbors classification
of text documents. Each of the two servers holds a collection
of labeled text documents, while the client holds an unlabeled
document she wants to classify. The protocol has four stages.
(a) The servers precompute and release private IDF values for
their joint database (Section 4.5). Note that this is a one-time
setup step. (b) With each of the servers, the client performs a
secure batched similarity computation via a secure sparse matrix-
vector multiplication (Section 4.4), where the server inputs a
sparse matrix with rows corresponding to documents, while
the client inputs a single sparse document vector. (c) Using the
similarity shares from the previous step, the client computes
with each server shares of the labels and similarities of the k
most similar documents to her query. (d) The shares from step
(c) are used as inputs to a three-party computation that selects
the top k documents overall. The label for the query document is
computed by a majority vote among those.

semi-honest adversaries. (i) follows directly from Theorem 4.5. As for
(ii), observe that for any subset of the parties, intermediate outputs
are either secret-shared (and can therefore be simulated by uniformly
random values), or part of the final output. Thus, security of Πk-NN

reduces to the security of the individual phases (Theorem 4.3 for Step
(b), [LP09] for (a, c) and [DPSZ12] for (d)) and Theorem 2.2.

Note that our security definition does not explicitly capture how L
is implemented, and therefore does not require the notion of MPC-DP
(Section 4.5.1). However, Theorem 4.4 states that any ε-DP functionality
implemented as an MPC protocol yields a (ε, δMPC)-MPC-DP proto-
col. In our concrete case, this means that protocol Πk-NN securely
computes Fk-NN with ε-DP leakage FPerm (as in the definition from
Section 4.6.1), while at the same time the output of the sub-protocol
implementing FPerm satisfies (ε, δMPC)-MPC-DP.

A distinctive feature of our k-NN application is the fact that our
security definition allows for a dishonest majority, and thus the client’s
query remains secure even if both servers collude. This is in stark
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contrast to previous work, as we discuss in Section 4.2. We also note
that in principle, our protocol can be extended to more than two
servers, by implementing Protocol 7 (Step (a) in Figure 4.4) using
a generic semi-honest MPC protocol, as for example given by Ben-
Efraim, Lindell, and Omri [BLO16].

4.7 experiments

We will now experimentally evaluate our protocols. We do so from
two perspectives. First, we evaluate the running time for both of our
main protocols, secure matrix multiplication (Section 4.4) and private
IDF precomputation (Section 4.5), in a simple two-party setting. Then,
we explore how our protocols scale when applied to a real-world
classification task. To that end, we implement the k-nearest neighbors
classification protocol from Section 4.6 and evaluate it on real data.
That is, measure the running time taken for similarity computation
and top-k selection, taking into account characteristics of real-world
data; and we measure the effect our privatized IDF values have on the
classification accuracy.

implementation. We implement our protocols in C++, using Obliv- Our source code is
available at
https://github.

com/schoppmp/

private-knn.

C [ZE15] and MP-SPDZ [Kel20] for generic two-party and multi-party
computation, respectively. We implement the dense matrix multiplica-
tion protocol from [MZ17] using Eigen [GJ+10] for the online phase,
and the EMP toolkit [WMK16] for the offline phase. For the ORAMs
needed for the private IDF precomputation, we rely on the imple-
mentations of square-root ORAM [Zah+16] and FLORAM [DS17] by
Doerner [Doe]. For our accuracy experiments, we re-implement the
private IDF protocol (Section 4.5) in Python, and evaluate it in the
clear using Scikit-Learn [Ped+11].

experimental setup. Our timings were obtained on Azure DS14v2
instances, each having 32 vCPUs and 110 GB of RAM. For WAN ex-
periments, we placed the instances in two different regions, East US
and West Europe. For all of our experiments, we set the number of fea-
tures (i. e., the inner dimension for matrix multiplication experiments,
and the number of words for DP-IDF computation), to 150000. We
chose that number because it is about the size of Aspell’s en_US-large
dictionary [Atk]. For our matrix multiplication experiments, we set
the bit width to 64 bits. All the times we report are total running times,
i. e., we do not distinguish between offline and online phase for dense
matrix multiplication (cf. Section 4.4.5.1).

https://github.com/schoppmp/private-knn
https://github.com/schoppmp/private-knn
https://github.com/schoppmp/private-knn
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Figure 4.5: Evaluation of the running times of our protocols from Sections 4.4 and 4.5. (Left) Sparse
matrix-vector multiplication in a LAN with varying sparsity and batch sizes. (Right) Pri-
vate IDF precomputation with varying number of selected values L.

4.7.1 Running Time
Running time
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4.7.1.1 Sparse Matrix Multiplication

In this section, we want to measure the improvement of our sparse
matrix multiplication protocol over the dense case, and explore trade-
offs that occur by tuning different parameters. As we have seen in
Section 4.4, our sparse matrix multiplication protocol is an extension
of our inner product protocol. By processing multiple rows at once,
we reduce the number of calls to FPerm needed. On the other hand,
we possibly increase the number of non-zeros in each such batch of
rows, as we have to consider all columns that are non-zero in at least
one row.

This results in an interesting trade-off between sparsity and batch
size, which we explore here. To that end, we fix some of the parameters.
In particular, we only evaluate matrix-vector products Ab, and we fix
the number of rows of A to 2048. Then, we measure the time taken
for this sparse matrix-vector multiplication using different batch sizes
and different sparsity levels. We also measure the time taken using
only dense multiplication and use it as a baseline.

The results are shown in Figure 4.5 (left). We can see that for the
range of parameters we tested, batches of size 16 or 64 give the best
running times, depending on the sparsity level. It also becomes appar-
ent that for a suitably chosen batch size, our protocol from Section 4.4
consistently outperforms the dense baseline by at least an order of
magnitude. However, note that the running time of our sparse matrix-
vector multiplication inherently depends on the assumed public upper
bound on the sparsity (number of nonzeros per row). As the number of
nonzeros approaches the total number of columns, the dense baseline
will eventually become more efficient than our sparse protocol, due to
the overhead of generating correlated permutations in the latter.
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Figure 4.6: Running times of our private k-NN classification protocol from Section 4.6. The times
correspond to a single classification run with 28000 documents consisting of Amazon
product reviews [McA]. Overall, we can do a full classification run on this dataset in
less than 40 minutes for any k ∈ [1, 60]. (Left) Sparse matrix-vector multiplication on
real-world data, i. e., Step (b) from Figure 4.4. (Right) Top-k selection phase, i. e., Steps
(c, d) from Figure 4.4.

4.7.1.2 Private IDF Precomputation

We also evaluate the time needed for our second protocol, the differen-
tially private IDF generation from Section 4.5. Recall that this protocol
is intended to be used as a one-time precomputation step. Once the
private IDF are computed and released, all parties can use them to
perform feature extraction locally (cf. Section 4.6).

For our evaluation, we fix the vocabulary size to 150000, which
corresponds to a large english dictionary [Atk]. We then run the
precomputation phase for different values of L, i.e., the number of non-
default IDF values selected. The results are shown in Figure 4.5 (right).
In the LAN setting, the running times stay below 10 minutes. This
increases to up to two hours in the WAN setting. Still, as this protocol
needs to be only run once per dataset, this is certainly practical in
real-world settings.

4.7.2 Secure Document Classification

Until now, while we chose the dimensions of the inputs in the previous
section to match the ones found in text data, we have not used any
features of specific datasets in our evaluation. Here, we explore how
our protocols scale when applied to real data. To that end, we evaluate
our implementation of the k-NN application described in Section 4.6.

First, we evaluate the time needed for the top-k selection phase
(Steps (c) and (d) in Figure 4.4). We then explore how the sparsity char-
acteristics of real-world data affects the running time of sparse matrix
multiplication. And finally, we look at how our differentially private
IDF values affect the accuracy of an end-to-end k-NN classification.
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4.7.2.1 Datasets

We used two publicly available datasets to set up a multi-class docu-
ment classification tasks. The first dataset is a repository of Amazon
product reviews spanning May 1996 to July 2014 [HM16; McA]. We
used the 5-core version of the dataset containing only products with
at least five reviews. From the entire dataset we extracted reviews for
products in four different categories: “Clothing, Shoes and Jewelry”,
“Toys and Games”, “Tools and Home Improvement”, and “Grocery
and Gourmet Food”. We use these product categorizations to set up a
document classification problem with four classes. To construct the
dataset we randomly selected 28k reviews from the four classes with
a uniform class distribution. This resulted in a dataset with approxi-
mately 40K distinct words, where documents contain an average of
86 words and a maximum of 3300 words. The second dataset is the
RCV1 corpus of Reuters newswire stories produced between August
1996 and August 1997 [LYRL04]. Documents in this dataset come an-
notated with multiple hierarchical labels related to topic, industry and
geography. To set up a multi-class classification problem we selected
all documents with a single label under topic “Government/Social
(GCAT)” and removed any topic with less than five documents, result-
ing in a total of 19 classes. From the resulting corpus we randomly
selected 28k via stratified sampling. Performing this process with
the tokenized version of the dataset released with [LYRL04] resulted
in a dataset with approximately 70k distinct words (tokens), where
documents contain an average of 158 words and a maximum of 2746
words.

4.7.2.2 Effect of Sparsity Distribution on Running Time

For the sparse matrix multiplication experiments in Section 4.7.1.1,
we chose the locations of non-zero values in each row of the matrix
uniformly and independently at random. This does not reflect the
distribution of words in real-world texts, which usually follows a
power-law distribution [Pow98]. Therefore, we re-run our matrix-
vector multiplication experiment, this time fixing the sparsity for each
batch size to the average sparsity of batches of that size in our first
real-world dataset [McA]. We also set the number of rows in the matrix
to the number of documents in our dataset, i. e., 28000. In Figure 4.6
(left), we show the results. While previously (Figure 4.5, left), the
optimal batch size was 16 in most cases, it is 512 when considering the
distribution of real data. This shows that our protocol is particularly
well equipped to handle real-world inputs.

4.7.2.3 Running Time of top-k Selection

We implement steps (c) and (d) in Figure 4.4 using Obliv-C [ZE15]
and MP-SPDZ [Kel20]. We then evaluate their running time on the
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Figure 4.7: Results of accuracy vs. training size experiments for k-NN with differentially private
TF-IDF. (Left) Comparison our DP-TF-IDF algorithm to different baselines. (Right)
Effect of privacy budget ε on the accuracy. (Top) Reviews dataset [McA]. (Bottom) RCV1
dataset [LYRL04].

Reviews dataset [McA]. The results are shown in Figure 4.6 (right). It
can be seen that top-k selection does impact the overall running time,
while the majority of the computation time for a full classification is
still spent on similarity computation.

Overall, for any k ∈ [1, 60], a full classification run on the reviews
dataset takes less than 40 minutes in total time. For comparison, the
same computation using only dense matrix multiplication would take
more than 8 hours, leading to an improvement of at least 12x.

4.7.2.4 Accuracy of Differentially Private IDFs

To evaluate the effect of DP on the privacy-preserving IDF computation Accuracy
experiments were
mostly performed by
co-author Borja
Balle.

described in Section 4.5.2 we used the resulting feature representations
in two document classification tasks using a k-NN classifier.

baselines. To quantify the effect on the accuracy of the resulting
k-NN classifier of using a TF-IDF feature representation with differ-
entially private IDFs (DP-TF-IDF), we compare our approach against
the following baselines: TF where documents are only represented
by their TF vector, which can be computed locally; TF-IDF where we
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use true IDFs computed without DP; Lap-TF-IDF where differentially
private IDFs are released using the naive application of the Laplace
mechanism sketched at the beginning of Section 4.5.2; Trunc-TF-IDF
where truncated IDFs computed as in Functionality 7 but without
noise (i.e., the setting ε = ∞).

hyper-parameter tuning. To assess the predictive performance
of the different feature representations, we further split the data into
70% for training, 15% for validation, and 15% for testing while main-
taining the class proportions in each of the subsets. When testing the
effect of the amount of training data on the overall accuracy of the
model we further subsample the ~20k training examples to obtain a
smaller training set. For each training size and privacy parameter, we
tune the hyper-parameters of each algorithm separately by optimizing
the accuracy on the validation set, and then report the resulting accu-
racy on the test set. Since differential privacy introduces randomness
in the computation, each accuracy measure is obtained by averaging
over 20 independent runs. The hyper-parameter ranges over which
the optimization is performed are as follows: number of neighbors
k ∈ [1, 60], number of non-default IDFs L ∈ {32, 64, 128}, and default
values c0 ∈ {16, 32, 64, 128}. These ranges were selected after an initial
data exploration phase.

results. The results of these experiments are displayed in Fig-
ure 4.7. In the plots on the left side we compare the accuracy of k-NN
classification as a function of the size of the training dataset using
the TF-IDF representation obtained with our method (for ε = 1) and
the baselines described above. We observe that IDFs are necessary to
obtain good accuracies, as the TF baseline performs poorly on both
datasets. Additionally we observe that Lap-TF-IDF is better than plain
TF, but worse than our DP-TF-IDF. On the reviews dataset the Trunc-
TF-IDF baseline has the same performance as standard TF-IDF, while
in the RCV1 dataset the former is slightly better. Finally, our method is
slightly worse than not using DP on the reviews dataset, but performs
identically to the best baseline on the RCV1 dataset.

On the right side of Figure 4.7 we explore the effect of the privacy
parameter ε on DP-TF-IDF compared to the best baseline (Trunc-TF-
IDF). On the reviews dataset we see that increasing ε leads to a better
feature representation, with ε = 1 incurring a 3% accuracy loss with
respect to the best non-private feature representation. On the other
hand, on the RCV1 dataset, DP-TF-IDF is quite insensitive to the choice
of ε and matches the behavior of the best baseline for all the values
we tried (ε ∈ {0.1, 0.5, 1, 5}).
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4.8 discussion

Our MPC protocol for k-NN classification achieves provable security
in the distributed setting with possibly colluding servers, which has
not been reported in academic literature before. At the same time, our
evaluation shows that it scales to real-world dataset sizes and is viable
in both LAN and WAN settings. We show that by precomputing dif-
ferentially private statistics, performance can be improved by an order
of magnitude, while providing a principled way to trade off between
accuracy and privacy. This shows that hybrid solutions combining
MPC and DP are a promising avenue for privacy-preserving data
analysis on distributed data, as carefully designed DP mechanisms for
approximated functionalities can enable efficient MPC protocols.

Apart from classification, our private k-NN algorithm can be easily
adapted to support other types of queries on distributed datasets, for
example private duplicate detection, or query answering. Additionally,
other document similarity measures can be implemented atop our
protocol for secure two-party sparse matrix multiplication. Moreover,
our protocol for sparse matrix multiplication is general in that it works
on arithmetic sharings, and hence can be directly used as a building
block in other applications.

In the next chapter, we will generalize and improve our protocol
from Section 4.4.3, obtaining a general framework for secure sparse
linear algebra. We show that it can also be applied to other machine
learning tasks beyond k-NN, such as logistic regression and naive
Bayes classification.
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5.1 overview

Today’s popularity of machine learning is the result of a sequence of
advances in several areas such as statistical modeling, mathematics,
computer science, software engineering and hardware design, as well
as successful standardization efforts. A notable example is the devel-
opment of floating point arithmetic and software for numerical linear
algebra, leading to standard interfaces such as BLAS (Basic Linear Al-
gebra Subprograms): a specification that prescribes the basic low-level
routines for linear algebra, including operations like inner product,
matrix multiplication and inversion, and matrix-vector product. This
interface is implemented by all common scientific computing frame-
works such as Mathematica, MATLAB, NumPy/SciPy, R, Julia, uBLAS,
Eigen, etc., enabling library users to develop applications in a way that
is agnostic to the precise implementation of the BLAS primitives being
used. The resulting programs are easily portable across architectures
without suffering performance loss. The above libraries, and their
variants optimized for concrete architectures, constitute the back-end
of higher-level machine learning frameworks such as TensorFlow and
PyTorch.

In this chapter, we present a framework for privacy-preserving
machine learning that provides privacy preserving counterparts for
several basic linear algebra routines. Similar to the sparse inner prod-
uct protocol from Chapter 4, we exploit data sparsity for scalability,
by tailoring the basic operations in our framework for that purpose.
However, we aim to solve the problem in a much more general way,
by providing low-level data structures and protocols for storing and
accessing sparse data, and then buildings several sparse linear algebra
on top of them. This is analogous to the sparse BLAS interface [DHP02],
a subset of computational routines in BLAS with a focus on sparse
matrices.

The constructions that we develop for the basic building blocks in
our framework are cryptographic two-party computation protocols,
which provide the formal security guarantees of Definition 2.1. We
optimize our protocols for the setting where the sparsity level of the
input data is not a sensitive feature of the input that needs to be
kept secret. This is the case in many datasets where a bound on a
sparsity metric is public information. For example, text data where the
maximum length of the documents in the training dataset is public,
or genomic data, as the number of mutations on a given individual is

79
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known to be very small. Similarly to Sparse BLAS implementations,
sparsity allows us to achieve substantial speed-ups in our secure
protocols. These efficiency gains translate to the efficiency of the
higher-level applications that we develop in our framework, as is
described in Section 5.1.1.

Sparse linear algebra on clear data relies on appropriate data struc-
tures such as coordinate-wise or Compressed Sparse Row (CSR) rep-
resentations for sparse matrices. For the MPC case, we develop a
similar abstract representation, which we call Read-Only Oblivious
Map (ROOM). A significant aspect of this modular approach is that
our alternative back-end implementations of the ROOM functional-
ity immediately lead to different trade-offs, and improvements, with
regards to communication and computation. This also allows MPC
experts to develop new efficient low-level secure computation instan-
tiations for the ROOM primitive. These can then be seamlessly used
by non-experts to develop higher level tools in a way that is agnostic
to many of the details related to secure computation. Such usage of
our framework will be similar to to how data scientists develop high-
level statistical modeling techniques while benefiting from the high
performance of back-ends of ML frameworks.

5.1.1 Chapter Contributions

We present a modular framework for secure computation on sparse
data, and build three secure two-party applications on top of it. Our
secure computation framework (depicted in Figure 5.1) emulates the
components architecture of scientific computing frameworks. We de-
fine a basic functionality and then design and implement several
secure instantiations for it in MPC; we build common linear algebra
primitives on top of this functionality; and then we use these prim-
itives in a black-box manner to build higher level machine learning
applications. More concretely, we present the following contributions:

(1) A Read-Only Oblivious Map (ROOM) data structure to represent
sparse datasets and manipulate them in a secure and composable way
(Section 5.3).

(2) Three different ROOM protocol instantiations (Section 5.3.2)
with different trade-offs in terms of communication and computation.
These include a basic solution with higher communication and mini-
mal secure computation (Basic-ROOM), a solution using sort-merge
networks that trades reduced communication for additional secure
computation (Circuit-ROOM), and a construction that leverages fast
polynomial interpolation and evaluation (Poly-ROOM) to reduce the
secure computation cost in trade-off for local computation, while
preserving the low communication.
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Figure 5.1: Components of our system.

(3) We leverage our ROOM primitive in several sparse matrix-vector
multiplication protocols (Section 5.4.2), which are optimized for differ-
ent sparsity settings. We also show how to implement sparse gather
and scatter operations using our ROOM primitive.

(4) We build three end-to-end ML applications using our framework.
The resulting protocols significantly improve the state of the art, as
discussed below.

Our three chosen applications are k-nearest neighbors (Section 5.5.1),
naive Bayes classification (Section 5.5.2), and stochastic gradient de-
scent for logistic regression training (Section 5.5.3). We evaluate the
performance of these applications on real-world datasets (Section 5.7)
and show significant improvements over the state of the art:

• For k-NN, we have seen in Chapter 4 how to exploit sparsity
using a hand-crafted sparse matrix multiplication protocol. We
now show that using our new ROOM primitives can reduce the
online running time by up to 5×.

• Our sparse stochastic gradient descent implementation improves
upon the total runtime of the dense protocol by Mohassel and
Zhang [MZ17] by factors of 2×–94×, and improves communica-
tion by up to 215×.

• Our protocol for naive Bayes classification scales to datasets with
tens of thousands of features, while the previous best construc-
tion by Bost et al. handled less than a hundred [BPTG15].

5.2 background and setup

how to exploit sparsity, and implications for privacy. Two
properties of real-world data representations used for automated anal-
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ysis are (a) their high dimensionality and (b) their sparsity. For exam-
ple, the Netflix dataset [BL07] contains ~480k users, ~17k movies, but
only ~100 million out of ~8.5 billion potential ratings, less than 2%.
In another common machine learning benchmark, the 20Newsgroups
dataset [RL08], the training data consists of just over 9000 feature vec-
tors with 105 dimensions, but less than 100 (0.1%) non-zero values in
each vector. Finally, in Genome-Wide Analysis Studies (GWAS), where
the goal is to investigate the relationship between genetic mutations
and specific diseases, the relevant mutations are limited to only about
5 million locations, while a full human genome contains ~3.2 billion
base pairs [The+15].

To cope with memory limits, and speed up computations on sparse
data in general, several data structures have been developed that
exploit sparsity in the data by only storing relevant (i.e., non-zero)
values. For a vector v, a straightforward approach is to store only
pairs

(
(i, vi)

)
vi 6=0. For sparse matrices, this generalizes to Compressed

Sparse Row representation, where all rows are successively stored in
the above fashion, and an additional row-index array stores pointers
to the beginning of each row. Linear algebra libraries such as SciPy
and Eigen provide implementations of these sparse vectors and matri-
ces [JOP+; GJ+], and databases for genomic data use similar sparse
storage formats [Dat+17].

Note that sparse data representation does not only reduce the stor-
age overhead, but is also the basis for more efficient algorithms. For
example, a matrix-vector product, where the matrix is stored as CSR,
is independent of the number of columns in the original data and only
depends on the number of rows and the number of non-zero values
in the matrix. For the examples above, where columns correspond
to hundreds of thousands of features, this saves large amounts of
computation.

In this chapter, we show how to obtain the same benefits from spar-
sity in the secure distributed ML setting, revealing only the sparsity
metric of the underlying data while hiding where in the input the
sparsity occurs. There are many scenarios where the sparsity metric
can be revealed safely without compromising privacy guarantees: that
value might already be public (as with the GWAS example above), or
a reasonable upper bound can be set in advance. The main challenge
is hiding the locations of the non-zero values in the data, which are re-
vealed in the plaintext algorithms for the above sparse data structures.
Revealing those indices can leak private information. For example, in
the common bag-of-words representation for text data, words in the
input vocabulary correspond to columns of a sparse matrix. Revealing
the columns where a particular row is non-zero would reveal the
words contained in the training document corresponding to that row.
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In the remainder of this section, we concretely state our privacy
requirements and threat model, and introduce necessary notation and
preliminaries.

threat model. We consider a two-party computation setting with
semi-honest parties, and the security of our protocols holds in the
common simulation-based paradigm for secure computation (see Sec-
tion 2.2).

Our computations are over matrices and vectors over a finite domain.
In all cases we assume that the sparsity metric of the input set is public.
For different protocols this metric will be either the total number of
zeros, or the total number of zero rows or columns. In settings where
we apply our protocols to collections of rows of a dataset, i.e. batches,
the sparsity metric is revealed about the batch. In the context of our
applications, the real-world interpretation of the sparsity metric is
straightforward. For example, in our logistic regression application,
the sparsity metric corresponds to revealing an upper bound on the
number of different words in each batch of 128 documents.

the preprocessing model for mpc Some secure computation
protocols adopt the online-offline paradigm, which splits the computa-
tion work into an offline stage that can be executed before the inputs
are available, and an online stage that depends on the concrete input
values. We do not optimize our constructions for the online-offline
setting but rather focus on minimizing the total cost of the protocol.

related work: custom mpc protocols for sparse data. Ex-
ploiting sparsity for efficiency has been explored before in some con-
crete privacy preserving applications. The work of Nikolaenko et al.
[Nik+13a] develops a protocol for privacy preserving collaborative
filtering, a typical application on the Netflix dataset described above.
By disclosing a bound on the number of movies rated by a user
and exploiting sorting networks, the proposed solution significantly
improves on the naive approach that considers all user-movie pairs.

GraphSC [Nay+15] is a framework for secure computation that
supports graph parallelization models. The design crucially relies
on oblivious sorting, as it enables efficiently running computations
expressed as sparse graphs while hiding communication patterns
across processors. Another application of oblivious sorting to MPC
on sparse graphs is given by Laud [Lau15], albeit in a different threat
model (three parties with honest majority).

All of these works, as well as our protocols from Section 4.4, rely on
oblivious sorting networks [HEK12], and task-specific optimizations.
Our ROOM primitive (Section 5.3) abstracts away from the concrete ap-
plication by providing a generic interface for secure sparse lookups. In
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Functionality 9: Functionality of Shared Output ROOM.
Inputs: Server: Key-value pairs d ∈ (K× V)n, β ∈ Vm,

Client: Query q ∈ Km.
Output (shared) : [[r]] such that r ∈ Vm and ∀j ∈ [m]:

rj =

{
vqj if (qj, vqj) ∈ d

β j otherwise.

the case of k-NN, we show that this directly translates to a significant
improvement in the online running time.

5.3 basic primitive: room

We define Read-Only Oblivious Maps (ROOMs) as a 2-party func-
tionality between a server and a client. For fixed finite sets K and
V—which we call the domain of keys and values, respectively—the
server holds a list of key-value pairs d = ((x1, vx1), . . . , (xn, vxn)), with
unique keys xi ∈ K and values vxi ∈ V , and the client holds a query
(q1, . . . , qm), with qj ∈ K.

The output of a ROOM is an array (r1, . . . , rm), where for each qj,
if qj is a key in d then rj is equal to the corresponding value, namely
rj = vqj . Otherwise rj gets a default value β j ∈ V chosen by the
server (and which might be different for each index j). This mirrors
common implementations of a map data structure: for example, in
Python d.get(k, val) returns the value associated with the key k in
dictionary d if k is found, and a default value val otherwise. In Java,
d.getOrDefault(k, val) does the same thing.

We formalize this in Functionality 9. Note that, as the output is
secret-shared among the two parties, the question of whether the
indexes in the client can be chosen adaptively by the client is not
relevant. In some cases, when we want a single party to obtain the
output, we write designated output ROOM. This variant can be trivially
implemented by having one party send their shares to the other, or—as
all our concrete implementations have a generic MPC phase at the
end—omitting the secret-sharing step.

5.3.1 Existing Primitives

Before introducing our instantiations of ROOM, we overview what
differentiates our ROOM functionality from existing primitives.

ROOM is related to Private Set Intersection (PSI) (see [PSZ18] and
references therein). However, the ROOM functionality requires se-
lecting data items based on key comparison and thus not every PSI
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Data Structure
Initialization Answer a query of length m

Local Comm. MPC Local

Basic-ROOM O(|K|) (S) O(|K|) O(m) O(m) (S and C)

Circuit-ROOM - - O((n + m) log(n + m)) O(n log(n)) (S), O(m log(m)) (C)

Poly-ROOM O(n log2(n)) (S) O(n) O(m) O((m + n) log2(n)) (C)

Table 5.2: Asymptotic costs of initializations and execution of ROOM instantiations, for a database
d ∈ (K × V)n held by the server (S), and a query q of length m held by the client (C).
Initialization is defined as preprocessing independent from the query q. We assume the
security parameter is constant, and we also do not show factors log(K) and log(V). The
order of the communication for the online phase (answer length m query) is the same as
the MPC Runtime for that phase in all cases.

protocol will directly imply ROOM. In addition, PSI protocols leak the
size of the intersection to the client, while it is crucial that a ROOM pro-
tocol does not reveal how many indexes in the query were found in the
database. Still, extending recent developments on labeled PSI [CHLR18]
and PSI with shared output [CO18; PSTY19] to the ROOM setting
seems to be a promising approach for future improvements.

Functionalities similar to ROOM have recently been proposed as
private join and compute [Ion+20; Lep+20] or private matching [Bud+20].
However, with the exception of [Lep+20]1, these protocols reveal the 1 Note that [Lep+20]

appeared after our
work was published,
and in fact the
authors
experimentally
compare their
implementation to
ours.

size of the intersection, whereas our ROOM functionality keeps it
private.

ROOM can also be constructed using Oblivious RAM [GO96]. How-
ever, ROOM does not need support for writes, and thus the resulting
solution will have much overhead that can be avoided.

Private Information Retrieval (PIR), in its symmetric variant [GIKM00],
is another primitive relevant to ROOM. Keyword PIR [CGN98] con-
siders the setting of a database that may not contain items at all in-
dices, which is required for ROOM. Finally, while batching techniques
that allow the execution of multiple queries have been developed for
PIR [ACLS18], they do not directly apply to the keyword variant and
also do not always have good concrete efficiency. Thus, from a PIR per-
spective, our ROOM techniques could be interpreted as improvements
on batched symmetric keyword PIR with shared output.

5.3.2 Instantiations of ROOM

This section presents three instantiations of Functionality 9. As de-
scribed in Section 5.3, they can be easily transformed into the desig-
nated output variant. The first two constructions are based on generic
MPC techniques, while the third instantiation also leverages tech-
niques for oblivious selection using polynomial interpolation.

A naive approach for constructing a ROOM protocol requires mn
comparisons since each of the client’s queries may be present in
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Protocol 10: Basic-ROOM.
Let d ∈ (K× V)n, β ∈ Vm, q ∈ Km, and K be a PRF key.
Inputs: Server: d, β, K; Client: q.
Output (shared) : [[r]] ∈ Vm.

(1) For i ∈ K, Server encrypts ci ←
(
vi ⊕ FK(i)

)
, where

vi =

{
val if (i, val) ∈ d

⊥ otherwise.

Server sends (ci)i∈K to Client.
(2) For each i ∈ [m], the parties run a secure two-party

computation where Client inputs cqi and qi and Server inputs K
and βi. The secure computation decrypts cqi as v = cqi ⊕ FK(qi),
and reveals shares [[r]] to Client and Server where

ri =

{
v, if v 6=⊥,

βi, otherwise

the server’s database. Our ROOM instantiations reduce this many-to-
many comparison problem to one-to-one comparisons. The asymptotic
behavior of our proposed instantiations of ROOM is presented in
Table 5.2. The online cost distinguishes between local computation
and generic MPC computation because the latter has a significantly
higher overhead in practice, and hence this distinction is essential for
the asymptotics to reflect concrete efficiency.

5.3.2.1 Basic-ROOM

Our Basic-ROOM protocol (Protocol 10) is a baseline construction that
does not exploit sparsity in the database d, and instead expands the
whole domain of keys K. Namely, the server computes and sends an
encrypted answer for each potential query in K. However, as shown
in Table 5.2, the linear dependency on |K| is limited to the local
computation performed by the parties during initialization, whereas
the more costly online MPC computation only depends on the length
of the ROOM query.

Lemma 5.1. Protocol 10 is a secure instantiation for the ROOM functional-
ity with the following overhead: The initialization includes O(|K|) work for
the server, and O(|K|) communication to send the encrypted database to the
client. The online phase has an O(m) overhead for the MPC protocol.

security sketch. The security of the PRF implies that the client
does not learn anything about database items due to the initialization.
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The secure computation in the next step guarantees that both parties
learn only shares of the result.

5.3.2.2 Circuit-ROOM

Our second protocol for ROOM uses secure computation and leverages
the following observation. We can compute the ROOM functionality
by doing a join between the server’s data and the query on their key
attribute and then computing a sharing of the vector of the corre-
sponding data items from the server’s input. A common algorithm for
performing equality joins in databases is the sort-merge join [Zho09],
where elements of each relation are first sorted individually by the
join attribute. Subsequently, the two sorted lists are merged (as in
merge sort), yielding a combined list where elements from both ta-
bles with equal keys are adjacent. This combined list only needs to
be scanned once in order to retrieve all elements of the joined ta-
ble. In the ROOM setting, note that only the last two steps, merge
and iteration, depend on data from both parties, as sorting can be
performed locally. This makes this algorithm particularly useful for
MPC, since merging of n elements can be performed using a circuit of
size O(n log n) [Bat68], and the circuit for comparing adjacent pairs
is linear. A similar approach has been taken in previous work for
private set intersection [HEK12], and it is also the basis of our sparse
matrix multiplication protocol from Section 4.4. We call this ROOM
instantiation Circuit-ROOM, and describe it in Protocol 11.

Note that we can assume without loss of generality that d and
q are sorted. If they are not, we can extend the MPC protocol that
we construct to first compute the sorting with a small O(m log(m))

additive overhead.
The secure computation first arranges the inputs into vectors of

triples wC and wS, which consequently are merged by the first and
then third component into a vector v. Entries with matching keywords
are adjacent in v, and the third component of such entries indicates to
which party they belong, i.e., indices greater than 0 indicate entries
originally in the client’s input.

In Step 2) the protocol computes vectors b and c. Each entry of these
vectors stores information about the result of comparing two adjacent
entries of v. In particular, b stores the selected value (i.e., answer),
depending on whether keys of such entries matched. The vector c
stores whether the i-th pair of compared adjacent entries involves a
key from q. In that case, ci > 0, as it corresponds to the index of that
key in q. Otherwise ci = 0. If ci > 0 then the computation must return
an answer in b. The answer is the corresponding value from d if a
match was found, or the corresponding value from β if no match was
found.
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Protocol 11: Circuit-ROOM.
Let d ∈ (K× V)n, and β ∈ Vm, q ∈ Km. Assume d is sorted by
the first component in each entry, and q is sorted.

Inputs: Server: d, β; Client: q.
Output (shared) : [[r]] ∈ Vm.

Client and Server run the following steps in a secure two-party
computation:

(1) Construct wC =
(
(qi, βi, i)

)
i∈[m]

and wS =
(
(di,1, di,2, 0)

)
i∈[n]

Merge wC and wS into a vector v of length n + m, sorted
lexicographically by the first and then third component.

(2) Compute vectors b and c in Vm+n and {0, . . . , m}m+n by
comparing adjacent entries from v (where vi = (a, b, c),
vi+1 = (a′, b′, c′)). In particular for i ∈ [m + n− 1]:

(bi+1, ci+1) =

{
(b, c′) if a = a′

(b′, c′) otherwise.

In addition, for v1 = (a, b, c) we set (b1, c1) = (b, c).

(3) Shuffle b and c according to a random permutation π

unknown to either party, i. e., set b̃ = π(b) and c̃ = π(c).

(4) Iterate over b̃ and c̃ in parallel. Whenever c̃i 6= 0, reveal c̃i and
share b̃i between the parties, who both set [[rc̃i ]] = [[b̃i]].

Next, in Step 3) b and c are obliviously shuffled to avoid leakage
induced by relative positions of their entries. This is analog to the
shuffle step in Sort-Compare-Shuffle PSI [HEK12].

Finally, in step 4), entries of b that correspond to comparisons with
keys from the client are output in shares between the parties, along
with the corresponding entries in c. This allows the parties to map
their output shares back to the order of the inputs. Note that the
shuffling in step 3) makes sure that the indexes at which elements are
revealed do not leak any information to either party.

Lemma 5.2. Protocol 11 is a secure instantiation for the ROOM func-
tionality with the following overhead. The client and the server run a se-
cure two-party computation protocol whose main bottleneck is computing
O((n + m) log(n + m)) comparisons. Additionally, local computations cost
O(n log n) for the server and O(m log m) for the client.

The security claim in the above lemma follows directly since our
protocol is entirely done in MPC and any additional information
revealed beyond the output shares is indistinguishable from random.
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Protocol 12: Poly-ROOM.
Let d ∈ (K× V)n, β ∈ Vm, q ∈ Km. Let s ∈N be a statistical
security parameter and K be a PRF key.

Inputs: Server: d, β, K; Client: q.
Output (shared) : [[r]] ∈ Vm.

(1) For each tj = (i, v) ∈ d, Server computes

ci = FK(i) ⊕ (v || 0s+log n).

(2) Server interpolates a polynomial P of degree n, such that for
each (i, v) ∈ d, P(i) = ci.

(3) Server sends the coefficients of P to Client.
(4) For each i ∈ [m], the parties run a two-party computation

protocol where Server has input K and Client has inputs
qi, P(qi). Both parties receive shares [[r]] as output, where

ri =

{
v if P(qi)⊕ FK(qi) = (v || 0s+log n)

βi, otherwise.

5.3.2.3 Poly-ROOM

Finally, as our main instantiation for ROOM, we present a protocol that
has MPC runtime similar to Basic-ROOM (independent of n and linear
on m), but avoids the dependence on the key domain in initialization.

The main insight for our new construction (Protocol 12) is that
the server can construct a polynomial which evaluates, for inputs
which are keys of items in the server’s database, to outputs which
are encrypted versions of the corresponding values in the server’s
database. The encryptions are done with a key that is only known to
the server. The resulting polynomial is of degree n and is therefore a
concise representation of the data. At the same time, the polynomial
looks pseudorandom (since it is an interpolation over pseudorandom
points), and therefore hides the points which have non-zero values.

The server sends this polynomial to the client. The client then
evaluates the polynomial on its inputs and learns m outputs. For
each of the client’s keys present in the database, the client obtains
the encrypted version of the corresponding database value. The two
parties then run a secure computation that decrypts each value that
the client obtained, checks if it decrypts correctly (i.e., ends with a
fixed string of zeros), and reveals to the client either a value in the
database or a default value from β depending on the result of that
check. Note that the check passes if the key in the client’s query is
in d.
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Lemma 5.3. Protocol 12 is a secure instantiation for the ROOM func-
tionality. The initialization cost includes O(n log2 n) work for the server
and communication of O(n) to send the polynomial to the client. The on-
line cost of the protocol has O(m) cost for the MPC execution and then
O((m + n) log2 n) local computation for the client.

The overhead of the local computation is based on running efficient
algorithms for polynomial interpolation and multi-point evaluation,
which interpolate a polynomial of degree n in time O(n log2 n), and
evaluate such a polynomial on n points also in time O(n log2 n) [MB72]
(we used an implementation of these protocols in our experiments).

security sketch. The security of the construction follows from
the fact that the polynomial that the client receives is pseudorandom
since the encryptions ci used in step 2) are pseudorandom. The rest of
the computation is implemented in an MPC protocol.

5.4 room for secure sparse linear algebra

In this section we present efficient two-party protocols for several
common sparse linear algebra operations, which leverage the ROOM
functionality in different ways. Similar to how sparse BLAS operations
are presented in [DHP02], we first focus on lower-level primitives
(Gather and Scatter), and then use them to implement higher-level
functionality, namely matrix-vector multiplication. However, we stress
that our goal is not to provide implementations of each function
described in [DHP02], but instead focus on the operations necessary
for the applications described in Section 5.5.

5.4.1 Gather and Scatter

Intuitively, the Gather and Scatter operations correspond, respectively,
to a sequence of indexed reads from a sparse array, and a sequence
of indexed writes into a sparse array. More concretely, Gather takes
a vector of indices q = (i1, . . . , in) and a (usually sparse) vector v,
and returns the vector r = (vi1 , . . . , vin) that results from gathering the
values from v at the indices in q. Scatter on the other hand takes a
vector of values v, a vector of indices q = (i1, . . . , in), and a vector u,
and updates u at each position ij with the new value vj.

We transfer the two operations to the two-party setting as follows.
Given a sparse vector v held by Party P2, and a set of query indices q
held by Party P1, Gather(v, q) returns additive shares of a dense vector
v′, with v′i = vqi . It is clear that this is equivalent to a ROOM query
with P2 and P1 as the server and client, and inputs q, d =

{
(i, vi) |

vi 6= 0
}

, and β = 0.
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Functionality 13: ScatterInit with shared inputs.

Let v ∈ Zl
2σ , and let n ≥ l be a public parameter.

Inputs: P1: Vector share [[v]]P1 , indices i1, . . . , il ,
P2: Vector share [[v]]P2 .

Output: Vector shares [[v′]], v′ ∈ Zn
2σ , where

v′i =

{
vj, if there is a j ∈ [l] s.t. ij = i,

0 otherwise.

For Scatter, we focus on a variant where u is zero. We call this
functionality ScatterInit. Given a dense vector v and a set of indices
q, both of size l, and an integer n ≥ l, ScatterInit(v, q, n) returns a
vector v′ of length n such that v′

qi
= vi for all i ∈ [l], and v′

j = 0 if
j 6∈ q. As in the case of gather, we are interested in secure protocols for
ScatterInit that output v′ additively shared. Regarding the inputs, we
focus on the case where the input vector is also secret-shared between
the parties, while q is held by one party, and n is a public parameter.
The reason for this setting will become apparent when we present our
protocol for row-sparse matrix multiplication in Section 5.4.2.2, as it
uses ScatterInit as a sub-protocol.

We formally define ScatterInit in Functionality 13. One direct way In Chapter 6 we will
introduce a similar
functionality termed
known-indices
multi-point
function secret
sharing (MPFSS)
that can improve
both asymptotic and
concrete efficiency
compared to the
approaches described
here.

to implement this functionality is using generic MPC such as gar-
bled circuits. The approach requires a circuit of size O(nlσ) that for
each i ∈ [n] selects the ith output among the all possible values
(0, r1, . . . , rn−l). Hence a solution based on generic MPC constructions
would require O(nlσ) communication and computation. Alternatively,
one can rely on additive homomorphic encryption to enable P1 to
distribute the encrypted values of r into the right positions of en-
crypted r′ and then execute a protocol with P2 to obtain shares of r′ in
the clear. This approach requires O(n) computation and O((n + l)L)
communication where L is the length of a ciphertext of additively
homomorphic encryption, which adds considerable expansion to the
length of the encrypted value. In the next paragraph, we describe a
version that is concretely efficient, building on ROOM and oblivious
transfer extensions.

scatterinit from room and ot extension. Our implementa-
tion of ScatterInit is described in Protocol 14. The idea is that P2

generates its random output share [[v′]]P2 and then P1 and P2 execute
an MPC protocol from which P1 obtains (a) all entries of [[v′]]P2 at
indices not in {i1, . . . , il}, and (b) its share of the output for the re-
maining indices, which is obtained securely from P2’s share of the
output and the shared input vector v. For (a) we use a well-known
(n− l)-out-of-n OT protocol that we describe in the next paragraph.
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Protocol 14: ScatterInit based on ROOM.

Let v ∈ Zl
2σ , and let n ≥ l be a public parameter.

Inputs: P1: Vector share [[v]]P1 , indices i1, . . . , il ,
P2: Vector share [[v]]P2 , key K.

Output: [[v′]], for v′ ∈ Zn
2σ , as defined in Functionality 13.

(1) For each i ∈ [n], P2 generates a random value si.

(2) The parties run a (n− l)-out-of-n Oblivious Transfer protocol,
with P2 acting as the sender, for P1 to obtain

u = ((i, si) | i 6∈ {i1, . . . , il}).

(3) The parties run ROOM with P2 acting as Server and P1 as
Client, and inputs q = (i1, . . . , il), d = ((i, si))i∈n, and β =⊥n.
The parties obtain shares of the vector ū = (si | i ∈ {i1, . . . , il}).

(4) The parties engage in a two-party computation with inputs
[[v]]P1 , [[v]]P2 , [[ū]]P1 , and [[ū]]P2 , where v and ū are
reconstructed, and s̄ = v− ū is revealed to P1.

(5) P2 sets [[v′]]P2 = (si)i∈[n] and P1 sets [[v′]]P1 = s with

si =

{
s̄j, if i = ij ∈ {i1, . . . , il},
−si, where (i, si) ∈ u, otherwise.

For (b) we use a ROOM query followed by a two-party computation
where P2’s output share is reconstructed in the MPC (step (4) in Pro-
tocol 14) and used to mask v to produce P1’s output share. Note that
Basic-ROOM is the natural instantiation to use in this setting.

The (n− l)-out-of-n OT in step 2 is implemented using a folklore
protocol that requires n invocations of 1-out-of-2 OTs and an l-out-of-n
Shamir secret sharing of a PRF key. It works by the sender encrypting
each of its n inputs using a key Kot, and then letting the receiver learn
in each of the n OTs either an encrypted input or a share (in l-out-of-n
secret sharing) of Kot. This forces the receiver to learn at least l shares
of the key, and therefore at most n− l values.

security sketch We argue that the view of each party after each
step in the protocol includes only random values in addition to its
inputs. This true after the first two steps since first P2 generates
random shares and then, using the security of the oblivious transfer,
P1 obtains a subset of them while P2 obtains nothing. The security
properties of the ROOM protocol guarantee that the shares that each
party obtains after the third step are also indistinguishable from
random from that party’s view. In the secure computation in step
four, P1 obtains values that depend on the random masks ū. The fact
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that P1 does not know ū, together with the guarantees of the secure
computation, ensures the output is indistinguishable from random for
P1. The last step involves only local computation for each party and
thus does not change their views.

We will now use the protocols from the previous section to build
sparse matrix-vector multiplication protocols in the next section. Con-
cretely, we will use Gather for column sparsity (Section 5.4.2.1), and
ScatterInit for row sparsity (Section 5.4.2.2).

5.4.2 Sparse Matrix-Vector Multiplication

Throughout this subsection we consider party P1 holding a private
matrix M ∈ Zn×m

2σ , with exactly l nonzero columns or rows, depending
on the context. Party P2 holds a private vector v ∈ Zm

2σ with k nonzero
entries. The value of σ is at least 64 in standard ML applications,
and potentially more in settings that require additional precision to
represent real numbers using fixed point arithmetic, or secret shares.
The goal of all protocols is to compute the vector Mv of length n,
additively shared between P1 and P2. This allows us to easily integrate
these protocols as part of higher-level secure protocols, such as the
solutions to machine learning problems presented in Section 5.5. While
we assume that n, m, l, k and σ are public, no additional information is
revealed to the parties.

The underlying theme of our protocols is different private reduc-
tions of sparse matrix-vector multiplication to the dense case. The goal
of such reductions is to avoid multiplications by zero, and hence have
the cost of the dense multiplication be dependent only on l and k,
instead of the total size of the sparse dimension. Therefore, the last
step in our protocols will be to use a sub-protocol for two-party dense
matrix-vector multiplication. As discussed in Section 5.2, efficient ded-
icated protocols for this functionality have been recently presented.
This includes solutions based on precomputed triples by Mohassel
and Zhang [MZ17], as well as solutions based on homomorphic en-
cryption [JVC18], and server-aided OT [LJLA17]. In our protocols in
this section we will refer to a generic dense matrix multiplication pro-
tocol MvMult, as well as to a generic ROOM protocol ROOM. In our
implementation, we use the OT-based protocol from [MZ17], which
we presented in the previous chapter (Protocol 6).

5.4.2.1 Column-Sparse Matrix

We propose two protocols for the case where M is sparse in the second
dimension (i.e., there is a small number of non-zero columns). These
have different tradeoffs depending on the relationship between the
sparsity of M and v. Note that matrix-vector multiplication, where
the matrix is sparse in its columns, can be viewed as a generalization
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Protocol 15: Our first protocol for column-sparse matrix–vector
multiplication.

Inputs: P1: Matrix M ∈ Zn×m
2σ , with l nonzero columns,

P2: Vector v ∈ Zm
2σ , with k nonzero entries.

Output: [[Mv]] = ([[Mv]]P1 , [[Mv]]P2).

(1) P1 sets q = (i1, . . . , il), the (sorted) list of indexes of non-zero
columns in M.

(2) P1 and P2 run Gather(v, q) to obtain shares ([[v′]]P1 , [[v′]]P2) of
v′, which is the restriction of v to the indexes in q.

(3) P1 locally computes M′ sub-matrix of M containing only the
nonzero columns.

(4) P1 and P2 run MvMult with inputs M′ and [[v′]]P2 and obtain
shares ([[M′[[v′]]P2 ]]P1 , [[M′[[v′]]P2 ]]P2) of M′[[v′]]P2 .

(5) P2 sets the output [[Mv]]P2 to [[M′[[v′]]P2 ]]P2 and P1 sets [[Mv]]P1

to [[M′[[v′]]P2 ]]P1 + M′[[v′]]P1 .

of sparse vector inner product, and thus the following protocols can
also be used for this functionality.

Our first protocol is shown in Protocol 15. Let q = (i1, . . . , il) be
the indexes of the non-zero columns in M. The goal of the sparse-
to-dense reduction here is to replace the computation of Mv by the
computation of M ′v′, where M ′ is the sub-matrix of M containing
only the non-zero columns i1, . . . , il , and v′ is the restriction of v to the
indices in q. Party P1 can compute M ′ locally. The two parties then
call the Gather protocol to obtain shares ([[v′]]P1 , [[v′]]P2) of v′. At this
point the parties invoke the dense matrix multiplication protocol to
compute M ′[[v′]]P2 . Further, P1 locally computes M ′[[v′]]P1 and adds
the result to its share of M ′[[v′]]P2 . As a result, both parties obtain
shares of M ′v′. The security of the complete protocol follows directly
from the security of the protocols for ROOM and dense multiplication.

There are two drawbacks of the above protocol: (a) the space of
values of the ROOM sub-protocol coincides with the domain of the
elements of P2’s input vector, Z2σ . This is a problem in high-precision
settings where σ > 64, which are not uncommon in ML applications
where real numbers are encoded in fixed point. (b) the length of the
ROOM query q is l, which is the sparsity of the server’s input matrix.
In many settings, the vector v has less non-zero values than M, so
k < l. That is why we would like to have our ROOM query to only
be of the smaller size k, which for two of our constructions directly
translates into a speed-up in MPC time (see Table 5.2). However, if we
simply have P1 act as the server and put the non-zero columns of M
in the ROOM protocol as the database, while v becomes the query, the
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Protocol 16: Column-sparse matrix and sparse vector multipli-
cation protocol.

Inputs: P1: Matrix M ∈ Zn×m
2σ , with l nonzero columns.

P2: Vector v ∈ Zm
2σ , with k nonzero entries.

Output: [[Mv]] = ([[Mv]]P1 , [[Mv]]P2).

(1) P1 chooses a random permutation π1 of [l + k] and sets
d = ((a1, π1(1)), . . . , (ak, π1(l))), and
β = (π1(l + 1), . . . , π1(l + k)), where the ai’s are the indices of
the nonzero columns in M.

(2) P2 sets q = (b1, . . . , bk), where the bi’s are the indices of the
nonzero values in v.

(3) P1 and P2 run a designated-output ROOM with inputs d, β, q.
P2 obtains r = (pi)i∈[k].

(4) Let M̂ ∈ Zn×l
2σ be M but with its zero columns removed. P1

defines M̄ as the result of appending k zero columns to M̂, and
computes M′ = π1(M̄), where π1 permutes the columns of M̄.

(5) Let v̂ ∈ Zk
2σ be v but with its zero entries removed. P2 defines

a permutation π2 : [k + l] 7→ [k + l] such that π2(i) = pi for
1 ≤ i ≤ k. The values π2(i) for k + 1 ≤ i ≤ k + l are a random
permutation of {1, . . . , m} \ {p1, . . . , pk} (the set of unused
indexes in [m]). P2 computes v′ = π2(v̄), where v̄ is v̂ padded
with zeros up to length k + l.

(6) P1 and P2 run MvMult with inputs M′ and v′ to obtain shares
of Mv.

values in the ROOM protocol become huge, as it would hold vectors
of length n, namely the first dimension of M.

Protocol 16 solves both issues (a) and (b), by relying on the correlated
permutations introduced in Section 4.4. First, our protocol ensures
that the server’s input to the ROOM functionality are elements in
K ×K, thus avoiding the dependence on σ. Second, it allows us to
swap the roles of P1 and P2 in the ROOM protocol, allowing us to
choose them depending on the relationship between k and l, as well
as other nonfunctional requirements induced by computation and
communication limitations of P1 and P2.

These two optimizations come at the cost of replacing the input
size to the dense multiplication sub-protocol from 2lnσ to 2(l + k)nσ.
Hence, in practice the actual values of min(l, k), n, and σ determine a
trade-off between Protocol 15 and Protocol 16.

The intuition behind Protocol 16 is as follows. Let M̂ and v̂ be the
result of removing zero columns and entries of M and v, as defined
in Step (4), and let M̄ and v̄ be M̂ and v̂ padded with k zero columns
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and l zeroes, respectively. Now consider a trusted third party that
provides party Pi with a random permutation πi such that, after
permuting columns of M̄ and v̄ according to π1 and π2 they are “well
aligned”, meaning π1(M̄)π2(v̄) = Mv. Note that it is crucial that π1

and π2 look random to P1 and P2 respectively. To achieve that, the
third party generates random π1 and π2 subject to the constraint that
∀i ∈ [l + k] : π1(i) = π2(i)⇔ i ∈ (A ∩ B), where A and B are the sets
of indexes of nonzero columns and values in M and v.

The idea in Section 4.4 was to implement the above third party
functionality in MPC using garbled circuits. In Protocol 16, we im-
plement this functionality in an different way using the ROOM prim-
itive as follows. P1 acts as the ROOM’s server with inputs d =

((a1, π1(1)), . . . , (ak, π1(l))) and β = (π1(k + 1), . . . , π1(l + k)), where
π1 is a random permutation of [k + l] chosen by P1, and P2’s query
is simply q = (b1, . . . , bk) (see steps (1) and (2) in Protocol 16). The
outputs for the two parties from the ROOM protocol are secret shares
of the array r = (pi)i∈[k]. Party P1 provides P2 with their share of
the pi’s so that P2 can reconstruct π2. Note that this computation is
independent of both n and σ, in contrast to Protocol 15. Moreover, it
provides flexibility to exchange the roles of the server and client in the
ROOM protocol achieving the second goal defined above.

The security of this construction follows from Theorem 4.3 and
the security of the ROOM protocol. The output of the ROOM allows
party P2 to obtain the evaluation of a random permutation π1 on its
non-zero entries. The rest of the protocol involves local computations
until the final secure computation for the dense multiplication.

5.4.2.2 Row-Sparse Matrix

We now consider the case where M is sparse in its first dimension.
In our solution to this variant P1 defines M′ as the matrix resulting
from removing all zero rows from M. Then the parties run a protocol
to compute shares of the vector r = M′v of length l. For this, we
can either use Protocol 15, if v is sparse, or we can rely on dense
multiplication. In any case, r now contains all non-zero values of the
desired result, but its dimensions do not match Mv. However, note
that Mv can be recovered from r by inserting n− l zeros between the
values of r at positions corresponding to zero rows in the original
matrix M. This can directly be achieved by running ScatterInit(r, i, n),
where i contains the indexes of non-zero rows in M.

In our higher-level applications, which we describe next, we will use
the matrix-vector multiplications described here in various ways. In
particular, we use Protocol 16 for k-NN classification, and the column-
sparse and row-sparse protocols from Protocol 15 and the previous
section for logistic regression.
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Server Client

D = d =

?

k-Nearest Neighbors

1. Compute sim(p, d) for
all p ∈ D.

2. Compute cd by
majority vote among
the k nearest p ∈ D.

cd

Figure 5.3: Setting for our secure k-NN application. We focus on a single
server, but our protocol can naturally be generalized to multiple
servers as described in Section 4.6.

5.5 applications

We consider three applications to exemplify the features of our frame-
work. These include non-parametric data analysis tasks (k-nearest
neighbors and naive Bayes classification) as well as parametric data
analysis tasks (logistic regression trained by stochastic gradient de-
scent (SGD)).

Our k-NN application is a simplified version of the one presented
in Section 4.6, using only a single server. We choose the other two
applications in order to show the flexibility of our framework, and to
enable comparisons with previous works: secure naive Bayes classifi-
cation was studied by Bost et al. [BPTG15], and the SecureML work by
Mohassel and Zhang [MZ17] is the state of the art in secure two-party
logistic regression learning with SGD.

5.5.1 Similarity Computation and k-Nearest Neighbors

For secure k-NN we use a simplified version of the protocol described
in Section 4.6, using only a single database D of documents held by a
single server. A client wants to classify a document d against D. The
k-NN classification algorithm, which is parameterized by a constant
k, achieves that goal by (a) computing sim(d, p), for each p ∈ D, and
(b) assigning a class cd to d as the result of a majority vote among the
classes of the k most similar documents according to the similarities
computed in step (a). See Figure 5.3 for a schematic depiction of this
setting.

Apart from using a single server, the main difference compared
to Section 4.6 is our choice of multiplication algorithm. While the
circuit-based approach described in Section 4.4.4 is essentially equiv-
alent to Circuit-ROOM, we compare all three ROOM instantiations
here. This allows us to achieve better efficiency in the online phase,
while matching the speedups of Section 4.6 in the offline phase (see
Section 5.2). In Section 5.7.3, we show that our Poly-ROOM indeed
improves the online phase by up to 5×.
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5.5.2 Naive Bayes Classification

A naive Bayes classifier is a non-parametric supervised classification
algorithm that assigns to an item d (for example a document) the class
c in a set of potential classes C (for example {spam, no-spam}) that
maximizes the expression score(c) = P(c) ·Πt∈dP(t|c), where t ∈ d
denotes the database features present in the feature representation
of d. A common approach to keep underflows under control is to
use logs of probabilities. This transforms the above expression into
score(c) = log(P(c)) + ∑t∈d log(P(t|c)).

In Naive Bayes, P(c) is estimated as P(c) = Nc/N, namely the
number of items Nc of class c in the dataset, divided by the dataset
size N. P(t|c) is estimated as P(t|c) = Tc,t/Nc, namely the number of
occurrences (or score) Tc,t of feature t in items of class c, normalized
by the total number of examples of class c in the training dataset.
Additionally, Laplace smoothing is often used to correct for terms not
in the dataset, redefining P(t|c) to be P(t|c) = (Tc,t + 1)/(Nc + N)

A secure two-party naive Bayes classification functionality is defined
as follows: a server holds the dataset D that consists of n items with k
features. Each item in the dataset is labeled with its class from the set
C of potential classes. Hence, the server holds the values P(t|c), P(c)
defined above. A client wants to obtain a label for an item d. This
needs to be done in a privacy preserving manner where only the client
learns the output label and the server learns nothing.

The work of Bost et al. [BPTG15] presented a solution to the above
problem using Paillier encryption and an argmax protocol based on
additive homomorphic encryption. Our ROOM functionality provides
a direct solution for this two-party problem, in which the server
reveals an upper bound of its number of features. This solution works
as follows: for each class l ∈ C, the server and the client invoke the
ROOM functionality with input values log(P(t|l)) for all keys t, as
well as default values 1/(Nc + N) for the server, and query (t)t∈d
for the client. This gives the parties additive shares of the vector
(log(P(t|l))t∈d. Then, the parties can compute locally shares of the
vector (score(l))l∈C, which contains the scores of d with respect to all
classes. Finally, the class with highest score, which will be revealed
only to the client, can be computed using any generic MPC protocol
involving only |C| comparisons.

5.5.3 Logistic Regression Training

A drawback of non-parametric approaches like k-NN is that each
query depends on the entire training database. To circumvent this,
parametric approaches such as logistic regression first train a smaller
model θ, which is then used to answer classification queries faster.
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P1 P2

D1 = D2 =Logistic Regression

Compute θ by iterating
over D1 and D2 in batches.
See Protocol 17.[[θ]]P1 [[θ]]P2

Figure 5.4: Setting for two-party logistic regression. Each party holds a set
of labeled documents, and the output is a model that is secret-
shared between the two parties.

Here, we assume a two-party setting where parties P1 and P2 hold
a horizontally partitioned database, i.e., each party holds a sparse
dataset, where Pi holds X i ∈ Rni×d, yi ∈ Rni , with X i being the set of
ni records with d features and yi being the vector of corresponding
binary target labels. This corresponds to a training dataset of size
n× d, n = n1 + n2 distributed among P1 and P2, and the goal is to
build a shared model θ that is able to accurately predict a target value
for an unlabeled record, while keeping the local training datasets
private (cf. Figure 5.4).

A widely used algorithm for building this kind of model is mini-
batched stochastic gradient descent (SGD). Here, the empirical loss of the
model θ is minimized by iteratively refining it with an update rule
of the form θi+1 = θi − ηg, for a step size η and a gradient quantity
g. The training dataset is partitioned in so-called mini-batches, each
of which is used to compute a model update: In a forward pass, the
prediction loss of the current batch is computed, and the gradient g of
that loss is obtained as the result of a backward pass.

Protocol 17 shows a secure protocol for two-party SGD training.
It relies on a secure matrix multiplication protocol MvMult, and an
approximation of the logistic function Sigmoid(x) = 1/(1 + ex) intro-
duced by Mohassel and Zhang [MZ17], implemented with a garbled
circuit. The security of the protocol follows from the fact that θ is
always kept secret shared, and secure implementations of the two
sub-protocols above.

We now discuss how the calls to MvMult in lines 6 and 9 of the
protocol are instantiated with our protocols from Section 5.4.2. First
note that, as the X j’s are sparse, so will be their mini-batches Bj

contributed by P1 or P2 in line 5. In fact, as common mini-batch sizes
are as small as 64 or at most 128, the mini-batches will be sparse in
their columns. We show that this is the case in the context of concrete
real-world datasets in Section 5.7. Hence, the call to MvMult in line
6 involves a column-sparse matrix and a dense vector, and thus we
choose Protocol 15 instantiated with Basic-ROOM. The choice of Basic-
ROOM is justified by the fact that the keys of [[θ]]P2 span the whole
key domain K = [d], as it is a secret share, and hence Basic-ROOM
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Protocol 17: Secure two-party gradient descent on sparse dis-
tributed training data.

Inputs: P1: D1 = (X1, y1), X1 ∈ Rn×d, y1 ∈ {0, 1}n,
P2: D2 = (X2, y2), X2 ∈ Rn×d, y2 ∈ {0, 1}n.

Output: Shared model [[θ]]

[[θ]]← (0)i∈[d]
for T epochs do

for i ∈ b n
b c do

for j ∈ [2] do
Bj ← X j

[i..i+b]

[[uj]] ← MvMult(Bj, [[θ]]), [[vj]] ← Sigmoid([[uj]])

[[wj]] ← [[vj]] − yj
[i..i+b]

[[g j]] ← MvMult(Bjᵀ, [[wj]])

[[g]] ← 1
2b ([[g

1]] + [[g2]])

[[θ]] ← [[θ]] − η[[g]]

does not incur unneccesary overhead in this case. On the other hand,
the computation of g j in line 9 is a multiplication between a row
sparse matrix and a dense vector, for which we use our protocol from
Section 5.4.2.2.

In Section 5.7.4, we compare the runtimes of our sparse implemen-
tation to those reported in [MZ17]. With the exception of the smallest
dataset, we improve computation time by a factor of 2×–11× (LAN)
and 12×–94× (WAN), and communication by 26×–215× (LAN) and
4×–10× (WAN).

5.6 implementation of our framework

For our implementation, we follow the general architecture presentedOur source code is
available at

https://github.

com/schoppmp/

room-framework.

in Figure 5.1. For each layer of abstraction, we define generic inter-
faces that are then matched by our concrete implementations. This
allows, for example, to use the same matrix multiplication function for
different ROOM instantiations, which in turn simplifies development
and makes sure our framework can be extended seamlessly.

Most of our library is written as generic C++ templates that abstract
away from concrete integer, vector and matrix types. This allows us
to use Eigen’s expression templates [GJ+10], and thus avoid unnec-
essary local matrix operations. For generic two-party computation
based on garbled circuits, we use Obliv-C [ZE15]. As a PRF, we use
the AES-128 implementation in Obliv-C by Doerner [Doe]. The fast
polynomial interpolation and evaluation that we need for Poly-ROOM
and ScatterInit is done using Yanai’s FastPolynomial library [Yan].

https://github.com/schoppmp/room-framework
https://github.com/schoppmp/room-framework
https://github.com/schoppmp/room-framework
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Dataset Documents Classes
Nonzero Features Accuracy

Single (avg.) Total Log. Regression Naive Bayes k-NN

Movies (M) [Maa+11] 34341 2 136 95626 0.88 0.85 (*) 0.74

Newsgroups (N) [RL08] 9051 20 98 101631 0.73 0.76 0.57

Languages (L1) [The], ngrams=1 783 11 43 1033 0.96 0.87 0.96

Languages (L2) [The], ngrams=2 783 11 231 9915 0.99 0.99 0.99

Table 5.5: Datasets used in the experiments. These comprise a variety of classification tasks such
as sentiment analysis of movie reviews (Movies), topic identification (Newsgroups), and
language identification (Languages). We also report the accuracy achievable using out-of-
the-box classification algorithms. For the the Languages dataset, we further investigate
the effect of analyzing larger n-grams instead of single characters.
(*) k-NN was trained on a subsample of 10k examples due to memory limitations.

5.7 experimental evaluation

Given the large number of parameters and tradeoffs that our frame-
work exhibits, a complete layer-by-layer evaluation of all components
from Figure 5.1 with all ranges of useful parameters is both infeasible
and not very useful. Instead, we chose to run experiments on only two
abstraction layers: ROOM micro-benchmarks, which allow to compare
our constructions with each other and with future improvements, and
entire applications, which allow us to compare against previous work
on application-specific protocols.

All our experiments are performed on Azure DS14 v2 instances
with 110 GB of memory each, using a single core. We note that the
memory bottleneck in our experiments is the “dense” case that we
use as a baseline, not our ROOM-based implementations. For LAN
experiments, we use instances in the same region, while for WAN
experiments, we place one in the US and one in Europe. The measured
roundtrip time was 0.7ms in the LAN setting, and 85ms in the WAN
setting. The average data transfer rates were 2.73 Gbit/s and 245
Mbit/s, respectively. We use 64-bit integers for K and V . Garbled
circuits are run with 80-bit security, due to the default settings in
Obliv-C. For Poly-ROOM, we use s = 40 bits of statistical security.

5.7.1 ROOM Micro-Benchmarks

Table 5.2 presents the runtimes for Circuit-ROOM and Poly-ROOM
and how they depend on the database size n and the query size m. We
first measure the runtimes of each algorithm for a range of parameters
n ∈ {500, 5000, 50000} and m ∈ {0.1n, 0.2n, . . . , n}. The results can be
seen in Figure 5.6. Each plot corresponds to one choice of n, while
values of m are given on the x-axes. The runtime of both ROOM
variants increases as m grows, but Circuit-ROOM is outperformed by
Poly-ROOM as n increases, as long as m� n. The reason is that the
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Figure 5.6: Running times of Circuit-ROOM and Poly-ROOM in the LAN setting, for several
choices of query size and database size. We distinguish between local time (for time
spent doing local computation) and MPC time, for running time of MPC sub-protocols.
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Figure 5.7: Estimated performance of our two instantiations of sparse ROOM in the LAN (left) and
WAN (right) settings. Running times were measured for length m queries to a ROOM
of size n, with n ∈ {500, 5000, 50000} and m ∈ {0.1n, 0.2n, . . . , n}. Then, for each of our
algorithms, a model of the running time was computed using nonlinear least-squares
from scipy.optimize.curve_fit, where the function to be fitted was chosen according
to the asymptotics in Table 5.2. Each pixel was computed by averaging over the colors
corresponding to each algorithm, weighted by the inverse of their respective running
times. Thus, the dominant color of a region corresponds to the algorithm that performs
the best in that setting. The solid lines indicate the cutoffs in each setting.

complexity of Circuit-ROOM depends significantly on n, as its runtime
is dominated by oblivious merging and shuffling, which scales with
the sum m + n. The time of Poly-ROOM in mainly determined by m,
while Circuit-ROOM remains more stable across the choices of m.

To investigate the cutoff point between the two instantiations, as
well as their performance relative to each other, we then fit functions of
the runtime to the collected data, which gives us a model to estimate
the performance even for parameter choices not directly measured.
Figure 5.7 shows the results in the LAN and WAN settings, respec-
tively. For each set of choices for m and n, the color in the plot indicates
the relative performance of our two algorithms. Intuitively, in regions
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where one of those two colors is prevalent, the corresponding al-
gorithm is the optimal choice for that setting. Regions in between
(turquoise) correspond to parameters where both of our algorithms
perform equally well, with a solid line indicating the cutoff.

In the LAN setting, Poly-ROOM clearly wins in all cases where
m� n, while Circuit-ROOM is only viable for large queries on small
databases. For m ≈ n, both approaches seem equally viable. Similar
observations can be made in the WAN, where Poly-ROOM even
outperforms Circuit-ROOM for m > n when n is large.

5.7.2 Datasets

We implement each of the applications presented in Section 5.5 in
our framework. We analyze three real-world datasets that represent
common classification tasks: sentiment analysis [Maa+11], topic iden-
tification [RL08], and language detection [The]. Table 5.5 summarizes
the properties of each of the datasets, including the average num-
ber of features of single documents. We also report, for reference,
the classification accuracies that can be achieved using the different
methods outlined in Section 5.5: logistic regression, naive Bayes, and
k-nearest neighbors. These were obtained in the clear using out-of-the-
box Scikit-Learn [Ped+11] model fitting, without any sophisticated
hyper-parameter tuning.

For the Movie Reviews and 20Newsgroups datasets, features cor-
respond to words, using a TF-IDF representation. As in the previous
chapter, we assume a public vocabulary of 150000 words for the first
two datasets (Movie reviews and 20newsgroups). For the language
classification task, n-grams of n consecutive characters are used in-
stead. We assume the set of characters is public.

5.7.3 k-Nearest Neighbors

For k-NN, the efficiency bottleneck is the computation of scores of the
query document with respect to each training sample, which reduces
to a secure matrix-vector multiplication where the matrix is sparse
in its columns and the vector is sparse. Thus, we can implement this
protocol using Protocol 16, instantiated with any of our ROOMs.

As observed in Section 5.5.1, the approach we used in Section 4.6 is
equivalent to Circuit-ROOM, which is why we use it as the baseline
here. In most of our experiments (Figure 5.8), this already turns out to
be faster in than a simple dense multiplication.

Our new constructions using Basic-ROOM and Poly-ROOM achieve
a similar improvement over the dense case (up to 82×) when it comes
to total time, and at the same time a 2–5× improved online time
compared Circuit-ROOM. Note that the online time includes top-k
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Figure 5.8: Running times of a single k-NN classification in LAN (left) and WAN (right) settings.
Online time includes the time taken for ROOM queries, multiplication time with the
reduced matrix, and time for top-k selection. See Table 5.5 for a description of the
datasets used.

selection (implemented using generic MPC) and multiplication of the
reduced matrices.

5.7.3.1 Experiments on Naive Bayes

We implemented our protocol described above, which consists of (i)
a ROOM query for each of the |C| potential classes composed with
(ii) a protocol for securely computing the argmax of |C| values. We
do not include the latter here, since it only depends on the number of
classes, which is usually significantly smaller than the dataset sizes (cf.
Table 5.5). The running times, for each of the datasets, are shown in
Figure 5.9. In both the LAN and WAN settings, Poly-ROOM generally
outperforms Circuit-ROOM. This is consistent with the results from
the previous section, since the queries are extremely sparse (i.e., m
is small). Note that neither Circuit-ROOM nor Poly-ROOM require
a public vocabulary. If the vocabulary is public, then Basic-ROOM
can be used as well. The plots in Figure 5.9 show the runtime for a
public vocabulary of size 150000. In the LAN setting this gives a huge
advantage: for the Movie Reviews dataset with >95k features, our
protocol takes less than 2s. In contrast, the total classification time for
a dataset with only 70 features took over 3 seconds in [BPTG15].

5.7.4 Logistic Regression Training

For each of our datasets, we also evaluate the time needed to build a
logistic model using Protocol 17. We compare two approaches. One
uses the state-of-the-art dense matrix multiplication protocol to instan-
tiate MvMult (cf. lines 6 and 9 in Protocol 17), which is the extension
of Beaver triples [Bea91] to matrices proposed in [MZ17]. The second
approach uses Protocol 15 and our row-sparse protocol from Sec-
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Figure 5.9: Running times for computing the conditional probabilities for a single Naive Bayes
classification for each of the datasets in Table 5.5 and each of our ROOM constructions.
Note that for Basic-ROOM, the vocabulary needs to be public. For private vocabularies,
Poly-ROOM is the fastest in all cases.

tion 5.4.2.2 for forward and backward pass, respectively. We measure
the online running time of a full run using both approaches, as well
as the total amount of data transfered. We also estimate offline times
using the measurements provided by Mohassel and Zhang [MZ17,
Table II], and we present it together with the total time that includes
both phases in Table 5.10.

While the dense solution [MZ17] achieves fast online computation,
this comes at a significant offline computation and communication
cost, requiring hours, even days in the WAN setting, and sometimes
terabytes of communication. Our solution on the other hand saves a
factor of 2×–11× in total runtime and a factor 26×–215× in commu-
nication in all reasonably large datasets (in “Languages, ngrams=1”,
SecureML is faster in total time, but both executions take just a few
seconds).

Finally, we investigate how our solution scales with different dataset
sparsities and the batch size used for training. For that, we run experi-
ments on synthetic datasets. We use 1024 documents for each of the
two servers, and vary the batch size between 128 and 1024. For each
batch, we set the number of nonzero values between 1% and 10%. For
comparison, the sparsity of a batch of 128 documents from the Movies
or Newsgroups datasets is about 3%.

The results are shown in Figure 5.11. It can be seen that our sparse
implementation benefits a lot from increasing the batch size. However,
increasing the batch size will also increase the number of nonzeros
per batch in real datasets, albeit sub-linearly. Thus, the batch size can
be optimized to account for the sparsity of the dataset being used
for training. Research on training ML models in the clear suggests
larger batch sizes can be used without losing accuracy [HHS17], and
we conjecture that this allows us to achieve even better speedups than
those reported in Table 5.10, at the same level of accuracy. However,
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Dataset
Offline Time Total Time Offline Communication Total Communication

SecureML Ours SecureML Ours SecureML Ours SecureML Ours

LAN

M 6h 17m 45.06s 14m 19.29s 6h 29m 28.37s 2h 43m 46.09s 4.8 TiB 186.25GiB 4.8 TiB 187.42GiB

N 1h 39m 33.66s 3m 34.55s 1h 42m 38.14s 42m 37.68s 1.26 TiB 46.5GiB 1.26 TiB 47.63GiB

L1 3.56s 1.76s 5.9s 29.89s 789.88 MiB 390.75MiB 790.9 MiB 500.61MiB

L2 1h 01m 16.34s 13.07s 1h 03m 07.12s 6m 17.51s 796.82 GiB 2.83GiB 797.85 GiB 3.69GiB

WAN

M 4d 16h 34m 55.36s 4h 18m 52.67s 4d 18h 35m 26.99s 9h 29m 23.53s 19.19 GiB 761.73MiB 19.33 GiB 1.92GiB

N 1d 05h 40m 20.66s 1h 05m 15.15s 1d 06h 09m 32.82s 2h 26m 21.82s 5.01 GiB 190.38MiB 5.13 GiB 1.31GiB

L1 1m 07.18s 35.65s 1m 39.36s 3m 18.35s 3.4 MiB 1.9MiB 4.42MiB 111.76 MiB

L2 18h 15m 18.24s 4m 1.77s 18h 34m 34.36s 13m 36.84s 3.05 GiB 11.71MiB 4.08 GiB 893.73MiB

Table 5.10: Comparison of our protocols with SecureML [MZ17] for logistic regression training.
Offline times are extrapolated from the results reported in [MZ17, Table II]. In all
experiments, we use a batch size of 128. The total time represents a full training epoch,
including forward pass, sigmoid activation function, and backward pass. Note that in
the WAN setting, we use SecureML’s homomorphic encryption-based offline phase
that requires less communication. See Table 5.5 for a description of the datasets used.

in order to stay functionally equivalent to previous work [MZ17], we
omit such optimizations at this point.

5.8 discussion

Privacy preserving machine learning algorithms often need to handle
large inputs, and thus scalability is crucial in any solution of practical
significance. Mirroring existing (centralized) computation frameworks,
we leverage data sparsity to achieve this scalability, not only at the
application level, but also in terms of lower-level operations.

A practical and principled approach to this problem calls for a
modular design, where in analogy to the architecture of scientific
computing frameworks, algorithms for linear algebra are built on top
of a small set of low-level operations. With the ROOM framework
presented in this chapter, we took a step in this direction, by defining
sparse data structures with efficient access functionalities, which we
then used to implement fast secure multiplication protocols for sparse
matrices, a core building block in numerous ML applications. By
implementing three different applications within our framework, we
demonstrated the efficiency gain of exploiting sparsity in the context
of secure computation for non-parametric (k-nearest neighbors and
Naive-Bayes classification) and parametric (logistic regression) models,
achieving manyfold improvements over the state of the art techniques.
Beyond our three applications, the sparse linear algebra protocols
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Figure 5.11: Total running time of a Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) training epoch for logistic
regression. We use synthetic datasets with 1024 documents per server, a vocabulary
size of 150k, and varying sparsity per batch. As in Table 5.10, offline times were
extrapolated from SecureML [MZ17]. Note that the SecureML’s HE-based offline
phase used in the WAN setting also benefits from larger batch sizes, which is why the
dense case is not constant.

implemented in our framework represent main building blocks for
many machine learning algorithms.

At the same time, our modular design allows any of our protocols
to be replaced by more efficient variants, thus making our framework
somewhat future-proof. In the next chapter, we present two such
improvements. The first, called known-indices multi-point function secret
sharing, can serve as a more communication-efficient replacement of
our ScatterInit protocol from Section 5.4.1. The second improvement, a
pseudorandom Vector-OLE generator, can in some settings be used to
speed up the offline phase of the dense matrix-vector multiplication
protocol underlying our sparse constructions.
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6.1 overview

The ability to distribute correlated randomness between two parties in
the absence of a trusted dealer is a central problem to cryptography.
In the context of secure computation, this ability enables splitting the
computation in an offline phase that is input independent and can be
executed in advance, and an online phase that is very efficient.

Many previous works have focused on improving and optimizing
methods for generation of correlated randomness in the context of
oblivious transfer extension [Bea96; IKNP03; ALSZ17], which pro-
vides offline precomputation for two party computation based on
garbled circuits [Yao86] or GMW [GMW87]; Beaver multiplication
triples1 [Bea91; DPSZ12; Dam+13; KOS16; KPR18], which are used 1 The offline phases

of the dense inner
product and matrix
multiplication
protocols presented
in previous chapters
(Protocols 2 and 6)
can be seen as
generalizations of
Beaver triples to
vectors and matrices.

in the offline phases of secure arithmetic computation protocols; and
oblivious linear evaluation (OLE) [NP06; DKM12; Döt+17; BCGI18],
which can be viewed as the equivalent of OT in arithmetic setting and
which can be used for multiplicative triple generation.

In this chapter we focus on vector OLE (VOLE), which is the vec-
torized variant of an oblivious linear evaluation. More concretely, one
party, the sender, holds vectors u, v and a second party, the receiver
has value x. The goal of the protocol is to enable the receiver to learn
w = ux + v without revealing any further information to any of the
parties. The concept of VOLE was introduced by Applebaum et al.
[App+17]. In the recent work of Boyle et al. [BCGI18], the authors
showed that VOLE is implied by a pseudorandom variant of the pro-
tocol where the vectors u, v are pseudorandom and are generated
during the execution of the protocol as outputs to the first party.

Succinctness is a crucial property for correlated randomness pro-
tocols, which aim to distribute long correlated outputs between the
parties by communicating only short seeds. Boyle et al. [BCGI18]
showed how to achieve succinctness in the setting of pseudorandom
VOLE. The idea of their approach is to use a random linear code to
extend short (sub-linear) seed vectors to long pseudorandom vectors.
By masking the encoded vectors with a shared, sparse noise vector,
they reduce security of their VOLE generator to the LPN assump-
tion [BKW03]. The authors leverage functions secret sharing (FSS) for
multi-point functions as a way to distribute the LPN noise vector to the
inputs of the parties in an oblivious manner with succinct communi-
cation. This requires a two-party computation protocol for distributed
generation of the FSS keys for the underlying multi-point function. The

109
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proposed approach reduces the multi-point FSS to several executions
of single point FSS by leveraging batching techniques. For distributed
single-point FSS key generation, the authors suggest using the two
party FSS key generation protocol of Doerner and Shelat [DS17].

In this work we address pseudorandom VOLE generation from
a practical perspective. In particular, we focus on the primal variant of
the protocol proposed in [BCGI18]. This is because to the best of our
knowledge, there is no practical (i.e., implemented) construction of the
“LPN-friendly” codes required for the dual variant. While the primal
variant has a lower bound of Õ(

√
n) on its communication overhead,

our implementation is still very efficient in practice. This is due to
several improvements we make to the construction in [BCGI18]. Our
main observation is that the non-zero indices of the shared sparse noise
vector needed for LPN are part of the output to one of the parties.
We use this observation in two ways. First, it allows us to use a more
efficient batching scheme than what is proposed in [BCGI18]. Similar
to previous work [ACLS18; DRRT18], we use cuckoo hashing to do
probabilistic batching. This allows us to split up an instance of t-point
FSS into m = O(t) instances of single-point FSS, where m is in practice
only slightly larger than t. Second, we modify the FSS construction
itself, which gives us a large constant-factor speedup in each FSS
generation and evaluation. Our protocol is constant round, does not
require secure PRG evaluations, has sub-linear communication, and
like the distributed construction proposed by [BCGI18], provides
security in the semi-honest model.

Our VOLE construction implies efficiency improvements in a wide
range of applications such as secure linear algebra, sparse matrix
multiplications and machine learning computations over sparse data,
oblivious polynomial evaluation and private set intersection, and
improved efficiency for semi-private data accessed in some ORAM
constructions.

6.1.1 Chapter Contributions

As building blocks for our distributed VOLE protocol we develop
constructions of several primitives of independent interest.

a protocol for (n − 1)-out-of-n random ot (section 6.3)
An important component of our solution is a novel protocol for (n− 1)-
out-of-n Random OT that requires one round and logarithmic commu-
nication. While any m-out-of-n OT protocol requires communication
Ω(m), we show how to leverage the fact that all messages are random
to compress n− 1 messages in a logarithmic number of seeds in man-
ner oblivious to the sender. In terms of computation, an execution
involves (i) 2n local PRG evaluations per party, and (ii) logk(n) parallel
executions of an (k− 1)-out-of-k OT protocol. In our implementation
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we choose k = 2, and thus rely on 1-out-of-2 OT. Our (n− 1)-out-of-n
Random OT implies a construction private puncturable PRF [BLW17],
which enables a party to obtain a punctured PRF key at a location that
remains secret to the full PRF key owner.

known-index spfss (section 6.4). The VOLE generation of
Boyle et al. [BCGI18] uses SPFSS but assumes that one of the par-
ties knows the input that evaluate to non-zero in the point function,
while the function value us secret-shared. We propose a protocol for
known-index SPFSS that outperforms the alternatives proposed in
[BCGI18]. The protocol uses a reduction to (n− 1)-out-of-n Random
OT, and thus leverages the protocol mentioned above. While known-
index SPFSS implies distributed VOLE, its relevance is not limited to
this application. It can be also viewed as a type of “scatter” vector
operation, which is a core component in secure protocols for machine
learning tasks (see Section 5.4.1 in Chapter 5).

efficient known-indices mpfss from spfss (section 6.5).
To obtain a solution for distributed VOLE generation, we show an effi-
cient reduction from known-indices MPFSS, where one party chooses
the indices of the point function, to known-index SPFSS. Our reduction
is based on Cuckoo hashing [PR04], and in practice it is very efficient,
in particular when compared with the alternatives proposed by Boyle
et al. [BCGI18].

distributed vole (section 6.6). We combine the above protocol
building blocks with some further optimizations, to obtain a full
protocol for distributed VOLE generation.

applications (section 6.7). We investigate several applications
of our protocols, including linear algebra and matrix manipulation
primitives commonly used in data analysis tasks. We show how our
protocols yield concretely efficient secure two-party instantiations for
Oblivious Polynomial Evaluation. We further show that our known-
index SPFSS protocol can be used to improve the efficiency (both in
asymptotic round complexity and concrete efficiency) of semi-private
accesses in a recent FSS-based distributed ORAM construction [DS17].

experimental evaluation (section 6.8). Boyle et al. [BCGI18]
provide estimates for runtime and communication, but they do not
provide an implementation or an experimental evaluation. We imple-
ment all of our protocols, both over finite fields and integer rings, as
well as the primal variant of the VOLE protocol proposed by Boyle et
al. [BCGI18]. Instantiated over a finite field, we can generate a random
VOLE of length n = 220 over a 60-bit prime field in about 1.2s. For
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comparison, generating the same using standard Gilboa multiplication
takes over 20s and has a 28× higher communication overhead.

concurrent and subsequent work In recent concurrent work
[Boy+19a], Boyle et al. present a two-round OT extension protocol
based on Vector-OLE. As in our work, they observe that VOLE key
generation can be performed in a constant number of rounds. Unlike
us, they implement the more communication-efficient dual VOLE gen-
erator and provide malicious security. However, their implementation
is limited to binary extension fields, as this is sufficient for the OT
extension application they consider.

After publication ouf our work [SGRR19], Yang et al. [Yan+20] and
Weng et al. [WYKW20] improved on it in multiple ways. First, Yang
et al. [Yan+20] show that, because the primal variant of VOLE works
by expanding a short (sublinear) VOLE correlation to a longer one, this
process can be used iteratively to reduce the overall communication
overhead. They also present an improved consistency check, obtaining
malicious security at nearly no overhead compared to the semi-honest
variant. However, as with Boyle et al. [Boy+19a], their work focuses on
the application to OT extension and is thus limited to binary extension
fields. Weng et al. [WYKW20] generalize Yang et al.’s protocols to
arbitrary fields and apply them to efficient zero-knowledge proofs.
We implement all of the improvements of [Yan+20; WYKW20] in our
library. In Section 6.8.3.4 we show that the iterative bootstrapping
approach of [Yan+20] reduces the communication overhead of our
library by up to 96% in the semi-honest case.

6.2 preliminaries

6.2.1 m-out-of-n Oblivious Transfer

As described in Section 2.4, oblivious transfer (OT) is a fundamental
primitive in cryptography that allows a receiver to obliviously select
one out of two messages held by a sender without revealing the
selection bit to the sender, and without the receiver learning anything
about the second message. In this chapter, we will generalize this
functionality to the case where the sender has n messages, and the
receiver chooses m < n of them. We formalize this in the following
definition.

Definition 6.1 (m-out-of-n Oblivious Transfer (OT)). An m-out-of-n
oblivious transfer is a protocol between two parties, sender and a receiver,
where the sender has n messages as input and the receiver has m selection
indices. The receiver obtains the messages corresponding to its indices while
learning nothing about the remaining messages, and the sender learns nothing.
If the n messages are random and generated during the execution of the
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protocol as output for the sender, the protocol is called random m-out-of-n
OT, or m-out-of-n ROT.

The communication complexity of 1-out-of-2 OT constructions is
linear in the number of messages that the sender has. Naor and
Pinkas [NP99] showed a reduction of 1-out-of-n OT to log n instances
of 1-out-of-2 OT, which yields logarithmic communication complexity.
Observing that 1-out-of-n OT is equivalent functionality to symmetric
private information retrieval [CKGS98] is another approach to obtain
an OT protocol with logarithmic complexity. Considering the gen-
eral m-out-of-n functionality the communication complexity naturally
scales linearly in m because we need to transfer at least that many
messages. In Section 6.3 we show that this is no longer the case when
we consider the m-out-of-n ROT functionality and we present a proto-
col that requires only logarithmic communication. Just as random OT
extension can be viewed as a PRF with single oblivious evaluation, we
can view (n− 1)-out-of-n ROT as a privately punctured PRF [BLW17]
where we generate a partial PRF key that enables evaluation of the
PRF on all but one point, without revealing the punctured point to the
PRF key holder.

6.2.1.1 OT-based secure product a.k.a Gilboa multiplication

Gilboa [Gil99] proposed a two-party secure multiplication protocol of
two l-bit numbers. The protocol outputs additive shares, and requires
l 1-out-of-2 OT that can be run in parallel (throughout this chapter we
assume l to be a constant, and set it to 64 in our experiments). Due to
the practical efficiency of OT Extension protocols [IKNP03; ALSZ17],
Gilboa multiplication is a common approach to secure cmultiplication.
In particular, this approach has been used in several works [MZ17;
DSZ15], as well as in Chapters 3–5, to compute Beaver triples for se-
cure multiplication in the preprocessing model of MPC. In the context
of this chapter, Gilboa multiplication is used for scalar vector multi-
plications. Considering practical implementations, one should note
that this protocol can be implemented from correlated OT [ALSZ17], a
more efficient variant of OT. Moreover, for the problem of scalar-vector
multiplication, one can employ optimizations based on batching for
concrete efficiency (see [MZ17] for details). We employ these opti-
mizations in our implementation of secure scalar-vector multiplication
based on Gilboa’s protocol, which we use as a baseline.

6.2.2 Cuckoo Hashing

Cuckoo hashing [PR04] is an algorithm to build hash tables for (key,
value) pairs with worst-case constant lookup. A cuckoo hash table is
determined by κ hash functions, where the value corresponding to a
key is guaranteed to reside in one of the κ locations determined by
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the hash function evaluations on the key. Hash collisions are resolved
using the cuckoo approach: if a collision occurs when placing an item
in the hash table, the item residing in the location is evicted and then
placed in the table using a different hash function, potentially evicting
another item in the case of collision. This process continues until all
evicted items are placed, if possible. Due to possible cycles in this
graph of evictions, the insertion algorithm for cuckoo hashing has a
chance to fail. For two hash functions, it is known that inserting n items
in a cuckoo tables of size O(n) incurs more than s insertion failures
with probability bounded by O(n−s) [KMW09]. The exact constants
in this asymptotic bound are not known, but multiple papers have
studied them empirically [DRRT18; PSZ18]. This is done by estimating,
for any fixed statistical security parameter η, the number of hash
functions and the cuckoo table size such that inserting n items in the
table fails with probability at most 2−η .

In cryptography, cuckoo hashing has been used as a probabilistic
bath code to optimize Private Set Intersection (PSI) [CLR17; PSZ18;
KKRT16] and Private Information Retrieval (PIR) [ACLS18] protocols.
We introduce these ideas in Section 6.5, where we apply cuckoo
hashing to obtain an optimized multi-point function secret sharing
protocol.

6.2.3 Function Secret Sharing

Function secret sharing [BGI15; BGI16] is a primitive that allows a
key generator to distribute the evaluation of a function between two
parties in way that neither of the two parties learns anything about
the evaluated function, but jointly the two parties can recover the
evaluation at any point.

Definition 6.2 (Function Secret Sharing). Let F = { f : I → G} be a
class of functions with input domain I and output group G, and let λ ∈N
denote a security parameter. A function secret sharing scheme consists of the
following two algorithms:

• (K1, K2) ← FSS.Gen(1λ, f ) – given a description of f : I → G,
output two keys K1, K2.

• fb(x) ← FSS.Eval(b, Kb, x) – given an evaluation key Kb for b ∈
{1, 2} and an input x, output a share fb(x) of the value f (x).

We require the following guarantees from the above algorithms:

correctness. For any f ∈ F , and any x ∈ I, when (K1, K2) ←
FSS.Gen(1λ, f ), we have

Pr
[

∑
b∈{1,2}

FSS.Eval(b, Kb, x) = f (x)
]
= 1.
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security. For any b ∈ {1, 2}, there exists a ppt simulator Simb such that
for any polynomial-size function sequence fλ ∈ F ,{

Kb

∣∣∣ (K1, K2)← FSS.Gen(1λ, fλ)
} c≡{

Kb ← Simb(1λ, Leakb( fλ))
}

. (6.1)

Note that the only difference between this definition and the one
of Boyle, Gilboa, and Ishai [BGI16] is the leakage function is al-
lowed to be different for each party. In the standard FSS construction,
Leak1( fλ) = Leak2( fλ) = (I,G), i.e., FSS keys must be simulated given
only the input and output domains for f .

While FSS is defined for any function, an FSS instantiation is non-
trivial if the length of the FSS keys is sub-linear in the size of the
function domain. In this regime of operation we have single point FSS
(SPFSS) constructions for point functions which evaluate to zero on
all but one of their domain points. Boyle et al. [BGI15] introduced an
FSS constructions for point functions where the keys are of length
logarithmic in the function domain size.

Multi-point FSS (MPFSS) is a generalization of FSS where the shared
functions has a larger number of non-zero evaluations. However, for
the purposes of Vector-OLE (cf. Section 6.2.4), we observe that it is
enough to consider a relaxed variant of MPFSS, where one party
knows the where f is nonzero in the clear. We call this variant known-
indices MPFSS, and we provide a reduction to cuckoo hashing and
known-index SPFSS in Section 6.5.

6.2.4 Vector OLE

Oblivious linear evaluation (OLE) is functionality that enables two
parties to obtain correlated outputs. One party has input values u, v.
The second party has input x and obtains as output w = ux + v.
Similarly to the use of OT for garbled circuits, OLE is a basic building
block for secure arithmetic computation enabling the generation of
multiplicative triples. Vector OLE (VOLE) [App+17; BCGI18] is a
generalization of OLE to the setting of vector inputs, i.e., one party
has input vectors u, v, the other party has input value x and obtains a
vector w = ux + v. Boyle et al. [BCGI18] present application of VOLE
to secure computation and zero-knowledge constructions.

Analogously to OT there is a variant of VOLE referred to as pseudo-
random VOLE, where the vectors u, v are generated randomly during
the protocol execution. They are then provided as output to the first
party. This primitive suffices for the construction of VOLE as well
as its applications [BCGI18]. In Section 6.6 we present a new pseu-
dorandom VOLE construction that requires a weaker version of the
distributed MPFSS functionality compared to the approach of Boyle et
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al. [BCGI18], which can be implemented efficiently as we demonstrate
in Section 6.8.

Definition 6.3 (Pseudorandom VOLE). A pseudorandom VOLE consists
of the following algorithms:

• (seed1, seed2) ← VOLE.Setup(1λ, n,F, x) – this algorithms takes
vector length n, field F and value x and outputs two seeds.

• VOLE.Expand(b, seedb) – if b = 1, output (u, v) ∈ Fn × Fn, else if
b = 2, then output w ∈ Fn.

The correctness of the protocol guarantees that w = ux + v. The security
property requires that seed1 does not reveal any information about x and
that seed2 does not allow to distinguish (u, v) from random vectors subject
to the correctness property, i.e., for any ppt algorithm A the following holds:∣∣ Pr[b = b′

∣∣ b′ ← A(seed1),

(seed1, seed2)← VOLE.Setup(1λ, n,F, xb),

(F, n, x1, x2)← A(1λ)]− 1/2
∣∣ < negl.∣∣ Pr[b = b′

∣∣ b′ ← A(ub, vb, seed2),

(seed1, seed2)← VOLE.Setup(1λ, n,F, x),

(F, n, x)← A(1λ), (u1, v1)← VOLE.Expand(1, seed1),

w← VOLE.Expand(2, seed2),

u2 ←R F
n, v2 ← w− u2x]− 1/2

∣∣ < negl.

6.2.5 LPN Assumption

The learning parity with noise (LPN) assumption [BKW03] states that
given the noisy dot product of many public binary vectors ai with
a secret binary vector s is indistinguishable from a string of random
bits. Adding noise to a bit is equivalent the flipping the bit with a
fixed probability. We use the following generalization of the LPN
assumption to larger fields.

Definition 6.4 (LPN Assumption). Let C be a probabilistic code generation
algorithm which given inputs values k, q and a field F, outputs a matrix
A ∈ Fk×q. The LPN assumption with respect to C with dimension k = k(λ),
q = q(λ) queries and noise rate r = r(λ) states that for any PPT algorithm
A the following holds:

Pr[1← A(A, b)
∣∣ F← A(1λ), A← C(k, q,F), e← Berr(F)

q,

s← Fk, b← s · A + e]

≈ Pr[1← A(A, b)
∣∣ F← A(1λ), A← C(k, q,F), b← Fq].

In our construction (Section 6.6) we use LPN instantiations with
parapets settings as those described by Boyle et al. [BCGI18], i.e., high
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dimension k, low noise rate 1/kε for a constant ε and a polynomial
number of queries q = k + o(k). Since we focus on the primal variant
of VOLE, we can instantiate C using a local linear code, where LPN is
assumed to hold [App+17; BCGI18].

Ring-LPN is a variant of the LPN assumption defined over rings
rather than fields. The security of this assumption is less studied but
there are works that explore its use in the context of protocols for
the purposes of efficiency [Hey+12; DP12]. In our implementation we
evaluate the performance of our protocol both in the setting of a field
and a ring which rely on the two variants of the LPN assumption.

6.2.6 Definitions, Functionalities, and Secure Two-Party Proto-
cols

All the constructions in this chapter describe communication efficient
two-party protocols for computing correlated vectors, for different
types of correlations. This notion has recently been formalized as
a Pseudorandom Correlation Generator (PCG) [Boy+19b]. As observed
there, communication-efficient PCGs don’t lend themselves to direct
simulation-based security proofs. Intuitively, this stems from the fact
that any simulator that takes as input the ideal pseudorandom output
and produces succinct messages for the protocol would be able to
compress pseudorandom strings, which is impossible. However, it
was shown that in many applications (including all the applications
of vector OLE we consider), a weaker security definition is suffi-
cient [BCGI18; Boy+19b]. We will therefore use the same approach
as Boyle et al. and split up our protocols in two phases, namely setup
(or generation), and expansion (or evaluation). This allows us to use
the following structure in our security proofs: First, (i) we define cor-
rectness and security requirements of the generation and expansion
algorithms. Then, (ii) we define ideal functionalities for the two phases
and show that they satisfy our definition. And finally (iii), we show
that our protocols securely (and efficiently) implement the key gener-
ation functionality. We focus on presenting our two-party protocols
in this chapter, and giving the intuition behind for both security and
efficiency. Nevertheless, detailed definitions, functionalities, and se-
curity proofs for all our novel constructions are given in the chapter
appendix.

6.3 (n − 1)-out-of-n random ot

In this section we consider the question of oblivious selection of n− 1
items out of n in the case when all items are pseudorandom. This corre-
sponds to Functionality 18, namely (n− 1)-out-of-n random oblivious
transfer. If we allow linear communication, a protocol for Functional-
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Functionality 18: (n− 1)-out-of-n-ROT
Parties: P1, P2

Input: P2: Index i ∈ [n]
Output (for P1) : Pseudorandom vector u ∈ Fn

Output (for P2) : vector v = (uj)j 6=i

ity 18 can be easily obtained using oblivious selection techniques. We
instead propose a protocol with sub-linear communication and linear
computation. Our protocol consists of a key generation phase where
P1 learns a key K1 consisting of a single PRG seed s0, and P2 learns a
key K2 consisting of logk(n) PRG seeds, via logk(n) parallel executions
of a (k − 1)-out-of-k OT protocol, for parameter k > 1. Expanding
the respective seeds to obtain their length-n outputs takes O(n) PRG
evaluations per party.

key generation via a ggm tree We crucially leverage the fact
that values are generated pseudo-randomly in order to obtain a proto-
col with the above communication complexity. Let us assume, without
loss of generality, that logk(n) is an integer. The n values of u are
generated from a single random seed s0 using a GGM tree T [GGM86]
constructed using a PRG G of stretch k, i.e. G : {0, 1}λ 7→ {0, 1}kλ, for
security parameter λ. More concretely, T is an ordered complete k-ary
tree of depth logk(n) and n leaves, with its nodes labeled with seeds
in {0, 1}λ (we will refer to nodes and their seeds/labels indistinctly).
The label of the root is s0, and the label sj of the jth child of a node v
is obtained from the seed of v, by applying the PRG G and parsing
the output as (s1| · · · |sj| · · · |sk).

the 2-party protocol Our protocol is presented as Protocol 19.
First, P1, the sender, computes the tree T locally from a seed s0 (note
that this can be done with 2n− 1 calls to G) and sets s0 to be its key
K1. The rest of the protocol allows P2, the receiver, to recover all the
seeds of T, except for the ones in the path to the ith leaf. This is done
in a way that does not leak i to P1, and requires only log(n) seeds,
which will constitute P2’s key K2, to be expanded locally. We now
informally discuss the correctness and security of our protocol, as well
as associated communication and computation costs.

Let (i1, . . . , ilogk(n)
) be the path to the i-th leaf (this is a sequence of

values in {0, . . . , k− 1}, indicating which children to follow at each
level to reach the ith leaf from the root, and in fact corresponds to the
k-ary encoding of the integer i− 1). For example, Figure 6.1 shows
how for n = 8 and i = 3, the path the receiver should not learn is 010.
As mentioned above, our goal is that the receiver can reconstruct all
the tree except for the nodes on this path.
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Protocol 19: (n− 1)-out-of-n Random OT
Public Params: PRG G of stretch k > 1 and security parameter λ,

integer n = kc with c > 0
Inputs: P1: ⊥; P2: index i ∈ [n]
Output: P1: n random values (rj)j∈[n]

P2: n− 1 random values (rj)j∈[n],j 6=i

Key Generation (ROT.Gen(1λ, n, i)):

(1) P1 generates a PRG seed s0
R← {0, 1}λ.

(2) P1 computes a k-ary GGM tree of depth α = logk(n), denoted
T = T(s0, α), by associating s0 to T and, if α > 1, constructing the k
children of T recursively as T(sj, α− 1), with j ∈ [k] and seeds
s1, . . . , sk computed as (s1 | s2 | . . . | sk) := G(s0).

(3) P2 computes (b1, . . . , bα), the k-ary encoding of i− 1.

(4) The parties execute α instances of (k− 1)-out-of-k OTs:

• P1 acts as sender. For the lth OT, let (p1, . . . , pkl ) be the seeds of
the lth level of T. The jth message in the OT is set to be

mj :=
⊕

s∈{px : x ≡ j mod k}
s

(the jth message is the XOR of the seeds of the jth children of
trees at level l − 1).

• P2 acts as the chooser and inputs, in the lth OT, the set
{0, . . . , k− 1} \ {bl}, and obtains k− 1 seeds ql,j with
j ∈ [k] \ {bl}.

(5) P1 outputs K1 ← s0, P2 outputs K2 ← (ql,j)l∈[α],j∈[k]\{bl}.

Expansion (ROT.Expand(b, Kb)):

(i) If b = 1: P1 returns the list of leaves of T.

(ii) If b = 2: P2 uses the seeds ql,j to reconstruct T, except for the path to
the ith leaf (recall that (b1, . . . , bα) is the k-ary encoding of i− 1).

• For the first level, P2 constructs trees Tj = T(q1,j, α− 1) with
j ∈ [k] \ {b1}.

• For each level l ∈ [α], let T1, . . . , Tkl be the sub-trees of T at level
l. In previous iterations P2 has computed all such sub-trees
except for Tij , with il = ∑x∈[l] kx−1 · bx + 1. P2 then collects the
seeds of the direct children of each Tj as {sj,1, . . . , sj,k}j∈[k]\il .
Then, additional seeds {sbl ,j}j 6=il+1

can be obtained from
(q′l,j)j 6=bl+1

as

sbl ,j :=
⊕

s∈{sj,x : x ≡ j mod k}
s⊕ ql,j

By expanding those seeds using G, P2 computes all sub-trees of
T at level l + 1, except for the one at position
il+1 = ∑x∈[l+1] kx−1 · bx + 1.

P2 returns the list of seeds of leaves of T, except for the one at
position i = ∑x∈[α] kx−1 · bx + 1.
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Although it will become clear that the protocol can be parallelized
across levels, for explanatory purposes it is useful to think of it as
processing T level by level from the root guaranteeing that, for each
level l ∈ [logk(n)], the receiver can reconstruct T up to level l, except
for the nodes in the path (i1, . . . , il). This property obviously holds
for l = 0 and, to argue the correctness of our protocol, we now argue
inductively how to extend it from level l to level l + 1.

By induction assume that the receiver can reconstruct all sub-trees
T1, . . . Tkl of depth α− l rooted at the nodes of level l except for exactly
one: the one rooted at path (i1, . . . , il). This is, precisely, T(∑x∈[l] kx−1·ix+1),
which we denote T∗ for simplicity. Now, let us show how a single
execution of (k− 1)-out-of-k OT is enough to extend the above prop-
erty to level l + 1. Intuitively, we want to ensure that the receiver
learns all direct children of T∗, except for the il+1th one. As T∗ has
k direct children, this corresponds to a (k− 1)-out-of-k-OT. However,
for privacy, it is important that the sender never learns that T∗ is in
fact the sub-tree that the receiver cannot reconstruct at level l, as this
reveals too much about the index i. This difficulty can be overcome by
constructing the messages in the (k− 1)-out-of-k-OT as follows.

Let sj,0, . . . , sj,k−1 be the seeds of the nodes that are direct children of
each tree Tj. As the receiver knows all the Tjs except for T∗, she has all
such seeds except for the ones with j = (∑x∈[l] kx−1 · ix + 1), i.e., the
children of T∗. The key idea to achieve the above goal is to have the

sender compute k values m0 =
(⊕kl

j=1 sj,0

)
, . . . , mk−1 =

(⊕kl

j=1 sj,k−1

)
.

Here, m0 is the XOR of all direct first children of nodes at level l,
m1 is the XOR of all second children, and so on. Now observe that,
given any value my the receiver can compute the seed s(∑x∈[l] kx−1·ix+1),j
(the yth child of T∗) since she knows all the other values XOR-ed
into the mj value. On the other hand, mj does not reveal anything
about the seeds skl ,x with x 6= j. Thus, the sender and the receiver run
(k− 1)-out-of-k OT where the sender’s inputs are m0, . . . , mk−1 and
the receiver’s input is the set {0, . . . , k− 1} \ {il}. After running this
sub-protocol the receiver can reconstruct T up to level l + 1, except
for the nodes in the path (i1, . . . , il+1). This shows how to extend the
construction from level l to l + 1, and the protocol finishes when l = n.

An important observation is that the instances of (k− 1)-out-of-k
OT used in the above construction can all be run in parallel. The
correctness of our construction follows from the above discussion, and
its security, stated in the next lemma, follows directly from the security
of G, and the underlying protocol for (k− 1)-out-of-k OT. A detailed
proof can be found in Appendix 6.A.1. In Section 6.8 we describe how
G is instantiated in our implementation, as well as other practical
considerations and optimizations.

Lemma 6.5. For any constant k > 1, Protocol 19 is a secure two party
computation protocol for the (n− 1)-out-of-n ROT functionality in the (k−
1)-out-of-k OT hybrid model assuming a secure PRG G. The protocol is one
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round, and requires O(λ log(n)) communication and O(λn) computation
per party, including 2n PRG evaluations, where λ is the length of the PRG
seed.

proof sketch Showing the security of the above protocol consists
of two steps: first, showing that the keys that the parties receive have
the desired pseudorandom properties (Definition 6.9), which follows
from the pseudorandom properties of the GGM construction and
which we formally prove in Theorem 6.10. And second, showing that
the key generation protocol is a secure two party computation protocol
for the generation of the keys, which follows from the OT security
and which we prove formally in Theorem 6.11. The communication
overhead follows from the fact that the parties execute logk n OTs,
which have linear communication in λ. The computation O(λn) for
each comes from the execution of the logk n OTs and the expansion of
the keys which uses 2n PRG calls.

how to set k, and instantiations of (k− 1)-out-of-k ot The
construction of Protocol 19 works for any integer k > 1. Choosing
k constant results in logarithmic communication, and in fact in our
implementation we use k = 2. In practice, this allows us to leverage
very efficient implementations of 1-out-of-2 OT based on OT Extension.
When instantiated with k = 2, our protocol resembles the Function
Secret sharing construction by Boyle et al. [BGI15].

privately punctured prf Our (n− 1)-out-n random OT protocol
also provides a construction for a privately punctured pseudorandom
function, where one party has the PRF key and can evaluate the PRF
on any input (in our case this is P1 who has the GGM root) and the
other party has a punctured key which allows it to evaluate the PRF
on all but one inputs (P2 in our case). The OT protocol enables P2 to
obtain its punctured PRF key without revealing the punctured point
to P1 (the punctured key is the output that P2 has at the end of the
KeyExchange phase of the OT protocol). We note the difference in the
punctured key generation algorithm from the one defined in other
contexts for privately puncturable PRFs [BLW17], where the party
who has the full PRF key generates the punctured key and knows the
point at which it is punctured.

6.4 known-index spfss

In this section we use our (n− 1)-out-of-n random OT protocol to
construct a 2-party computation protocol to jointly generate FSS keys
for point functions. The setup for our distributed FSS protocol assumes
that one party knows the non-zero evaluation point while the value at
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Figure 6.1: Example of the GGM tree generated by the sender and partially learnt by the receiver.
Here, k = 2, n = 8, and i = 3. Thus, the path not learnt by the receiver is (010). For
each level, the parties run an OT where the receiver learns an XOR of either the left
children or the right children of that level. Using previously expanded sub-trees, this
information allows the receiver to learn a new seed (nodes filled in blue) which can be
expanded by repeatedly calling G (the nodes resulting from such expansions are filled
in black). Figure contributed by co-author Leonie Reichert.

that point is shared between the two parties. Thus, it is not equivalent
to a generic distributed FSS scheme for point functions, as for example
described by Doerner and Shelat [DS17]. However, this relaxed version
suffices for our VOLE construction described in Section 6.6. We call
our FSS variant Known-Index SPFSS to emphasize that one party knows
the non-zero index.

Conceptually, the existing construction of point function FSS [BGI15]
generates two PRF keys K1 and K2 such that PRFK1(x) = −PRFK2(x)
for all values of x except the input with non-zero evaluation i. The
values PRFK1(i) and PRFK2(i) are random shares of the function
evaluation β at the input i. If two parties need to generate K1 and K2

in a distributed way, they can use secure general computation for this
task, and Doerner and Shelat [DS17] show a more efficient way to
construct such an MPC protocol in the semi-honest setting.

When one of the parties, P2, knows i, we can construct K1 and
K2 in a distributed fashion as follows. First, P1 and P2 run a secure
(n− 1)-out-of-n-ROT key generation protocol (the construction from
the previous section), for the parties to obtain keys KROT

1 and KROT
2 .

Note that, if the parties compute rb = ROT.Expand(b, KROT
b ), the vec-

tors r1, r2 coincide at every position except for a position i known to
P2. As P2 can negate its vector, we can think of r1 and −r2 as additive
shares of a vector of all zeroes except for the ith position. Now all that
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Protocol 20: Distributed Known-Index Single Point FSS
Params and Building Blocks: (n− 1)-out-of-n-ROT;
Point function f : [n]→ G, f (i) = β, f (j) = 0 ∀ j 6= i
Random shares β1, β2 : β1 + β2 = β; b ∈ {0, 1}
Parties: P1, P2

Inputs: P1 : β1, P2 : β2, i

Key Generation (SPFSS.Gen(1λ, fi,β)):

(1) The parties run a secure ROT.Gen(1λ, n, i) protocol to obtain
keys KROT

1 and KROT
2 .

(2) The parties execute locally ROT.Expand, from which P1 gets n
random values {ri}j∈[n], and P2 obtains {ri}j∈[n],j 6=i.

(3) Let R = ∑j∈[n] ri. P1 sends to P2 the value Rβ = R− β1.

(4) P2 computes r̃ = β2 − Rβ + ∑j∈[n]\{i} ri.

(5) P1 outputs K1 ← KROT
1

(6) P2 outputs K2 ← (KROT
2 , r̃).

Expansion (SPFSS.Eval(b, Kb, x)):

• If b = 1, compute v1 ← ROT.Expand(1, K1) and output v1
x.

• If b = 2, parse K2 as
(
KROT

2 , r̃
)
. If x = i, output r̃. Otherwise,

compute v2 ← ROT.Expand
(
2, KROT

2
)

and output −v2
x.

remains is to modify r1 and −r2 to fix the ith position to be a share
of a value β shared among P1 and P2 (see Protocol 20). Crucially, this
needs to be done in a way that does not leak β to either party, and
keeps i private from P1. To do this we leverage the observation that P1

and P2 can compute sums R = ∑j r1
j and R′ = ∑j 6=i r2

j . The difference
R− R′ will be the evaluation of PRFK1(j). Since the parties have shares
β1 and β2 of the point function evaluation β at i, we complete the
protocol by P1 sending Rβ = R − β1 to P2 (note that this hides β1

because P2 does not know r1
i , which is a random mask) who can then

appropriately set the ith entry of r2 so that r1
i + r2

i = β. Note that, as
long as P2 obtains Rβ in the key generation phase, the corrections can
be applied during expansion. Our construction is presented in Proto-
col 20 in terms of the key generation and expansion procedures for
(n− 1)-out-of-n-ROT from the previous section, which encompasses
the steps from above.

Lemma 6.6. Protocol 20 securely implements Known-Index SPFSS over a
domain of size n in the (n− 1)-out-of-n-ROT hybrid model. With (n− 1)-
out-of-n-ROT instantiated by the construction of Protocol 19, Protocol 20
requires O(λ log n) communication and O(λn) computation per party where
λ is the security parameter of the ROT.
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proof sketch. The main argument in the security proof is that
Rβ is a one-time pad that masks β1, given the property of (n −
1)-out-of-n-ROT that the output of P1 is a random vector. A detailed
proof is given in Appendix 6.A.2.

6.5 known-indices mpfss via cuckoo hash-
ing

In this section we present a reduction from known-index multi-point
FSS to known index single point FSS. The multi-point setting is anal-
ogous to the SPFSS functionality of Protocol 20, but extended to
functions that fix the value of t ≥ 1 points. We formalize our Known-
Indices MPFSS variant in Definition 6.15 in the appendix. A naive
reduction executes t independent instances of known-index SPFSS on
the original database. However, as observed by Boyle et al. [BCGI18],
this requires evaluating all t SPFSS instances on the whole domain,
which results in an Ω(tn) computational overhead.

A general idea to improve on this baseline is to rely on batching
schemes that split the domain of size n into m small parts in a way
that allows to distribute the t SPFSS instances across the m smaller
parts. One can instantiate this general idea using a combinatorial ob-
ject called batch codes (see Ishai et al. [IKOS04] for an introduction). A
batch code with parameters n, t, k, m gives a partition of a database of
size n into m parts such that any t indices from [n] can be recovered by
reading at most k entries in each of the m parts. Although batch codes
are attractive in that they offer very strong provable guarantees, they
can be hard to instantiate in practice. This issue arises in the construc-
tion proposed by Boyle et al. [BCGI18], who explore Combinatorial
Batch Codes (CBCs) for batching multiple FSS instances to obtain
MPFSS. Since explicit constructions of the expander graphs required
for instantiating a CBC do not satisfy their efficiency requirements,
Boyle et al. propose a heuristic construction of a CBC. This leads to a
small failure probability, which asymptotically depends on t and the
expansion factor of the batch code. However, concrete parameters for
the heuristic CBC construction are not given by Boyle et al., and in
their running time estimates, the authors assume t SPFSS instances on
disjoint subsets of [n] instead of full MPFSS.

A second approach to baching is given by Angel et al. [ACLS18],
who introduce a relaxed notion of Probabilistic Batch Codes (PBCs).
Unlike the heuristic CBC construction of Boyle et al. [BCGI18], batch-
ing here may fail on each insertion of t indices with a certain proba-
bility (which can be made arbitrarily small). The PBC construction
of Angel et al. [ACLS18] is inspired by many works in the PSI litera-
ture [FHNP16; PSZ18; CLR17; DRRT18], where cuckoo hashing [PR04]
is commonly used to reduce PSI to private set membership queries.
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Figure 6.2: Simple hashing and cuckoo hashing for mapping indices to buck-
ets in MPFSS. The domain of the multi-point function is hashed
κ times into m Buckets using κ different hash functions (this
arrangement is public). P2 privately builds a cuckoo hash table
of the indices of the MP function. Then, an instance of known-
index SPFSS is executed for each bucket. Figure contributed by
co-author Leonie Reichert.

We follow this line of work, and base our MPFSS construction on
probabilistic batching.

6.5.1 Batching Known-Index SPFSS

6.5.1.1 Cuckoo hashing as a PBC

Our approach to build MPFSS from single point FSS is to use Cuckoo
hashing [PR04] and simple hashing in a similar manner as in PSI and
PIR protocols [FHNP16; PSZ18; CLR17; DRRT18; ACLS18]. Cuckoo
hashing [PR04] is a multi-choice hashing scheme with eviction pa-
rameterized by κ universal hash functions h1, . . . , hκ. Cuckoo hashing
achieves the goal of distributing t items in a table T of size m in a man-
ner that guarantees that each location in T is occupied by at most one
item. The insertion algorithm puts the item to be inserted x at T[h1(x)]
and, if this position is occupied, evicts the item in that position and
relocates it using h2, which may cause yet another eviction resolved
using h3, and so on. This insertion algorithm may fail when a cycle of
evictions is found, and thus cuckoo hashing has a failure probability
that depends on parameters κ, n, t and m. Multiple works [PSZ18;
DRRT18] that use cuckoo hashing in secure computation protocols
have empirically studied such parameters and how they relate to the
failure probability. In our work we use the estimates of Demmler et al.
[DRRT18], which leads to the same parameter choices used by Angel
et al. [ACLS18] and Chen, Laine, and Rindal [CLR17].
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While we present our concrete parameter choices in Section 6.8.2,
we keep these symbolic in the protocol description for presentation
purposes. We therefore introduce a statistical security parameter η,
meaning that the probability of failing at hashing t items is bounded
by 2−η . More specifically, we denote by ParamGen(n, t, η) the function
that generates cuckoo hashing parameters, i.e., number of hash func-
tions κ and cuckoo table size m, that guarantee this statistical bound
on the insertion failure probability. Note that in the case of such an
insertion failure, P1 learns of it in Step (1) of the protocol and thus
can handle this case in several ways in practice. For example, it could
simply abort the protocol, or it could sample new hash functions until
the hashing step succeeds or a maximum number of trials is reached.
In these cases, hashing failures result in leakage, as the adversary can
infer information about the indices from the fact that they failed (or
did not fail) to hash. A second option is to sacrifice correctness instead,
and simply ignore indices that failed to hash. This way, no information
is leaked from the generated MPFSS keys, but the multi-point function
changes with a small probability. As discussed in [ACLS18; CLR17],
the strategy for handling hashing failures depends a lot on the exact
use case. In the case of vector OLE, we choose to drop indices that fail
to hash (cf. Section 6.6). This is also the approach suggested by Boyle
et al. [BCGI18] for their heuristic batch code construction. Our protocol
therefore achieves the same type of security guarantee, while at the
same time being concretely efficient.

6.5.1.2 Our protocol.

Our construction is shown in Protocol 21. We use a cuckoo hashing
scheme with capacity t instantiated with κ hash functions mapping [n]
to [m], where (m, κ) = ParamGen(n, t, η) as described above. In step
(1), the party holding the t non-zero evaluation points of the multi-
point function computes a cuckoo hash table T of size m that contains
them. In step (2), the two parties use all of the κ hash functions to
simple-hash the whole domain [n]. This results in m buckets I1, . . . , Im,
with κ copies of each integer in [n] distributed across them uniformly
at random. An important point is that this arrangement is public (see
left side of Figure 6.2). The parties also fix an order within each bucket
Il , and compute the reverse mapping posl from items to positions.

After having assigned indices to buckets, our protocol securely runs
an SPFSS key generation for each bucket Il . First, in step (3), the parties
obtain shares of the vector v of values to be fixed in each of the SPFSS
instances (the value β in Protocol 20). This needs to be done in a
secure computation because both parties share all βi’s, while only P2

knows which βi maps to which bucket. The secure computation can
be implemented using permutation networks [Wak68] in a garbled
circuit, or using additive homomorphic encryption. However, as we
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Protocol 21: Distributed Known-Indices MPFSS
Public Params: Input domain [n], number of points t, statistical
security parameter η,

Cuckoo hash parameters: table size m, and number of hash
functions κ, (m, κ) = ParamGen(n, t, η)

Point function fi,β : [n]→ F, fi,β(ij) = β1
j + β2

j for all j ∈ [t],
fi,β(j′) = 0 for all other inputs.

Parties: P1, P2

Inputs: P1: x, β1
1, . . . , β1

t ; P2: i1, . . . it, β2
1, . . . , β2

t

Key Generation (MPFSS.Gen(1λ, fi,β)):

(1) P2 randomly chooses κ hash functions (hj)j∈[κ], with
hj : [n]→ [m]. P2 inserts i1, . . . it into a Cuckoo hash table T of
size m using h1, . . . , hκ, and it sends the κ hash functions to P1.
Let empty bins in T be denoted by ⊥.

(2) P1 and P2 do simple hashing with all k1, . . . , hκ on the domain
[n], to independently build m buckets I1, . . . , Im, i.e.
Il = (x ∈ [n] | ∃p ∈ [κ] : hp(x) = l), for l ∈ [m], each sorted in
some canonical order. The parties compute functions
posl : Il → [|Il |] that map values to their position in the l-th
bucket.

(3) Let u =
(
(β1

j + β2
j , lj)

)
j∈[t], where lj is the location of ij in T.

The parties run a secure 2PC protocol to obtain random shares
v1, v2 of the vector v ∈ Fm defined as

vj =

{
a if (a, j) ∈ u,

0 otherwise.

(4) For all l ∈ [m], P1 and P2 run SPFSS.Gen(1λ, gl) (Protocol 20)
to obtain seeds (Kl

1, Kl
2), with gl : [|Il |]→ F defined as

gl(x) =

{
v1

l + v2
l if T[l] 6= ⊥ and x = posl(T[l]),

0 otherwise.

(5) P1 outputs K1 =
(
Kl

1

)
l∈[m]

and P2 outputs K2 =
(
Kl

2
)

l∈[m]
.

Expansion (MPFSS.Eval(b, Kb, x)):
Output ∑κ

p=1 SPFSS.Eval
(
b, Khp(x)

b , poshp(x)(x)
)
.

will see at the end of this section, this step can be omitted in the special
case of Vector OLE.

In Steps (4) and (5), we generate and return SPFSS keys for each
of the buckets, where the values are the shares obtained in the pre-
vious step, and the indexes are known to P2. Note that, since m ≥ t,
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some positions in T might be empty, so those instances have the zero
function associated to them (which is known only to P2).

Finally, the evaluation of an MPFSS key on an input x is the sum
the evaluations of the SPFSS keys corresponding to the buckets into
which x is mapped by the cuckoo hash functions.

Lemma 6.7. Assume a secure Known-Index SPFSS scheme with a secure
two-party key generation protocol, both with security parameter λ. Then
Protocol 21 implements a secure two-party protocol for generating Known-
Indices MPFSS keys in the semi-honest model with statistical security η.
Using Yao garbled circuits to instantiate step (2), the MPFSS.Gen protocol
is constant round, and requires O(mλ log n) communication and O(λκn +

λm log n) local computation per party, where (m, κ) = ParamGen(n, t, η)

are cuckoo hashing parameters.

proof sketch. We outline the intuition for the proof of Lemma 6.7
here and provide the full proof in Appendix 6.A.3. Proving the security
of the MPFSS protocol involves two steps: first, proving that the
keys generated from the generation algorithm satisfy the FSS security
requirements, and second, proving the generation protocol is a secure
two party computation protocol that reveals to each party only its
corresponding key. The first claim follows directly from the security
guarantee of the SPFSS construction used to generate a key for each
bucket. We prove this formally in Theorem 6.16. The second claim
follows from the security of the two party protocol used for the SPFSS
key generation, which we prove formally in Theorem 6.17.

The communication and computation for the garbled circuit used
for Step (2) is O(λm log m) since it needs to implement an oblivious
permutation protocol over m items. For each SPFSS instance in Step (3),
we need O(λ log n) communication, since in the worst case each bucket
has size O(n). The computation that each party does includes simple
hashing of all elements in O(λκn), SPFSS distributed key generation
for each bucket in O(λm log n) and the MPFSS evaluation in O(λκn).

an optimization for vector-ole We leverage another observa-
tion related to the use of MPFSS in the context of vector OLE, which
allows us to construct a more efficient solution. In the VOLE generator
of Boyle et al. [BCGI18], the non-zero values for t-point MPFSS are
of the form xy1, . . . , xyt, where one party knows the indices of the
non-zero function values and y1, . . . , yt, and the other party knows x.
Thus, we can have a secure two party computation protocol where one
party inputs y1, . . . , yt padded with zero up to the size of the cuckoo
table, in the order in which they are mapped to the cuckoo bins, and
the other party inputs x. The protocol multiplies x with the permuted
vector and outputs shares of the result to the two parties. That way,
we can generate the MPFSS keys needed for VOLE generation without
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Protocol 22: MPFSS Optimization for VOLE
Public Params: Input domain [n], number of points t, hash
table size m = Õ(t), and number of hash functions κ.

Point function fi,xy : [n]→ F, fi,xy(ij) = (xy)j for all j ∈ [t],
fi,xy(j′) = 0 for all other inputs.

Parties: P1, P2

Inputs: P1: x; P2: i1, . . . it, y1, . . . , yt

Key Generation (MPFSS.Gen(1λ, fi,xy)):

(1, 2) These are the same as in Protocol 21.

(3a) Let u = ((yj, lj))j∈[t], where lj is the location of ij in T. P2

locally computes the vector w ∈ Fm defined as:

wj =

{
a if (a, j) ∈ u,

0 otherwise.

(3b) The parties run an MPC to compute shares of v = xw.

(4, 5) The rest of the protocol is as Protocol 21.

the expensive secure permutation in Step (3), and instead use a cheap
multiplication protocol such as Gilboa multiplication [Gil99].

6.6 distributed vector-ole from mpfss

In this section we present a new construction for two party computa-
tion of pseudorandom vector OLE that relies on multi-point function
secret sharing. The main difference between our construction and
the reduction described in the work of Boyle et al. [BCGI18] is the
observation that the multi-point function that the two parties evaluate
does not need to be completely hidden from both of them, since one
of the keys contains the non-zero points in the clear. Thus, it suffices
to use our distributed Known-Indices MPFSS from the previous section.
We present our construction in Protocol 23.

The goal of a pseudorandom VOLE is to enable two parties P1 and
P2 to obtain the following correlated outputs: P1 obtains vectors u and
v, and P2 obtains integer value x and a vector w such that ux + v = w.
The requirements for these correlated outputs are that 1) u and v do
not reveal information about x and 2) given w, u and v are indistin-
guishable from random vectors generated subject to the above relation.
Without any further efficiency constraints the above functionality can
be realized using standard MPC techniques. However, the goal here is
to generate a VOLE correlation with much less communication than
the length of the vectors. In this case, distributed VOLE faces the same
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problems as other correlation generators (cf. Section 6.2.6 and Boyle
et al. [Boy+19b]), i.e., that protocol messages of sublinear size can’t be
simulated from an ideal uniform output. Hence, the VOLE functional-
ity is divided into two parts: an interactive setup protocol VOLE.Setup
that produces short seeds for each party, and an expansion protocol
VOLE.Expand that involves only local computation in which each party
expands the short seed it has obtained from the setup to generate
its long output vectors. It was shown that if these two phases satisfy
Definition 6.3, the resulting pseudorandom correlation can securely
be used for various applications of VOLE, such as secure arithmetic
computation [BCGI18; Boy+19b].

The idea of the construction of Boyle et al. [BCGI18] is to start from
short vector a, b and c of length k < n that have the required corre-
lation, i.e., c = ax + b, which the two parties can generate efficiently
using MPC, and to expand them to long pseudorandom vectors using
the LPN assumption. This assumption states that for appropriate code
generating matrix C ∈ Fk×n, the vector u = a ·C + µ is pseudorandom,
where µ is a sparse random vector. Now if we compute v = b · C− ν1

and w = c · C + ν2, where ν1 and ν2 are shares of µx, we will achieve
the correctness property that ux + v = w. Additionally, in order to
get security, we need that ν1 and ν2 are pseudorandom and do not
reveal any information about µx. This guarantees the pseudorandom
properties of u and v under the correlation and that ν1 (and hence u
and v) does not reveal any information about x.

Given the above idea, the heart of the VOLE generation is obtaining
the shares ν1 and ν2 in a communication efficient manner. Boyle et
al. [BCGI18] propose using a distributed multi-point FSS protocol.
Our observation is that this functionality is more than what is needed
for the pseudorandom VOLE construction. More specifically, an FSS
protocol will guarantee that both shares ν1 and ν2 do not reveal any
information about the multi-point function defined by µx. However,
while x needs to remain hidden, µ is revealed to P1, which in turn
reveals the non-zero indices of µx = ν1 + ν2. This observation is what
allows us to use our known index MPFSS from Section 6.5 to generate
the shares ν1 and ν2 more efficiently.

We note that as discussed in Section 6.5, our batching scheme intro-
duces a small probability 2−η of failing to batch all t non-zero indices.
This is also the case for the heuristic batch code construction of Boyle
et al. [BCGI18]. However, as also pointed out there, this only strength-
ens the required LPN assumption a little: If batching fails (which
results in some elements of µx becoming zero instead of nonzero),
the distribution of noise values will only slightly deviate from uni-
form, but LPN for such a distribution remains a very conservative
assumption.

Theorem 6.8. Protocol 23 implements a secure distributed vector OLE
generator in the semi-honest model. With step (3) instantiated with OT-
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Protocol 23: Distributed Vector OLE
Public Params: Vector length n, LPN parameters t, k, code
generating matrix C ∈ Fk×n.

Parties: P1, P2.
Inputs: None.
Outputs: P1 : u, v ∈ Fn; P2 : w ∈ Fn, x ∈ F, such that

ux + v = w.

Share Generation (VOLE.Setup(1λ,F, n))

(1) P1 chooses a set of S random positions S = {s1, . . . , st}, with
si ∈ [n], t random values y = (y1, . . . , yt) ∈ Ft, and a pair of
random vectors a, b ∈ Fk. P2 chooses random x ∈ F.

(2) P1 and P2 run MPFSS.Gen to obtain keys K1, K2 of the
multi-point function fS,xy.

(3) P1 and P2 run an MPC with inputs a, b and x respectively,
from which P2 obtains a vector c = ax + b.

(4) P1 outputs seed1 ← (K1, S, y, a, b) and P2 outputs
seed2 ← (K2, x, c).

Expansion (VOLE.Expand(b, seedb))

(i) If b = 1, P1 runs ν1[i]←MPFSS.Eval(1, K1, i) for i ∈ [n] and
defines a vector µ ∈ Fn such that µ[si] = yi for all i ∈ [t] and
µ[s] = 0 for all s /∈ S. P1 outputs u = a · C + µ, v = b · C− ν1.

(ii) If b = 2, P2 runs ν2[i]← MPFSS.Eval(2, K2, i) for i ∈ [n] and
outputs w = c · C + ν2.

based Gilboa multiplication, MPFSS instantiated using Protocol 22, and C
instantiated by a local linear code, the protocol is constant round, and requires
O
(
λm log n + λk

)
communication and O(λκn + λm log n) computation

per party, where (m, κ)← ParamGen(n, t, η), λ is a computational security
parameter, and η is the statistical security parameter of the MPFSS scheme.

proof sketch As mentioned above, our protocol is obtained using
a simple modification of the scheme of Boyle et al. [BCGI18], i.e.,
using known-index MPFSS instead of full MPFSS. Since the only
additional information our variant reveals is already included in the
VOLE keys, their proof [BCGI18, Section 3.2.2] can be trivially adapted
to our protocol. We will give an overview here, but refer the reader
to [BCGI18] for the full details.

Correctness follows from the observation that µx = ν1 + ν2. It
follows that

ux + v = (a · C + µ)x + b · C− ν1

= (ax + b)C + µx− ν1 = c · C + ν2 = w.
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To prove security we need to show that the two security properties
from Definition 6.3 hold. To show the first property we observe that
the only part of seed1 that depends on x is K1. However, since it is
generated using the distributed MPFSS construction, it follows by the
security of known-index MPFSS (see Appendix 6.A.3) that there is a
simulator that can simulate K1 without knowledge of x. Note that the
non-zero indices needed to simulate K1 are also included in seed1.

To prove the second property we show a transition between the
distributions (u1, v1, seed2) and (u2, v2, seed2) in two steps and argue
that an adversary cannot distinguish the changes applied in each of
them. In the first step the input to the adversary is the same but we
replace the K2 with the simulated MPFSS key, which is generated
from F and n alone. Security of the MPFSS scheme guarantees that
this simulated key is indistinguishable from the real one. In this
distribution u1 = a · C + µ and v1 = b · C − ν1 = b · C + ν2 − µx =

c ·C + ν2− (a ·C + µ)x = c ·C + ν2− u1x. In the next step we replace

u1 and v1 with u2
R← Fn and v2 ← w− u2x = c · C + ν2 − u2x. By the

LPN assumption, u1 and u2 are indistinguishable and since v1 and
v2 are computed in the same way, the change in the second step in
indistinguishable for the adversary.

The communication in the protocol consists of the execution of the
distributed MPFSS key generation and the secure computation for c,
which have cost O(λm log n) and O(λk), respectively. The computation
overhead additionally consists of the expansion of the MPFSS, which
is O(λκn) and the vector matrix multiplications with the matrix C,
which using a local linear code is in O(n).

In our evaluation (Section 6.8), rely on previous work [DRRT18] to
choose a constant κ and m = O(t) such that η ≥ 40 for the param-
eter ranges we’re interested in. Together with the observation that t
and k are both in O(

√
n) [BCGI18], this simplifies the communica-

tion overhead of our protocol to O(λ
√

n log n) and the computation
to O(λn).

6.7 applications

Our distributed pseudorandom vector OLE protocol can be seen as a
communication efficient precomputation that enables arbitrary secure
two-party scalar-vector multiplications. This is thanks to a simple
reduction from VOLE to pseudorandom vector OLE. The reduction is
analogous to how a random multiplication triple can be exploited to
compute extremely efficiently a secure multiplication in just a round of
communication. The reduction from VOLE to pseudorandom VOLE is
given in [BCGI18] (Proposition 10). The overhead of the reduction with
respect to running pseudorandom VOLE generation and expanding
the resulting seeds is just the cost of performing the scalar vector
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multiplication in the clear, and transmitting a vector of the same
length as the input vector. For that reason, in the context of multi-
party computation, distributed pseudorandom vector OLE should be
considered as a data independent preprocessing step that enables fast
secure distributed scalar-vector multiplication, aka vector OLE. In this
section we overview some applications that fit in this paradigm and
thus can benefit from our protocol for distributed vector-OLE, as well
as applications of our sub-protocol for known-Indices MPFSS.

Generally speaking, vector OLE can be used to batch one-against-
many OLE computations, and thus directly provides a way to batch
applications that rely on OLE computations. Such applications include,
for example, PSI [GN19], and keyword search [FIPR05]. The latter
relies on Oblivious Polynomial Evaluation (OPE) for which, as we
will discuss later in this section, an efficient reduction to vector OLE
exists. Our VOLE generator can also be used to implement PSI and
variants thereof directly [RS21]. From a general MPC perspective,
vector OLE enables communication efficient evaluation of arithmetic
circuits with multiplication gates with large fan-out. This includes
several important settings, including protocols for secure distributed
data analysis.

6.7.1 Secure Linear algebra

As mentioned above, vector OLE is directly applicable in settings were
OLE computations, i.e., secure multiplications, can be vectorized and
thus computed by invoking several instances of vector OLE. This is
the case, for example, in matrix-vector multiplication, as this operation
can be computed, for a matrix of dimensions n×m, by m invocations
of length n vector OLE. Hence interesting settings for our protocols
are the ones where n is a lot larger than m. This corresponds to
datasets with many records, and a limited number of features per
record, which are natural in the context of training and evaluation of
machine learning models, such as logistic regression. Similarly, matrix
convolutions operations, the main ingredient of convolutional neural
networks, rely on multiplying a small matrix called kernel (common
kernel sizes are 3× 3, 5× 5, and 9× 9) in a sliding fashion at each
position of a input image (or layer input for intermediate layers). This
corresponds to a small number of vector OLE computations of length
the size of the image (which is commonly 255× 255).

A natural approach to distributed vector OLE is (vectorized) Gilboa
multiplication, as discussed in Section 5.2, and thus it has been used
as a way to precompute multiplication triples for MPC in several
works [MZ17; DSZ15]. This approach requires linear communication
and computation in the size of the matrix. In contrast our Protocol 23
has sub-linear communication. In Section 6.8 we compare these two
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approaches empirically, both in terms of communication and compu-
tation.

6.7.1.1 Sparse matrix manipulations

As mentioned in the Section 6.1, known-indices MPFSS can also be
seen as a type of “scatter” vector operation. This functionality was
presented in Section 5.4.1 under the name ScatterInit. In that setting,
two parties hold a share of a sparse vector, represented as a list of
index-value pairs for which one party knows the indices and the values
are additively shared. The goal is to securely convert the vector into
a dense representation, where it is represented as an array of shared
values of length equal to the size of the domain of indices. The protocol
presented in Section 5.4.1 has computation and communication linear
in the size of the dense vector. In contrast, known-indices MPFSS only
needs linear computation, but has sub-linear communication overhead.
Thus, it can be used directly as a replacement for ScatterInit in the
row-sparse matrix-vector multiplication protocol of Section 5.4.2.2.

6.7.2 Oblivious Polynomial Evaluation

The problem of oblivious polynomial evaluation (OPE) considers the
setting where one party, the server, has the coefficients of a polynomial
P(x) and a second party, the client, has an input z and the goal of
the protocol is to enable the client to learn P(z) without learning
anything more about the polynomial and without the server learning
anything about the input. OPE has applications to privacy preserving
set operations and data comparison, anonymous initialization for
metering and anonymous coupons [NP06]. The OPE setting can be
viewed as a generalization of the OLE problem to a higher degree
polynomial.

We show that we can implement the OPE protocol leveraging the
VOLE functionality. We use the OPE construction introduced in the
work of Naor and Pinkas [NP06]. The idea is to reduce the evaluation
of a degree n polynomial to n evaluations of linear polynomials,
which can be executed in parallel. Next we overview the main idea
of the reduction. Let P(x) = anxn + · · · + a1x + a0 be a degree n
polynomial. It can be expressed as P(x) = xQ(x) + b0 where Q(x) is
a degree n− 1 polynomial. If the client and the server have obtained
respectively additive shares qC, qS of the evaluation of Q(x) = qC + qS,
then P(x) = qCx + qSx + b0. If the server fixes its share qS in advance,
then the client’s share qC = Q(x)− qS = Q′(x) can be computed using
oblivious polynomial evaluation of Q′(x), which is of degree n− 1 and
its coefficients are known to the server. Now P(x) = xQ′(x) + P′(x)
where P′(x) = qSx + b0 is a linear polynomial. Therefore the OPE of
P(x) reduces to the oblivious evaluation of Q′(x) and P′(x), which
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can be done in parallel. By induction we obtain that the evaluation of
P(x) can be reduced to the parallel evaluation of n linear polynomials
of the forms wi = Pi(x) = uix + vi for i ∈ [n] where the server knows
the values (ui, vi)i∈[n] and the client knows x and obtains {wi}i∈[n].
These corresponds to n OLE evaluations, with the crucial aspect that
one of the inputs is common to all of them. Hence an OPE of degree n
can be implemented with a single vector OLE computation where the
server has two vectors of length n: u and v, which consist of the values
{ui}i∈[n] and {vi}i∈[n] respectively, and the client obtains w = ux + v,
which contains the values {wi}i∈[n].

6.7.3 Partially Private Distributed ORAM

Doerner and Shelat [DS17] presented a distributed ORAM construction
(FLORAM) that has asymptotically linear access time but achieves
practically very competitive concrete efficiency. This advantage is even
more pronounced in the RAM secure computation setting where this
ORAM construction is used for memory access and the access queries
are executed jointly by the two parties. The authors also consider
semi-private queries which consist of both data dependent and data
independent queries. In the latter type the parties know the accessed
index. For these types of queries the FLORAM construction enables
access in constant time.

We consider semi-private queries where the query index is known
only to one of the parties. This corresponds to situations when data
held by one party is indexed at private locations by the other party. We
show that in this setting we can use our SPFSS construction and avoid
having a Write-Only ORAM structure in the overall construction.

First, we briefly overview the FLORAM construction [DS17]. The
ORAM in this construction consists of a Read-only ORAM, a Write-
Only ORAM and a stash. The Read-Only ORAM consists of encryp-
tions of the data under a key shared among the two parties. Each
party has a copy of the Read-Only ORAM. The two parties execute an
access query using a two server PIR construction based on SPFSS to
retrieve the corresponding data item. They generate the distributed
query running the distributed FSS key generation. The Write-Only
ORAM consists of two XOR shares of the database, where each party
holds one of the shares. It is updated with a write for a new item again
using an SPFSS which evaluates to a non-zero value at the location
of the write and this evaluation there is the XOR of the old value
and the new value. The stash contains all the items that are currently
in Write-Only ORAM. An ORAM access that hides read and writes
consists of one Read-Only ORAM access, and one addition to the
stash of the item that is written. Periodically all the content of the
Write-Only ORAM is moved to the Read-Only ORAM using a special
protocol with linear communication.
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We observe that in setting of partially private queries where one of
the parties knows the access index we can use our distributed only
shared value FSS key generation presented in Section 6.4. This results
in an improvement in terms of round communication, as the general
SPFSS construction by Doerner and Shelat requires a logarithmic
number of rounds. In Section 6.8 we show empirically the benefits
of using our variant in the specific setting of semi-private queries by
comparing two implementations of these protocols. Our results show
improvements of up to an order of magnitude.

6.8 experimental evaluation

6.8.1 Implementation and Setup

We implement all the protocols needed for Vector-OLE (Protocols 19,Our source code is
available at

https://github.

com/schoppmp/

distributed-

vector-ole.

20, 22, 23). Our implementation is written in C++. For OT exten-
sion we use EMP [WMK16], for finite field computations we use
NTL [Sho+01], and for matrix multiplications needed in Protocol 23
we rely on Eigen [GJ+10]. We use AES to implement the PRG needed
for Protocol 19. Just as the FLORAM implementation of Doerner and
Shelat [DS17], we rely on the Davies-Meyer construction [Win84] to
avoid repeated expansions of AES keys. We further interleave the
setup and expansion phases in our implementation, and therefore
only report the total time in each of our experiments.

All our experiments are done on Azure Dsv3 machines in the same
region, using 2.4 GHz Intel Xeon E5-2673 v3 CPUs. For our compar-
isons against other protocols, we used a single thread. Note that this
does not penalize any protocol in particular, since their local computa-
tions all parallelize well. To show the scalability of our protocol, we
also implement a parallel version of it using OpenMP [DM98].

6.8.2 Parameter Selection

In our experiments, we use λ = 128 as the computational security
parameter. Following the analysis in [BCGI18, Section 5.1], we choose
the parameters for Vector-OLE (i.e., number of noise indices t and
number of rows in the code matrix k) such that known attacks on LPN
require at least 280 arithmetic operations. The concrete parameters
depending on the vector size n are given in Table 6.3. To instantiate the
code generator C ∈ Fk×n, we choose a local linear code with d = 10
non-zeros per column, which is also suggested by previous work on
Vector-OLE from LPN [BCGI18; App+17]. Finally, we rely on the esti-
mates in [DRRT18, Appendix B] to choose cuckoo hashing parameters
such that hashing of the t random indices fails with probability at
most 2−40, i.e., η = 40. For the values of t in Table 6.3 and κ = 3,

https://github.com/schoppmp/distributed-vector-ole
https://github.com/schoppmp/distributed-vector-ole
https://github.com/schoppmp/distributed-vector-ole
https://github.com/schoppmp/distributed-vector-ole
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n 210 212 214 216 218 220 222 224

t 57 98 192 382 741 1422 2735 5205

k 652 1589 3482 7391 15336 32771 67440 139959

Table 6.3: Vector-OLE parameters used in our evaluation. These were com-
puted by Boyle et al. such that solving the corresponding LPN
instance requires at least 280 operations using either low-weight
parity check, Gaussian elimination, or Information Set Decod-
ing [BCGI18].
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Figure 6.4: Comparison of our single-point FSS variant (Section 6.4) with the
implementation of Doerner and Shelat [DS17].

this yields m = 1.5t. Those exact parameters have also been used in a
previous work that uses cuckoo hashing for batching [ACLS18].

6.8.3 Results

6.8.3.1 Comparison of Known-Index SPFSS with FLORAM

First, we compare our distributed Known-Index SPFSS variant (Proto-
col 20) with the SPFSS implementation of Doerner and Shelat [DS17]
in order to demonstrate the efficiency gain we can obtain in set-
tings where the index might be known to one of the parties, e.g.,
semi-private accesses. The results are shown in Figure 6.4. Our im-
plementation performs better for all vector lengths we tested. For
short vectors, this is not surprising given that our protocol does not
require expensive garbled circuits, but only log(n) oblivious transfers.
Even for large vectors, where both protocols take time approximately
linear in n, our implementation remains very efficient, which is made
possible by the simplicity of our construction.
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Figure 6.5: (Left) running time of our Vector-OLE (VOLE) implementation for generating a single
random Vector-OLE. We compare against two baselines: Our known-indices MPFSS,
but using naive batching instead of cuckoo hashing (cf. Section 6.5); and Gilboa multi-
plication [Gil99], which is also commonly used in the literature to implement two-party
multiplications [MZ17; DSZ15]. We also compare two multiplication types: a 60-bit
finite field (NTL::zz_p), and a 64-bit integer ring (uint64_t). It can be seen that VOLE
outperforms both baselines as soon as n > 212. (Right) communication overhead of our
Vector-OLE and Gilboa multiplication. Here, our VOLE implementation outperforms
Gilboa multiplication for n > 211.

6.8.3.2 Vector-OLE computation

We also measure the time it takes to generate a full Vector-OLE. Here,
we compare our implementation of Protocol 23 against two baselines.
First, our variant of MPFSS, but using naive batching by repeatedly
evaluating over the whole domain. And second, our own implemen-
tation of Gilboa’s multiplication protocol [Gil99]. We already heavily
optimized this second baseline. In particular, we employ all of the
optimizations from [MZ17], and our time per single-element multipli-
cation is lower than the one reported in [MZ17].

Figure 6.5 (left) shows a comparison of wall-clock running times of
all three approaches. Our first baseline, known-indices MPFSS with
naive batching, is worse than both Gilboa and our VOLE in terms of
asymptotics as well as concrete efficiency. As for the second baseline,
Gilboa’s multiplication is only slightly faster than our protocol for
vector lengths below 212, and slower for larger values of n. For both
Gilboa and our VOLE, the finite field variant is slightly slower than the
integer variant. This is due to the fact that in addition to the reduced
computational overhead from the lack of modular reductions, using
64-bit integers directly allows us to use correlated OT [ALSZ17].

6.8.3.3 Communication Experiments

We also investigate the communication overhead of both our VOLE
implementation and Gilboa multiplication. To that end, we measure
the number of bytes sent by both parties during the protocol ex-
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Figure 6.6: Communication and computation cost of our VOLE generator with the iterative boot-
strapping approach of Yang et al. [Yan+20].

ecution. The results are shown in Figure 6.5 (right). Compared to
Figure 6.5 (left), the cutoff point where our protocol outperforms
Gilboa is slightly lower. We can also clearly observe the difference in
asymptotic communication complexity given the different slopes in
the log-log plot.

6.8.3.4 Incorporating Improvements of Yang et al. [Yan+20]

Finally, we investigate how the iterative bootstrapping approach of
Yang et al. [Yan+20] affects communication and computation when
applied to our vector OLE generator. To that end, we re-run the
experiments from Figure 6.5 with this variant. The results are shown
in Figure 6.6. It can be seen that communication is drastically reduced
by up to 96% when using bootstrapping, at the cost of a slightly
increase running time.

6.9 discussion

In this chapter we presented a new protocol for shared randomness
generation in the form of a random vector oblivious linear evaluation,
which generates vectors with linear correlations. On the way to our fi-
nal construction we also developed several new protocols, which are of
independent interest, in the areas of random OT, private puncturable
PRFs, and function secret sharing for single and multi-point functions
with known indices. We showed how our VOLE construction can be
leveraged in the context of several secure computation constructions,
and compared them experimentally with two alternatives. We also
implemented the bootstrapping approach of Yang et al. [Yan+20] and
showed how it improves the communication complexity of our library.
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Further possible improvements can be achieved in our lowest-level
primitive, (n− 1)-out-of-n-ROT. While our construction is based on
GGM trees with arbitrary arity, our implementation is limited to
binary trees and 1-out-of-2-OT. We believe that by using efficient
(k− 1)-out-of-k-OT sub-protocols for larger k, e. g.from homomorphic
encryption, we can gain additional concrete efficiency. In terms of
asymptotics, to our knowledge, ours is the first implementation of
general Vector OLE with sub-linear communication. However, it does
not reach the asymptotical guarantees that alternative constructions
(in particular the dual version by Boyle et al.) provide, namely poly-
logarithmic communication. This is due to the lack of concretely
efficient, LPN-friendly encoding schemes, and we believe that if such
encoding schemes become available, our implementation can yield
poly-logarithmic communication complexity while staying concretely
efficient.



C H A P T E R A P P E N D I X

6.a security proofs

In this section, we will prove security of all our main constructions,
that is, Protocols 19, 20, and 21. We do not provide a full proof for
Protocol 23, but as we discuss in Section 6.6, this proof can be obtained
directly by taking the one given by Boyle et al. [BCGI18] and replacing
their MPFSS construction by ours. As described in Section 6.2.6, we
split our proofs in three phases, i.e., we (i) define correctness and
security requirements, (ii) define ideal functionalities that satisfy these
requirements, and (iii) prove our key generation protocols securely
implement the ideal functionalities.

We note that our definitions are also closely related to the Pseu-
dorandom Correlation Generators (PCGs) of Boyle et al. [Boy+19b].
However, as our key generators take additional arguments beyond the
security parameter, we cannot use their definition out-of-the-box. Still,
our (n− 1)-out-of-n-ROT is defined in a similar way as PCGs. For our
FSS variants, we stick to pure simulation-based proofs using Defini-
tion 6.2, which ensures they cen be used as a drop-in replacement for
the constructions of Boyle et al. [BCGI18].

6.a.1 (n− 1)-out-of-n-ROT

Definition 6.9 (Pseudorandom (n− 1)-out-of-n-OT Generator). A pseu-
dorandom (n− 1)-out-of-n-OT generator for a group G consists of the fol-
lowing two algorithms:

• (K1, K2) ← ROT.Gen(1λ, n, i) - Outputs two keys when given an
output size n and a single index i ∈ [n].

• vb ← ROT.Expand(b, Kb) - Given an evaluation key Kb for b ∈ {1, 2},
outputs a vector of length n.

Here, λ ∈ N denotes a security parameter. Additionally, the following
properties must hold:

correctness. For any n ∈N and i ∈ [n], any pair (K1, K2) in the image
of ROT.Gen(1λ, n, i), and vb ← ROT.Expand(b, Kb) for b ∈ {1, 2},
we have that v1 is computationally indistinguishable from a uniformly
random vector from Gn, and v1

j = v2
j for all j ∈ [n] \ {i}.

141
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Functionality 24: (n− 1)-out-of-n-ROT
Public Parameter: k
Key Generation (ROT.Gen(1λ, n, i)):

(1) Run steps (1) and (2) from Protocol 19 as P1 to obtain a k-ary
GGM tree T with root s0 and depth α = logk(n), using seeds of
size λ.

(2) For each level l ∈ [α], let (p1, . . . , pkl ) be the seeds of the lth
level of T, and for each j ∈ [k] \ {bl}, compute

ql,j ←
⊕

s∈{px : x ≡ j mod k}
s.

(3) Let (b1, . . . , bα) be a k-ary encoding of i− 1. Return K1 ← s0

and K2 ←
(
i, (ql,j)l∈[α],j∈[k]\{bl}

)
.

Expansion (ROT.Expand(b, Kb)):
Let α = logk(n).

• If b = 1, compute the GGM tree T = T(Kb, α) and output the
n leaves of T.

• If b = 2, parse Kb as
(
i, (ql,j)l∈[α],j∈[k]\{bl}

)
, where (b1, . . . , bα)

is a k-ary encoding of i− 1. Then run steps (5) and (7) of
Protocol 19 as P2.

security. There are ppt simulators Simb for b ∈ {1, 2} such that for any
n ∈N and i ∈ [n],{

K1

∣∣∣ (K1, K2)
R← ROT.Gen(1λ, n, i),

} c≡{
K1

∣∣∣K1
R← Sim1(1λ, n)

}
, (6.2)

and {
K2, v1

i

∣∣∣∣∣ (K1, K2)
R← ROT.Gen(1λ, n, i),

v1 ← ROT.Expand(1, K1)

}
c≡{

K2, v1
i

∣∣∣K2
R← Sim2(1λ, n, i), v1

i
R← G

}
. (6.3)

Informally, the above security definition ensures that P1 does not learn
anything about i, while P2 does not learn anything about v1

i , i.e., the random
value it chooses not to receive, beyond the fact that it is random.

Theorem 6.10. Functionality 24 is a pseudorandom generator for (n −
1)-out-of-n-OT.
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Proof. Correctness. First, observe that a GGM tree T with n leaves and
initial seed s0 implements a PRF Fs0 : [n]→ {0, 1}λ with key s0, where
Fs0(j) is the j-th leaf of T [GGM86; KL14]. Since s0 is chosen uniformly
at random, v1 ← ROT.Expand(1, K1) =

(
Fs0(j)

)
j∈[n] is indistinguish-

able from a vector drawn uniformly at random from Gn. Second,
observe that in ROT.Expand(2, K2) in Functionality 24, all seeds of
sub-trees of T that do not lie on the path to the i-th leaf are recovered.
Since the expansion of G is deterministic, all leaves of these sub-trees
are equal to the corresponding leaves in T, and therefore v1

j = v2
j for

all j ∈ [n] \ {i}.
Security. We construct simulators Simb for b ∈ {1, 2} as follows.

b = 1. Sample a random seed s′0 ∈ {0, 1}λ and output s′0. Indistin-
guishability of the two sides in Eq. (6.2) follows immediately as
K1 on the left hand side is also sampled uniformly from {0, 1}λ.

b = 2. Let α = logk(n), and let (b1, . . . , bα) be a k-ary encoding of
i− 1. Construct a partial GGM tree by following the path from
the root to the i-th leaf, sampling uniformly random seeds for
all siblings of nodes on that path, and expanding them using
the GGM construction. Now, for each level l ∈ [α] and each
j ∈ [k] \ {bl}, compute q′l,j as in Step (2) of Functionality 24, and
output K′2 ←

(
i, (q′l,j)l∈[α],j∈[k]\{bl}

)
.

We will now show the indistinguishability of the two sides of
Eq. (6.3) using a hybrid argument. We construct α + 1 hybrid
distributions by successively modifying ROT.Gen as follows. Let
H0 be the left-hand side of Eq. (6.3), and let (p1, . . . , pα) denote
the nodes on the path from the root to the i-th leaf of the GGM
tree generated in ROT.Gen. Now, for each l ∈ [α], construct Hl

fromHl−1 by replacing the result of the PRG expansion of pl by k
uniformly random strings from {0, 1}λ, and proceeding normally
from then on to compute K′2. Note that neither Hl−1 nor Hl

contain pl , but both contain at least one of the children. Thus, any
distinguisher between Hl−1 and Hl could be used to distinguish
the output of a PRG from random. Now, by construction of
Sim2 above, Hα is precisely the right-hand side of Eq. 6.3 which
concludes the security proof.

What remains to be shown is that the key generation of Protocol 19
securely implements Functionality 24. We reduce this to the security
of the (k− 1)-out-of-k-OT sub-protocol used in Protocol 19.

Theorem 6.11. Steps (1) – (4) of Protocol 19 implement Functionality 24
in the (k− 1)-out-of-k-OT-hybrid model with security against semi-honest
adversaries.
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Proof. For each b ∈ {1, 2}, we construct a simulator Simb for the view
of Pb in the (k− 1)-out-of-k-OT-hybrid model.

b = 1. Since P1 does not receive any messages in Protocol 19, Sim1 is
the identity function. Since the computation performed is the
same in Protocol 19 and Functionality 24, the simulated and real
views are identically distributed.

b = 2. Here, in addition to the outputs of the ideal functionality, P2

receives the outputs of the OTs in Step (4). However, note that
these are directly passed through to P2’s output and are there-
fore trivially simulatable. Since the values computed in Step (2)
of Functionality 24 are precisely the ones selected by the OT
functionality, the two views are again identically distributed.

We can now compose Protocol 19 with any (k− 1)-out-of-k-OT pro-
tocol using a standard modular composition theorem, as for example
given by Canetti [Can00], thus obtaining a secure protocol in the plain
model.

6.a.2 Known-Index SPFSS

Here, we define out Known-Index SPFSS as an instance of Defini-
tion 6.2 from the preliminaries section.

Definition 6.12 (Known-Index SPFSS). Let F = { fi,β : [n]→ G} denote
a class of point functions, where for all x ∈ [n],

fi,β =

{
β if x = i,

0 otherwise.

A Known-Index Single-Point Function Secret Sharing (Known-Index
SPFSS) scheme is a FSS scheme for F , where Leak1( fi,β) = (I,G) and
Leak2( fi,β) = (I,G, i), i.e., we allow the recipient of K2 to additionally learn
the non-zero index i (but not the value β).

In Functionality 25, we define key generation and evaluation pro-
cedures for our known-index FSS scheme. We will now prove that
this functionality indeed satisfies Definition 6.12, and that Protocol 20
implements the key generation phase securely.

Theorem 6.13. Functionality 25 is a Known-Index Single-Point Function
Secret Sharing scheme.

Proof. Correctness. For any j ∈ [n] \ {i}, the correctness of the ROT
scheme guarantees that v1

j = v2
j , and hence SPFSS.Eval(1, K1, j) +

SPFSS.Eval(2, K2, j) = v1
j − v2

j = 0. On the other hand, for j = i, we
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Functionality 25: Known-Index SPFSS

Key Generation (SPFSS.Gen(1λ, fi,β)):
Let [n] denote the domain of fi,β.

(1) Generate keys for a (n− 1)-out-of-n-ROT scheme(
KROT

1 , KROT
2
)
← ROT.Gen(1λ, n, i).

(2) Compute v1 = ROT.Expand(1, K1) and r̃ = β− v1
i .

(3) Output K1 = KROT
1 and K2 =

(
KROT

2 , r̃
)
.

Expansion (SPFSS.Eval(b, Kb, x)):
Let G denote the image of fi,β.

• If b = 1, compute v1 ← ROT.Expand(1, K1) and output v1
x.

• If b = 2, parse K2 as
(
KROT

2 , r̃
)
. Note that KROT

2 contains the
non-zero index i. If x = i, output r̃. Otherwise, compute
v2 ← ROT.Expand

(
2, KROT

2
)

and output −v2
x.

have SPFSS.Eval(1, K1, j) + SPFSS.Eval(2, K2, j) = v1
i + r̃ = v1

i + β−
v1

i = β.
Security. We construct the following simulators Simb for b ∈ {1, 2},

assuming simulators SimROT
b for the random OT scheme used.

b = 1. Output SimROT
1 (1λ, n). Indistinguishability follows from Eq. (6.2)

in Definition 6.9.

b = 2. Sample r R← G and output
(
SimROT

2 (1λ, n, i), r
)
. Note that this

distribution is the same as the right side of Eq. (6.3). Therefore,
any distinguisher of the two sides of Eq. (6.1) could be used to
distinguish the distributions in Eq. (6.3) by choosing a β ← G

and replacing v1
i in Eq. (6.3) by β− v1

i .

Theorem 6.14. Steps (1)–(6) in Protocol 20 implement SPFSS.Gen(1λ, fi,β)

from Functionality 25 with security against semi-honest adversaries, where i
is input by P2 and β is secret-shared between the two parties.

Proof. We first prove that Protocol 20 is secure in the (n− 1)-out-of-
n-ROT-hybrid model when all calls to ROT.Gen are performed by the
ideal Functionality 24. We construct simulators Simb for b ∈ {1, 2} for
the views of both parties in the ideal model.

b = 1. The only messages received by P1 come from the execution of
ROT.Gen, and thus Sim1 is the identity function.

b = 2. Here, in addition to the output of ROT.Gen, P2 receives Rβ.
Simulate this with β2 − r̃ + ∑j∈[n]\{i} SPFSS.Eval(2, K2, j). In the
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(n− 1)-out-of-n-ROT-hybrid model, this simulated view is dis-
tributed identically to the real view.

To prove security in the plain model, we again use the modular compo-
sition theorem for semi-honest security together with a secure protocol
for ROT.Gen, as proven in Theorem 6.11

6.a.3 Known-Indices MPFSS

We will now prove security of our batched FSS implementation. How-
ever, as discussed in Section 6.5, there is a small probability that the
batching fails (note that this is also the case for the heuristic batch code
construction suggested by Boyle et al. [BCGI18]). Here we have two
options if batching fails: We could abort the key generation, sacrificing
security as this leaks some information about the non-zero indices that
failed to be batched; or we could sacrifice correctness by returning
keys that will result in shares of zeros for some indices that should
be non-zero. Both are valid approaches depending on the concrete
application, as also discussed in [ACLS18; CLR17]. For our VOLE
construction, we will opt for the second choice, since this will allow
us to achieve the same security guarantee as Boyle et al. [BCGI18], i. e.,
our scheme is either secure under standard LPN (if batching succeeds),
or under a slightly stronger variant of LPN (if batching fails). See also
the discussion in Section 6.6. We will not mention this explicitly in
the following definitions and proofs, but whenever cuckoo hashing is
performed, we assume that failures are handled by dropping indices
that would result in a hashing failure.

Definition 6.15 (Known-Indices MPFSS). For any t, n ∈ N, let F ={
fi,β : [n]→ G

}
be a class of multi-point functions, where i ∈ [n]t, β ∈ Gt,

and

fi,β(x) =

{
β j if x = ij for some j ∈ [t],

0 otherwise.

Let further η, λ ∈N denote statistical and computational security parame-
ters, respectively. A Known-Indices Multi-Point Function Secret Sharing
(Known-Indices MPFSS) scheme consists of the following two algorithms:

• (K1, K2) ← MPFSS.Gen(1λ, η, f ) – given a description of f ∈ F ,
outputs two keys.

• fb(x) ← MPFSS.Eval(b, Kb, x) – given a key for party b ∈ {1, 2}
and an input x ∈ [n], return a share of f (x).

Where the following properties have to be satisfied:

correctness. For any f ∈ F , and any x ∈ I, when (K1, K2) ←
MPFSS.Gen(1λ, η, f ), we have

Pr

[
∑

b∈{1,2}
MPFSS.Eval(b, Kb, x) = f (x)

]
≥ 1− 2−η .
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Functionality 26: Known-Indices MPFSS

Key Generation (MPFSS.Gen(1λ, η, fi,β)):
Let [n] denote the domain of fi,β, and t the number of non-zero
points.

(1) Choose parameters (κ, m)← ParamGen(n, t, η) for a cuckoo
hashing scheme such that hashing any t indices from [n] fails
with probability at most 2−η .

(2) Perform Steps (1) and (2) from Protocol 21, i. e., choose κ

random hash functions and use them to insert (i1, . . . , it) into a
cuckoo hash table T, and simple-hash the domain [n]. Let posl
be defined as in Protocol 21.

(3) Let u =
(
(β j, lj)

)
j∈[t], where lj is the location of ij in T.

Compute v ∈ Gm, where

vj =

{
a if (a, j) ∈ u,

0 otherwise.

(4) Call SPFSS.Gen m times as in Step (4) from Protocol 21 to

obtain m sets of keys
((

Kl
1, Kl

2
))

l∈[m]

(5) Output Kb =
((

hp
)

p∈[κ],
(
Kl

b

)
l∈[m]

)
for b ∈ {1, 2}.

Expansion (MPFSS.Eval(b, Kb, x)):
Parse Kb as

((
hp
)

p∈[κ],
(
Kl

b

)
l∈[m]

)
and output

∑κ
p=1 SPFSS.Eval

(
b, Khp(x)

b , poshp(x)(x)
)
.

security. For any b ∈ {1, 2}, there exists a ppt simulator Simb such that
for any polynomial-size function sequence fλ ∈ F ,{

Kb

∣∣∣ (K1, K2)← MPFSS.Gen(1λ, η, fλ)
} c≡{

Kb ← Simb(1λ, η, Leakb( fλ))
}

, (6.4)

where Leak1( fi,β) = ([n],G) and Leak2( fi,β) = ([n,G], i).

Note that the security guarantee of Definition 6.15 is the same as
in Definition 6.2. The main difference is in the correctness guarantee,
where we allow the output to be incorrect with a small probability
depending on the statistical security parameter η.

Functionality 26 describes our MPFSS procedure. We will now prove
its correctness and security guarantees according to Definition 6.15.

Theorem 6.16. Functionality 26 is a Known-Index MPFSS scheme.

Proof. Correctness. First, observe that the parameters for cuckoo hash-
ing are chosen in Step (1) such that insertion fails with probability of
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at most 2−η . Thus, it remains to show in the case that cuckoo hashing
succeeds,

fi,β(x) = ∑
b∈{1,2}

MPFSS.Eval(b, Kb, x)

= ∑
b∈{1,2}

κ

∑
p=1

SPFSS.Eval
(
b, Khp(x)

b , poshp(x)(x)
)

=
κ

∑
p=1

ghp(x)(poshp(x)(x))

where gl(x) is defined as in Step (4) of Protocol 21. There are two
cases.

1. x = ij for some j ∈ [t]. Then, since cuckoo hashing was success-
ful, for exactly one p∗ ∈ [κ], T

[
hp∗(x)

]
= x. Let l∗ = hp∗ be the

location of x in T. Then gl∗(posl∗(x)) = β j, while gl(posl(x)) = 0
for all l ∈

{
hp(x)

∣∣ p ∈ [κ] \ {p∗}
}

.

2. x /∈ i. Then for all possible locations l ∈
{

hp(x)
∣∣ p ∈ [κ]

}
,

T[l] 6= x and thus gl(posl(x)) = 0.

Security. We construct simulators Simb for b ∈ {1, 2} by calling
simulators SimSPFSS.Gen

b for the SPFSS key generation algorithm used
in Step (4) of Functionality 26.

Both simulators start by computing (κ, m)← ParamGen(n, t, η) and
sampling κ random hash functions (hp)p∈[κ]. They then simple-hash
the domain [n], resulting in m buckets of sizes (Il)l∈[m].

b = 1. For each bucket l ∈ [m], call SimSPFSS.Gen
1 (1λ, Il ,G) to obtain

keys
(
Kl

1

)
. Output

((
hp
)

p∈[κ],
(
Kl

1

)
l∈[m]

)
. Indistinguishability of

the distributions in Eq. (6.4) follows from the fact that the hp

(and therefore the bucket sizes Il) are identically distributed, and
for each bucket the simulated keys are indistinguishable from
the real ones due to the security of the SPFSS.Gen procedure
(Eq. (6.1)).

b = 2. Construct a cuckoo hash table T of size m using the hash
functions (hp)p∈[κ] and i1, . . . , it as in Step (2) of Functionality 26.
Now for each bucket l ∈ [m], compute

Kl
2 ← SimSPFSS.Gen

1
(
1λ, Il ,G, posl(T[l])

)
and output

((
hp
)

p∈[κ],
(
Kl

2
)

l∈[m]

)
. Again, indistinguishability fol-

lows from the fact that both views are identically distributed up
to and including the creation of T, and then from the fact that
the simulated and real keys for each bucket are indistinguishable
by Eq. (6.1).
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Theorem 6.17. Protocol 21 implements MPFSS.Gen(1λ, η, fi,β) from Func-
tionality 26 with security against semi-honest adversaries, where i is input
by P2 and β is secret-shared element-wise between the parties.

Proof. We will first prove security assuming an ideal functionalities
SPFSS.Gen (Functionality 25) for SPFSS key generation, and F2PC

for generic two-party computation. Then we again rely on modular
composition to obtain a protocol in the plain model. We construct
simulators Simb for the the views of both parties b ∈ {1, 2}. Both
simulators perform simple hashing to obtain bucket sizes consistent
with the keys from the ideal output. Then, the simulation depends on
b:

b = 1. The only messages Sim1 needs to simulate are the outputs of
F2PC, which by construction are equal to the inputs to the calls
to SPFSS.Gen, since all other messages received by P1 are part
of the output. Since by definition, v1 in Step (3) of Protocol 21 is

a random share, this can be simulated by sampling v1 R← G. The
resulting view is identical to the one in the (SPFSS.Gen,F2PC)-
hybrid model.

b = 2. Sim2 needs to first perform cuckoo hashing to generate a hash
table T consistent with the input indices i and hash functions
from the ideal output. It can then call F2PC with a uniform

vector v1 R← G as above. The inputs to each SPFSS.Gen call are
computed from T as in Step (4) of Protocol 21. The resulting view
is again identical to the one in the (SPFSS.Gen,F2PC)-hybrid
model.





7 C O N C L U S I O N

As machine learning becomes an increasingly important tool in many
disciplines, so do privacy-enhancing technologies that enable data
holders to collaborate without revealing their private data. In this
thesis, we have shown that secure multi-party computation (MPC) is
well-suited for machine learning tasks on distributed data. By imple-
menting and evaluating MPC versions of various machine learning
algorithms, including linear and logistic regression, and k-nearest
neighbors and naive Bayes classification, we have shown that MPC
can scale to real-world dataset sizes, while providing provable security
in well-defined threat models.

The scalability of our protocols was achieved by developing custom
sub-protocols for the most expensive parts of each task, while using
generic MPC for the rest of the computation. This modular approach
also allows sub-protocols to be reused as building blocks across differ-
ent ML tasks. In some settings, we have shown that further speedups
can be obtained by relaxing the privacy guarantees and revealing ad-
ditional information, such as the sparsity or other high-level statistics
about the inputs. In these cases, differential privacy can be used to
provably quantify and limit the amount of information revealed.

While the protocols in this thesis scale well with the sizes of the
inputs, they do less so with regard to the number of computing parties.
In fact, most of the protocols presented in this thesis are two-party
protocols. In some cases, such as our linear regression protocol from
Chapter 3, there can be many input parties, but the security in this case
still relies on the fact that two of the computing parties are not allowed
to collude. Extending the ideas from this thesis to the multi-party case
without non-collusion assumptions is an important, albeit non-trivial
next step. In terms of practical deployment, data harmonization and
record linkage are two obstacles that have remained outside the scope
of this thesis. Combining recent progress in secure record linkage
based on MPC with the protocols in this thesis is another promising
avenue towards real-world deployment of privacy-preserving machine
learning.

Looking outside of the secure machine learning space, our work
features several connections to other parts of cryptography. For exam-
ple, as mentioned in Chapter 5, our ROOM functionality is close (but
not equivalent) to private set intersection with secret-shared outputs
(a.k.a. circuit-PSI), as well as the private matching-type protocols that
are recently gaining traction in both academia and industry. We be-
lieve that progress in these areas will enable more efficient versions
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of our protocols. In the other direction, our work in this thesis can
be—and has been—used to improve cryptographic protocols for OT
extension, zero-knowledge proofs, and (circuit-)PSI. We hope that
our open-source implementations continue to help others advance
research in these and other fields.
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